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The 9 Subsystems of a
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System are:
Leadership Subsystems
L1- System Governance – for managements’ command/control/empowerment
L2- System Change Control – to keep everything up-to-date
L3- Communications – to keep all stakeholder groups fully informed
Core Subsystems
C1- Individual Test Planning – to align Q/C Testing to the needs of the job
C2- Testing – to conduct all testing
C3- Test Results Appeal – to allow for appeals
Support Subsystems
S1- Test Development – to develop tests
S2- Assessor Selection & Training – to insure assessor quality
S3- Data Management & Reporting – to handle data for all other subsystems

For additional text and for free tools and templates referenced in this book
– see our wiki at:
http://qualificationcertificationsystem.wikispaces.com/
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For those
who desire to impact
business process performance
via
improved
performance competence
of its most critical performers

PERFORMANCE COMPETENCE
is the ability
to perform tasks
to produce outputs
to stakeholder requirements
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There was a slight disagreement between two camps.

The Human Resources folks were very comfortable with
the word “certification.”

But the Maintenance Managers wanted to use the word
“qualification” which carried a more rigorous connotation.

The easy compromise was to label this effort
“Qualification/Certification.”
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Early reviews for

“Performance-based Employee

Qualification/Certification Systems”
Anita Augustine
I like the questions approach used at the beginning and end of each chapter. I very much
like the preface. It “sets” the book well regarding expectations. Emphasis on project plan
criticality is GOOD! For some reason, establishing a strong agenda, for meetings, seems
to be very difficult for most; these samples should be most helpful! The case studies are
strong and I’m glad you incorporated those; most helpful. I really liked the work overall;
it is thorough and well done.
Mark Graham Brown
Thanks for sending me the book! You guys have done an amazing amount of work to
document all this stuff and present it using beautiful pages. It looks very professional.
If the goal is to give someone step-by-step directions on how to design, develop, and
maintain such a system, there is a lot of great detail here. Chapter 1 is interesting reading,
addresses key questions a reader should have, and is clearly written. The book is clearly
based on some valuable real-world experience. The Alaska examples are good case
studies. The book is a great documentation of the process and lessons learned on these
two projects.
Joe Durzo
This whole book is like a road map to unexplored territory. Some practitioners have
been there before but left no maps to guide those who follow. You have mapped out a
complex territory that has had little systematic attention but which is very important.
This book is a very useful contribution to the practice of performance development and
improvement. Most of the professional literature focuses on elements of the system—
test development, feedback, etc. and NOT on the design and management of a wholecompany approach to qualification and certification. Most of the really difficult issues are
not in the individual blades of grass, but are in the overall landscape which you describe
so well.
This book should be required reading for anyone who is venturing out for the first time
to create a qualification/assessment/certification system.
Louise Leone
In my opinion the first few chapters are written in a way that does interest people like
myself. I think you guys have done a nice job in grabbing the audience early.
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Jim Russell
I like the 9 part cover diagram! Clear, simply written, easy to follow. The book format
and layout look good - eye appeal! Excellent introductory chapters. Chapters 3-6 provide
a good overview of the system. Chapters 7-10 provide more detail about the system.
Excellent lists and tables. You've hit the target and are on the mark!
John Swinney
This is a manual for building a bullet-proof, performance-based qualification and
certification system. As complex as a project of this magnitude could be, this book
provides the fundamental “how to.”
Very well done! I like the conversational style. You’ve taken a relatively complex and
detailed process but have handled describing it with plain business language. The one
thing I really like about all the work you guys have done together is that you are always
aware of the needs of the business at every point of the process.
The project plan for the TMC Stores case study is worth the price of admission. It
provides very good picture of how it all comes together. Nice addition! If I was charged
with that responsibility, this book is where I'd start! Given the book as the operating
guide, I think I could take the project plan and begin to do it!
Darlene Van Tiem
Svenson and Wallace provide a definitive guidebook complete with sound advice and a
wealth of examples, covering everything you need to establish and sustain a successful
qualification/certification system!
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Preface

Preface
Is this Book for You?
If you answer any of the following questions with a yes, this book is for you.
 Do you have people doing high risk work with huge consequences?
 Do you have a regulatory requirement to certify or qualify people for specific tasks?
 Do you have people doing mission-critical work that you intend to be done
following standard procedures?
 Do you want a way to know for certain that the people in these critical jobs are
provably qualified?
The performance-based qualification/certification approach we offer in this book is a
direct response to the need suggested by these questions.

How to Read this Book
The first two chapters are for everybody but especially for executives.
In the first chapter we will explain:
 What we mean by a performance-based qualification/certification system
 How our approach differs from some others
 Where and when you would use this type of system
 Ball-parking return on investment
We will conclude with two brief case histories.
In chapter 2 we’ll give you an overview of how the qualification/certification system
works. By the end of chapter 2 you should know whether you have a potential
application for a performance-based qualification/certification system.
The next section, chapters 3-6, is written for executives and managers to give you a more
complete sense of what is involved in standing up the system, developing the necessary
qualification tests, operating the system, and keeping the system evergreen.
The disciplined effort involved will become apparent to you along with the expected
benefits. After you have read this section, you should know whether you want to
proceed with planning an application.
The third section, chapters 7-10, is written for the people who will be assigned to stand
up the system, develop the tests, operate the system, and keep the system evergreen. It is
intended as a how-to manual. By the end of that section, if you have been assigned to
v
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implement a performance-based qualification/certification system, you should be able to
decide whether you have the experience and resources to proceed on your own with the
tools we have provided or whether you need help.
Chapter 11 is a detailed guide to developing your own project plan for implementing a
performance-based qualification/certification system. We believe effective project
planning is essential for success.
The Appendices contain a short Bibliography, a Glossary, and quick overviews of each
of the authors.
We hope this book will help you decide whether or not your organization needs a
performance-based qualification/certification system. And we hope that if you decide to
implement one, this book will be an invaluable guide to getting it done smoothly.
Our goals and objectives for the readers of this book are:
 To enable you to orient yourself to a performance-based qualification/certification
system at both a macro and micro level of detail
 To enable you to adopt and/or adapt the plans, tools and templates for your own
undertaking
 To enable you to design your own system systemically and implement it
systematically
 To enable you to develop Performance Tests both during and after the initial system
implementation

vi
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Foreword

Foreword
In many industries it is a requirement that you have totally qualified employees and that
you be able to demonstrate that the employees are in fact qualified.
In today’s world, businesses face an ever increasing regulatory and litigious environment.
Qualified employees are therefore a necessary core element of their “License to
Operate.” The License to Operate is essentially the formal or informal contract between
the community and the business. The company must be seen as operating safely with
minimum negative impact on the community, the environment, and its customers. In
return for this due diligence, the community permits the business to function day after
day.
Qualification/certification systems like the ones presented in this book should be
considered by any industry that must be able to demonstrate that their employees are
trained and certified. For any organization that is in a regulatory environment such as
pipelines, railroads, and other forms of transportation, it is absolutely essential. But it
really applies to any industry that has the potential for serious consequences when
something goes wrong – chemicals, refining, mining, oil, and gas production. Other
examples include manufacturing plants where consumer goods are being produced or
food products are being processed. Government agencies, police and fire departments,
and medical providers must also be prepared for intense scrutiny by regulatory agencies,
lawyers, and the media any time serious environmental, health and safety incident occurs.
As someone who has been involved in investigating the causes for major accidents, one
of the first things the investigators will examine are the employee training and
certification records. Are you prepared for this type of scrutiny and publicity?
This book provides a complete roadmap for the executive in terms of understanding
why a certification program is important and necessary. It gives you a complete look at
what it will take to put the system in place so that there are no surprises once you start to
implement a certification process. Ray and Guy are very direct and honest in describing
the amount of time and effort required. They explain why all the pieces of the program
are necessary and demonstrate how they fit together. They provide a complete
instruction manual and tool kit for putting an employee qualification/certification
program in place and operating it. Equally important, they show how to keep it
evergreen when changes in the work environment occur.
If your organization is contemplating a system like the one described in this book, then
you must be prepared to make a total commitment. It is not just another add-on
program to complete when time permits. Rather, this type of system must be woven be
into the total fabric of the business. It is also something you must commit to keeping
upgraded and current over the life of the business.
Finally, I would recommend you seriously consider using the services of a qualified
consultant to help develop and implement your qualification/certification system. Given
the amount of time, money, and personnel required and the critical importance to the
business, an employee qualification/certification system is one of those things that lends
itself better to using a consultant to getting it implemented as quickly as possible. It can
vii
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then be maintained in house with your own people. But whether you hire help or go it
alone, this book will be an invaluable guide.
Larry Shakley
Vice President of Engineering; Solutionwerks, Inc.
Former President, ARCO Pipeline Co.
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Section A: Introduction to the
Operations of a Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification
System
Introduction to the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification System ........................................................................................ Chapter 1
How the Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Should Work ..................................................................................................... Chapter 2

This section provides the reader with the big picture of a Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System, when it is appropriate, who is involved, and
how it should work. This section is intended for all readers.
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1

Chapter 1: Introduction to the
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System
This chapter provides an overview of a Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification (Q/C) System for those who will be involved as customers or stakeholders.
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 What work environments does your organization have that might benefit from a
Performance-based Employee Q/C System?
 What job categories would you target?
 What’s on your benefits list?
 What do you think these benefits are worth?
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What is a Performance-Based Employee Qualification/
Certification System?
A Performance-based Employee Q/C System verifies and documents that a person is
Performance Competent, that they are capable of “performing tasks to produce outputs
to meet defined requirements.”
This is done by having the candidate either perform the task while being observed and
questioned by a qualified assessor and/or assessing the quality of the end product and
perhaps interviewing stakeholders and/or others involved in the performance.
The assessor uses a “test” form that contains standards for the procedures that must be
followed and the criteria for correct performance. The completed test form becomes the
documented record of qualification for the task.
The battery of “tests” covers all the critical tasks the individual must be able to perform
in a specific role such as Control Room Operator, Sales Representative, or Six Sigma
Black Belt practitioner. When an individual has qualified on all the tasks for an assigned
role, they can be said to be “fully qualified” or “certified” for that role.

How this Differs from Other Approaches
Our approach requires that people demonstrate that they can actually do the work to a
defined standard - this is what we mean by performance-based. Some other systems test
people’s knowledge, or give people tests about the work.
Demonstrated performance of a task is a much surer way to know that employees can
really do the work. Testing about the work has a weakness. Some people who can
perform the work with a high degree of proficiency may not be good test takers and may
actually fail on work they have really mastered. Conversely, a good test taker can pass a
knowledge test about the work without actually being able to perform.
Other systems may simply ask a supervisor to check off that the person has performed
the tasks satisfactorily. This approach has limitations in that the supervisor may not be
an expert in the tasks, and it leaves no documentary record of the correct procedure
being performed to a set of specific criteria.
Another approach requires specific training in order to be “certified.” This approach is
very weak in terms of assurance that the individual can really perform specific tasks
unless the performance of the tasks is actually observed (under job-real conditions),
evaluated, and documented in the training program for each person attending.

4
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When and Where to use a Performance-Based
Employee Q/C System
The concept of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System is simple, but implementing
and maintaining one costs resources and takes discipline.
So where and when does the benefit exceed the cost and trouble with enough margin to
make it worthwhile? The short answer is high risk and high reward jobs where a clear
standard of observable performance can be defined. A broader answer is any job where
there is high value in having specific tasks performed correctly every time.
Example Best-Fit Job Categories
 Technicians: electricians, mechanics, welders, auto techs, medical technician
 Control room operators (pipelines, electric power plants, refineries)











Air traffic controllers
Food service employees
Retail employees
Supply chain jobs
Drivers
Pilots and airline cabin crews
Call center and customer service representatives
Insurance adjusters
Miners
Assembly line workers

These are just examples. You can come up with others that exist in your environment.
There are other job categories where less of the performance is observable or where
there is more subjectivity in procedure or work product criteria. Nevertheless, even these
jobs have elements that are not subjective and are observable.
Example Partial-Fit Job Categories
 Salespeople












Engineers
Geologists and geophysicists
Project managers
Policemen and firemen
Designers (of anything)
Psychotherapists
Lawyers
Executives or managers
Doctors
Nurses
Soldiers

The tasks performed in some work environments carry high risk to people, the
environment, or the physical plant or product, and often all of them simultaneously.
5
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Typical Work Environments





Power plants
Chemical plants and chemical transportation
Oil fields, pipelines, and refineries
Mining








Hospitals and other medical services
First responders and emergency workers of all kinds
Air and other transportation
Security operations
Food processing
Space exploration

In many of these environments, the public risk is sufficient that regulatory requirements
have been established requiring qualification of workers on critical tasks. The concept of
“license to operate” comes into play here. The license to operate is the formal or
informal permission the community grants the company to operate a potentially
dangerous or hazardous business. One of the conditions of the license to operate is that
the company will make sure that the work affecting these hazards is carried out by
people who are truly qualified. One of the first things investigators will look for when
investigating an incident is unqualified workers.
Think about the jobs in your own organization. Which ones potentially keep you awake
at night wondering whether your people are really qualified and the price you, the
organization, and/or the public might pay if they are not? How would you fare in a
formal inquiry into an accident if human error were a possible cause?
Do not get us wrong here; fully qualified people can still make mistakes for a variety of
reasons, but an unqualified person is actually likely to make mistakes. An unqualified
person who makes a mistake leading to a harmful incident is a liability to the company
that assigned or permitted that person to perform the work.

Thinking about Return on Investment
First, let’s think about the return. What you would expect to get for investing in the type
of qualification system we are advocating?
If you are in a regulatory environment that requires you to qualify/certify people, the
benefit is being able to continue in operation. That’s a no-brainer. If this is not the case
here is a litany of potential benefits. These benefits all derive from reducing (but not
eliminating) the risk of human error while performing critical tasks.

6
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Potential Benefits
 Compliance with a regulatory requirement
 Fewer incidents with harm to people, the environment, the equipment, or the product/
service with the many costs these incidents can generate
 Fewer errors requiring rework or producing scrap.






Fewer lost-time injuries
Less warranty claims
Higher customer satisfaction and retention
More sales
Reduced training cost

These may all seem obvious except for reduced training cost. Much of training,
especially technical or job skills training, is conducted for the purpose of making sure
people know how to do the work correctly. If they can prove qualified to do the critical
tasks by taking a performance test, there is no need to train on that task. People learn to
do the work in a variety of ways, of which training is only one. If they are qualified, why
should you care if they are trained?
Think about the benefit side of return on investment for your own organization. What is
your sense of how much it would be worth to know that people are qualified for critical
tasks? Is it worth hundreds of thousands, millions, 10s of millions, or more? Where there
is a regulatory requirement, the value is whatever it is worth to stay in operation.
On the cost side of the equation, it can cost thousands to a couple of million dollars to
design and implement a system like this. The cost will depend on the number of job
categories, the number of critical tasks, and the number of different locations with
different task make-up.
For example, a project we completed in the ‘90s for the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline cost
over a million to implement and an ongoing operational cost of over one hundred
thousand per year. This system involved qualifying over 20 different types of technicians
and operators who worked in the control center, 10 pump stations, the marine terminal,
and along the pipeline.
Principal Costs of Implementing a New System
 Designing and implementing the system
 Training all the participants how to play their role in the system
 Investing in the necessary software to track qualification plans and completions for
everyone in the system (your business may already have a Learning Management
System or other similar system that is capable of doing this)
 Ongoing operational and maintenance cost

Designing and implementing the system requires a fairly complex initiative. The
approach we recommend is overviewed in Chapter 3 and covered extensively in
Chapter 7. The next table gives a quick overview.
7
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Designing and Implementing the System
 Selecting the job categories requiring a qualification system
 Identifying the tasks requiring qualification
 Establishing policies and philosophy for the system, e.g., what do we do with experience
employees; must they re-qualify for their jobs?
 Developing and validating the tests for each of the tasks
 Developing an administrative system (for the tasks listed below under operating and
maintaining the system)
 Communicating the purpose and approach to all the affected people
 Involving the affected work groups in the design and development of the system for
both technical validity and for their buy-in
 Assigning ownership and responsibility for system operation
 Training supervisors, employees, and assessors how to play their role in the system

Operating and maintaining the system involves managing a portfolio of processes. The
operation and maintenance of the system is overviewed in Chapter 5 and covered in
detail in Chapter 9. The next table gives a quick overview.
Operating and Maintaining the System
Creating individual employee qualification and development plans
Administering qualification tests
Keeping employee qualification records
Assigning or blocking employee task assignment based on qualification
Maintaining, updating, improving the tests, and related system change control
Handling appeals by employees who fail a test and challenge the assessor’s judgment
or the validity of the test
 Selecting, training and qualifying replacement assessors and new employees and
supervisors
 Evaluating overall workforce readiness
 Overall governance of the system by teams of experts and management







These are all the initial and on-going cost elements. Not only will you spend money and
time getting the system going and maintaining it, but also you will have to divert some
time and attention of managers and critical workforce to get it done.
The simple concept we started with is easy to understand but is not so simple to execute.
Don’t do this unless it is really worth it.
You can get a much more precise handle on the cost side of the equation by developing
a detailed project plan as outlined in Chapter 7 and the example that is presented in
Chapter 11. The project plan will uncover all the steps you will have to take and help you
estimate the resource requirements for them. You can build a business case based on the
project plan and then decide whether or not to proceed with the project.

Two Short Case Studies
The two cases are both from related projects in North America. There are two parts to
8
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the story. The first involves maintenance technician qualification for one of the country’s
largest oil fields. The second involves operator and maintenance technician qualification
for one of the country’s largest oil pipelines. The oilfield in the story feeds the pipeline,
but they are operated by different companies.
These stories are connected by some of the people who were involved in both of them
and by the similarity of the qualification systems implemented in them.
The Oil Field
In the mid 1980s, the Oil Field Company instituted a Pay Progression Program (PPP)
for its maintenance technicians. This program tied progression through the technician
pay grades to performance, time in grade, and demonstrated qualification to perform
technician work. There were 15 different classifications of technicians including
electricians, mechanics, welders, instrumentation techs, computer systems techs,
automotive techs, heavy equipment operators, and others.
When we were called in to help in 1986, the program was stalled because they had not
found an acceptable way to qualify the technicians for the work as part of the program.
Two previous attempts had failed, in part because they relied heavily on written tests
which the technicians did not like and which did not really test their ability to do the
work.
The technicians were responsible for maintaining virtually all systems and equipment on
the oil field from the well heads to the oil-water-gas separation plants, gas and water reinjection plants, and all the pipelines to the head end of the Pipeline. They were also
responsible for all the roads, vehicles, airport runways and navigational equipment as
well as living quarters, potable water and sewage systems, and electricity generation and
distribution.
The project was guided by a Steering Team made up of the Maintenance Managers, HR,
and Training Department representatives who were responsible for administering the
PPP program. We assembled a team of highly respected technicians for each of the
classifications, e.g., electricians, to work with us to design the qualification testing
system. Most of the teams had one or two engineers as well as the expert technicians.
We all agreed right from the start that there would be no written tests unless absolutely
necessary, and that all the tests would involve the performance of real tasks.
With each technician team we first identified all the systems and equipment on which
they worked and then made a list of tasks for each system or equipment component.
This was made easier by the use of a standard list of action verbs for the tasks such as:
inspect, clean, calibrate, repair, overhaul, trouble-shoot. The task lists then became a
matrix of the equipment and systems to the action verbs. Tasks were rated critical
(worthy of testing) or not critical based on their impact on safety, operation of the
oilfield, protection of the equipment and the environment. The teams then identified
9
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people they considered expert performers per task for us to work with to develop the
tests for critical tasks. In all, there were over two thousand tests to develop.
We developed a standard test form designed to be used by an “evaluator,” who was an
expert in the performance of the specific task being tested, to use while observing the
candidate performing the task.
All the tests were to be performed on real work or simulated work or as a “talk-through
troubleshooting” routine we developed where an adequate simulation environment, such
as a lab, was not available. In fact, many of the troubleshooting tasks were tested using a
talk-through simulation method, since it is not possible to introduce real troubles in
most operating systems. Because we were able to test actual performance of all the
critical tasks this way, there was no need to test theory and hence no need for written
tests. The actual tests were developed with technicians who were judged to be experts
and reviewed by their peers and the engineers. The technicians had great faith in the
validity and value of the tests since their representatives had determined what needed to
be tested and had contributed all the technical content of the tests.
A change process was established so that anyone at any time could challenge the validity
of a test, suggest changes to a test, or suggest a new test. These challenges and
suggestions could be based on changes in the work or the work environment, or just the
perception that something is not right. These suggestions were to be formally tracked
and resolved by “Review Boards” for each technician group made up of subject matter
experts, master performers, and supervisors. In this way the system was kept evergreen
and continuously validated.
We created an administrative system to manage the qualification process that included
things like: selecting and qualifying evaluators, individual test planning, conducting and
documenting testing, processing appeals by technicians who felt they were unfairly failed
on a test, record keeping, continuous improvement of the tests and the entire system
and subsystems.
The system was implemented with full support of the technicians and their management
and survived for many years with modifications and improvements till the company was
acquired and the system was merged with systems from the acquiring company.
The Pipeline
In the early ’90s the operation of the Pipeline was audited by the Bureau of Land
Management which has the regulatory oversight responsibility. One of the findings of
this audit was that the Pipeline Company that operated the pipeline did not have
adequate records to prove that the operators and maintenance technicians were qualified
to do their work. There were no incidents or other indicators traced to under-qualified
workers, but lack of verifiable qualification was considered to be a quality issue to be
remedied since personnel safety and environmental and equipment protection and
10
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integrity were at stake. The company set out to develop a qualification system and test its
existing operators and maintenance technicians to demonstrate their qualification.
The Pipeline training department was given the task of designing and implementing the
qualification system. As it turned out, one of the training leaders had been the training
manager who had brought us in on the successful Oil Field project. This resulted in an
opportunity for us to help design a similar system for the Pipeline Company.
The operators and maintenance technicians were upset, and in some cases angry, that
their skills were being called into question and that they would all have to re-qualify for
their jobs using a qualification system with which they were not familiar. They selforganized an “Operator/technician Advisory Board” to present their concerns to
management. Fortunately, the management seized the opportunity to communicate with
the employees through this Board and used the Board to work with us as an advisory
group to help design the qualification system and “sell it” to the operators and
technicians. Once this Board became convinced that the company had no choice
because of the regulatory environment, they recognized that their participation would
help us create a qualification system that had the respect of the operator/technician
community.
From that point on, the story followed the same path as the Oil Field story with teams
for each specialty, the same types of performance-based qualification tests, expert
performers as evaluators, an administrative system, etc. A sub-team of the
Operator/Technician Advisory Board helped design the administrative system and then
went around to the various pump stations, marine terminal, and control room and sold
the system to their compatriots. The system was implemented successfully.
Common Threads from both cases
There were a number of common threads worth mentioning that emerged from both
cases:
1. The training departments took over administration of the qualification system
including management of all the documentation
2. “Selling” the system to the operators and maintenance technicians was a major
effort which paid off with a high level of acceptance
3. The performance-based testing of specific task performance worked well and
sustained itself over time; even the talk-through simulations worked well
4. Training of all the participants; candidates, evaluators, supervisors, and review
boards, including video demonstrations of the testing process, helped
implementation proceed with no major snags
5. Managing to have enough qualified evaluators on hand during the first
implementation wave was a challenge that was overcome but required careful
planning
6. In both cases the qualification program enabled the company to gain a total
inventory of its maintenance work for the first time.
11
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced our concept of a Performance-based Employee Q/C
System. We have characterized the types of jobs and work environments where a system
like this is appropriate. We have given you some ways to think about return on
investment. And we have given you two short cases to give you a little more flavor.
At this point, you should
 Realize that this is not for you or your organization or
 Be intrigued with the potential and want to read on
In the next chapter, we’ll explain how a Performance-based Employee Q/C System works.
Some of the questions we suggested that you think of as you read through this
chapter were
 What work environments does your organization have that might benefit from
a Performance-based Employee Q/C System?
 What job categories would you target?
 What’s on your benefits list?
 What do you think these benefits are worth?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions? Do those
answers bring anything else to mind? Note those now to help you keep them in
mind as you read further.
Next, Chapter 2 covers “how the Performance-based Employee Q/C System should work.”

12
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Chapter 2: How the Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification
System Should Work
This chapter identifies the typical Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification
(Q/C) System subsystems and processes and the various roles played in the processes.
Then we provide a walk- through of how the system looks from the point of view of
each of the roles. Finally, we give you a list of work environment and cultural factors to
consider.
By the end of this chapter, you should have a pretty good idea whether this type of
system is for you and your organization. Some of the questions to ask yourself as you
read through this chapter are
 Do we have the organizational discipline needed to implement and sustain a system
like this?
 What is the likely resistance we would face from the workforce to be
qualified/certified?
 What is the likely resistance we would face from management?
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An Overview of the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System
The “System” as we call it, is a collection of nine subsystems and their processes, the
roles people play in those processes, the data and information, and information
technology systems that provides the following outcomes.
Outcomes of a Performance-based Employee Q/C System
 People qualified/certified for specific tasks and collections of tasks making up roles or
jobs
 Information available to management about the readiness or qualification status of the
workforce and of individual workers
 Information available to workers about what it takes to get qualified/certified and what
this means to their job status and pay
 Information available to regulatory bodies to verify compliance with regulations
requiring worker qualification

Leadership
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Governance

Q/C C1

Core

There are a number of different
roles that people play in the
processes. These will be
explained in overview in this
chapter and in more detail in
Chapters 5 and 9.

Performance-based Employee
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shown in the three-level diagram
on the right.
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Performance-based Employee Q/C System Roles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Q/C Candidate
The Supervisor of the Candidate
The Test Assessor
Master Performer
Subject Matter Expert
Q/C Specialist
Q/C Administrator
Q/C Board of Governors
Performance Competency Council
Test Development Project Steering Team
Test Development Teams
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The Performance-based Employee Q/C System is an information-intensive system.
The next table lists the information that is produced and stored in the system or systems.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Information
 Blank Q/C Test forms note: these are not paper and pencil tests but checklist forms to









be completed by assessors observing performance of a specific task; see chapter 4 for
examples)
Performance Model data (task and skill/knowledge info about the job/role)
Q/C Test Specifications
Q/C Test Paths
Completed Q/C Tests
Validation information for each test
System change control information for each test
Q/C System Policies

 Procedures for performing all the Q/C System’s nine processes
 Individual Q/C plans
 Individual Q/C records, including completed test documents and progress compared
to qualification plans

The information technology part of the system includes two major elements. A
document management system maintains the test documents and procedures documents
under a system change control regimen and keeps facsimile copies of completed tests. A
Learning Management System or similar system keeps individual qualification plans and
qualification records and relates these to the individuals’ personnel records and training
records
In the next sections of this chapter, we’ll explain each of the processes, each of the roles,
and each major element of the information infrastructure.

The Performance-based Employee Q/C Subsystems and
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There are three Core Subsystems
and processes
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 Test Results Appeal
Individual Test Planning results in a qualification plan for an individual Candidate. In
this process the Candidate and his/her Supervisor sit down together, review the work
the Candidate will be expected to do over the next year (or more), and develop a plan
and schedule for the Candidate to learn the work and then pass the qualification tests for
each task as they are mastered. This may be done in conjunction with the development
of an Individual Development Plan (IDP), using a Learning Management System(s)
(LMS) or similar system.
Testing results in a Candidate being qualified for a specific task or failing to be
qualified. When a Candidate is ready to qualify for a task or group of tasks, they apply to
the Administrator to take the test, the Administrator schedules an Assessor to administer
the test, the Assessor administers the test to the Candidate and makes a decision to
qualify or not qualify the Candidate on each task, and the record of the test is forwarded
to the Administrator who places it in the record system. As a practical matter, it often
makes sense to schedule tests on a related group of tasks at the same time, using the
same Assessor to save everyone’s time.
Test Results Appeal is where a challenged Test Result enables the Candidate’s retaking
a test with a different Assessor or, if this has already been done, denying the appeal, or
passing the appeal up through an appeals hierarchy. Candidates may feel that the
Assessor was unfair or didn’t like them; or they may believe the procedure or criteria
prescribed in the test are wrong. If it’s a fairness or personality issue, the simple solution
is to allow automatic retesting with a different Assessor. If the issue is a claim that there
is something wrong with the test, the administrator forwards the claim to the
appropriate Performance Competency Council for a ruling.

Leadership

Support Subsystems and Processes
There are three support subsystems
Performance-based Employee
and processes
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
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Matter Experts review the test for accuracy and completeness. The test is tried out on a
Master Performer as a validity check. And it may be more formally “pilot-tested.” The
Administrator keeps records of all who participated in any test development and
maintenance efforts and their credentials in case of a future validity challenge or audit.
Assessor Selection and Training results in Assessors ready to conduct qualification
tests with Candidates. The functional or process-oriented Performance Competence
Councils nominate Master Performers and/or Subject Matter Experts to become
Assessors and/or to participate in Test Development efforts. The Administrator
conducts Assessor training for those who are willing to become Assessors.
Data Management and Reporting results in complete information in the records for
each Candidate in the system, each Assessor, and the history of each test. It also results
in status reports available to Candidates, their Supervisors and managers, the
Performance Competency Councils, and the Board of Governors. The Performance
Competency Councils, the managers, and the Board of Governors have a need to know
not only how individuals are progressing but also the state of qualification for groups of
people such as “all electricians in the South Plant.” Data management and reporting is
information intensive and requires information technology support. Commercially
available “Learning Management Systems” have the necessary capability.

System
Governance

Core

Q/C C1

Support

System Governance results in
three different kinds of outcomes
 Changing the scope of the
qualification system, e.g., adding
job categories or locations
 Plans to qualify enough workers
to meet the needs of the
business
 Changing the qualification
system policies, processes or
other design features
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The Board of Governors establishes plans to add job categories or work locations to the
system. It also reviews and approves changes to the overall design of the system, such as
policies or processes.
The Board of Governors and the Performance Competence Councils review the
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numbers of qualified workers needed in all parts of the organization to carry on the
work of the business. They compare the needs to the number of workers actually
qualified and in progression and recommend whatever corrective actions are needed to
balance the supply and the need.
The graphic below shows one view of a Governance System for a
qualification/certification system. This view is appropriate for a large organization, but it
may appear cumbersome and bureaucratic for smaller applications. The important thing
for you to keep in mind as you consider designing and implementing your own system is
that these roles and processes are needed, but the formal structure can be much simpler.
Of course, as people are brought into these governance roles, they need a careful
explanation of the entire system and how their role is expected to participate. Generally,
the Board of Governors and the Performance Competence Councils are facilitated by
the System Administrator, who is familiar with all aspects of the system and can keep the
governance groups focused on important issues and decisions. There is much more on
the Governance System in Chapters 3,5,7, 9, and 10.
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System Change Control results in having a battery of qualification tests that is current
with the tasks actually required in the workplace and workers qualified for new tasks and
re-qualified for changed tasks. The Performance Competency Councils review change
requests coming from anywhere in the system, rule on the need to make changes, and
plan for new or updated tests to be developed. The Performance Competency Councils
also determine if there is a requirement for people to retest when a test has been
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changed. Records of the changes and the reasons for change are kept in the system. This
is the all-important on-going maintenance system that keeps the system evergreen and
aligned with changes. Without effective maintenance/change control, your qualification
system will soon be out of date and useless. We have devoted Chapters 6 and 10 to
keeping the system evergreen.
Communications result in all participants and management being kept aware of the
status and results of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. The Administrator is
responsible for posting information on a website Blog, bulletin board, etc. and for
sending out specific communications to individuals and groups who must be made
aware of changes, new policies, or specific results.
Overview of the Q/C Roles
Now we’ll briefly overview each of the key roles in a Performance-based Employee Q/C
System.
 The Qualification Candidate is anyone who is seeking to pass one or more
qualification tests.
 The Supervisor of the Candidate works with the Candidate to prepare a
qualification and development plan, support the Candidate in preparing for
qualification, and holds the Candidate accountable for becoming qualified.
Supervisors also assign tasks or block task assignment based on qualification for the
task.
 The Assessor or evaluator administers qualification tests to Candidates, determines
pass or fail, and enters records of the tests into the system.
 Q/C Specialists work with Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts on
Analysis Teams, Design Teams, and Development Teams to conduct analysis efforts,
design efforts, and develop and/or maintain the tests.
 Master Performers are true experts in the performance of tasks to produce outputs
to meet defined requirements. They work with Q/C Specialists to articulate
performance requirements, determine which performance should be tested, and
during Test Development they demonstrate correct performance of tasks to
contribute to test content development and validation. They may also review tests
created by others. They may become Assessors. They may serve on the Performance
Competency Councils.
 Subject Matter Experts have expertise in the some aspect of the work but may not
be performing it. An example is a Mechanical Engineer who works with Mechanics in
a maintenance organization but does not perform the Mechanics’ tasks. Another
example is an expert in regulations who may input to and validate test accuracy and
completeness. Subject Matter Experts may review test documents for accuracy and
completeness, they may serve as Assessors, and they may serve on the Performance
Competency Councils.
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 The Q/C System Administrator may be one person or it may be a combination of a
leader and an administrative assistant. This role keeps the entire Performance-based
Employee Q/C System working. Specific duties include: facilitating the Board of
Governors and Performance Competency Council meetings, training Assessors,
keeping all the records, managing the planning, change management, and
communication processes, scheduling tests, managing appeals, and troubleshooting
the system.
 The Q/C System Board of Governors is composed of managers of the affected
work groups and managers from HR and Training. The Board of Governors is
responsible for overall planning to make sure the qualification system meets the
needs of the business. It is responsible for the overall design and policies of the
system. The administrator is accountable to the Board of Governors for the
operation of the system.
 The Q/C System Performance Competence Councils (PCCs) are responsible for
all the tests and Assessors in their assigned area of responsibility, e.g., mechanics,
electricians, control room operators. The Performance Competency Councils are
composed of supervisors, master performers, and subject matter experts. They are
responsible for making sure that all the required tasks and related tests are current
with the real work to be performed. They nominate the Master Performers and
Subject Matter Experts to participate in analysis, design and test development and
may serve as Assessors. They maintain system change control over the tests. They
rule on appeals when necessary.
Analysis of the Work Environment and Culture
Next is a list (not necessarily complete) of work environment and culture issues which
may have an impact on the successful implementation and operation of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System.
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Work Environment and Culture Analysis Checklist
 What are the specific types of hazards, if any, to people, the environment, the
production system, or the product/service associated with the roles to be qualified?
 How does work get scheduled, and how are individuals assigned to do the work?
 Is there a union contract, and will the contract restrict your Performance-based Employee
Q/C System in any way?
 Is there a collaborative or adversarial relationship between the workforce and
management?
 Is there a culture of accountability for task performance and quality of work, and is
management predisposed to establish accountability for qualification/certification?
 Is there a culture of discipline around the performance and management of the work
and the workforce?
 Will the workplace culture permit easy sharing of people’s time across workgroups to
serve as Assessors?
 Will the workplace culture permit adopting standard procedures and criteria for the
same task no matter where it is performed? Note: it’s only the same task if it is
performed on the same equipment under common conditions, e.g., building a
hamburger using common equipment and ingredients across a national chain of fast
food restaurants.
 Are there critical tasks that are performed very infrequently or never, such as accident
response tasks in a nuclear power plant, and is there a simulator available for practicing
and qualifying on these tasks?

For each of these questions you will need to list the implications for the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System. Where the implications suggest roadblocks or difficulties, try to
develop ways around them. If there are no convincing ways around some of the
roadblocks or difficulties, and if they would result in an ineffective system, consider
stopping the project.

Chapter Summary
We have given you an overview of the how the system should work with emphasis on its
processes and roles. At this point you should have a pretty good idea how it works, who
needs to be involved, and the level of discipline required to keep it working and keep it
evergreen. We also gave you some environmental and cultural issues to consider. You
should have formed an opinion by now as to whether this type of system is for you and
your organization.
Some of the questions we thought you might consider as you read through this chapter
were
 Do we have the organizational discipline needed to implement and sustain a
system like this?
 What is the likely resistance we would face from the workforce to be
qualified/certified?
 What is the likely resistance we would face from management?
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Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions? Do those
answers bring anything else to mind? Note those now to help you keep them in
mind as you read further.
Chapters 3-6 provide more information about what’s really involved in designing and
implementing the Performance-based Employee Q/C System, developing the tests,
operating the system, and keeping it all evergreen.
Chapters 7-10 cover the same ground as Chapters 3-6 but at the level of detail needed by
someone who is actually doing it.
Chapters 11 and 12 provide both a continuation of the two case studies started in
Chapter 1 plus an example Project Plan and additional thoughts regarding planning such
an effort.
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Section B: Overview of
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System
Implementation and Operations
Overview of Designing and Implementing the Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System................................................................. Chapter 3
Overview of Developing the Qualification/Certification Tests .......................... Chapter 4
Overview of Operating the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification System ........................................................................................ Chapter 5
Overview of Keeping the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification System and Tests Evergreen ..................................................... Chapter 6

This section provides the reader with the next level of detail, overviews of the system’s
subsystems and processes, test development, operating the system and maintaining it to
keep it all evergreen or current.
It is intended for those who will be involved in a Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System implementation and operations and who wish
to gain an overview of the system before becoming involved in the efforts.
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3

Chapter 3: Overview of Designing and
Implementing the Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification
System
This chapter contains an overview of what is involved in starting from scratch and
designing and implementing the Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification
(Q/C) System. Chapter 7 contains detailed information.
In this chapter we will give you an introduction to
 Planning and organizing the project
 Preparing a business case based on the project plan
 Designing the high level system architecture
 Designing the administrative system
 Starting up the system
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 Do we really have the internal capability to successfully complete an initiative of this
kind?
 Can we free up the necessary resources to get the job done in a reasonable time?
 Where will the major points of resistance come from, and over what issues?
 How can we structure this project to gain maximum buy-in from all the important
stakeholder groups?
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Project Planning and Organization
Developing a project plan with all the ingredients we suggest is probably the most
important part of the whole project. The project plan sets the stage for everything that
comes after. It identifies everything that must be created, how it will be created, who will
do what, how many resources it will take and the schedule for all the work.
With a good project plan, you will be able to establish realistic expectations on the part
of everyone involved and be able to resist demands that the system be up and running
before it’s humanly possible to get there. The project organization will be part of the
project plan.
Chapter 11 provides a sample project
plan and some additional project
planning considerations.

Project Plan Contents
 Purpose, Background, and Rationale





Scope
Project Approach
Project Organization
Activities, Resource Estimates, and
Schedule

The typical project plan has five
sections as shown in the table. We will
give you an overview of each of these
sections.

Purpose, Background and Rationale
The first section of the project spells out the purpose of the project, a little background,
and the business rationale for going ahead with it. Here’s where you make the logical
case for the project right up front.

There are nine subsystems in our
Performance-based Employee Q/C
System. See the graphic on the
right.

Leadership

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
Q/C L1
System
Governance

Core

Q/C C1

Support

Scope
The Scope section of the Project
Plan spells out, among other
things, the specific administrative
systems to develop or adapt to, the
job categories and work groups or
territories to be included in the
Performance-based Employee Q/C
System initially and later in
successive follow-on efforts.

Individual
Test Planning

Q/C S1
Test
Development

Q/C L2
System
Change
Control
Q/C C2
Testing

Q/C S2
Assessor
Selection &
Training

Q/C L3
Communications

Q/C C3
Test
Results Appeal

Q/C S3
Data
Management
& Reporting
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Then there are the targeted jobs,
or departments, or processes, or any combination.
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Example Job Categories and Territory
The scope of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System will include all maintenance
technicians in the company’s three North American refineries in the following categories:
 Electricians
 Mechanics






Welders
Instrumentation and controls
Computer systems
Pipe fitters
Telecommunications and security systems

You may choose to differentiate the scope of the eventual qualification system from the
scope of the initial implementation project. If there are a great many jobs in the eventual
scope, and if some of them are less critical from a qualification viewpoint than others, the
initial implementation project can be completed for a subset of the jobs. This means that
the performance analysis and test development for the remaining jobs will be out of scope
for the implementation project and will be done later as one or more separate projects.
Chapter 8, which includes instructions for performance analysis and test development,
provides a process for deferring some of the critical jobs to later projects.
Another very important set of scope issues involves the relationship of the Performancebased Employee Q/C System to existing Training, Selection, Career Management,
Performance Management, and other people systems. Generally speaking, the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System must integrate with all of these. One specific
example is that the Individual Qualification Plan may not be a stand-alone plan but part
of an individual’s Performance and Development Plan. The Scope section of the Project
Plan must spell out all the important other systems with which the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System must integrate.
It is very possible and even desirable, to combine the project to design a Performance-based
Employee Q/C System with a project to design, say, a Curriculum Architecture for the
same job populations. Much of the analysis data required for the two of these systems is
the same.
For the purposes of this book, we will presume that the scope of the project is a
Performance-based Employee Q/C System for some set of job populations, and that no
other system is to be developed as part of the same project. We will however, refer to
some of the critical interfaces with these other systems.
Project Approach
The Project Approach section of the Project Plan lays out the basic flow of work and
describes what happens in each major activity. This will be spelled out in more detail in
the section on tasks, resources, and schedule. The Approach section gives an overview
of how the project will proceed.
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The centerpiece for this section is a project flowchart like the one shown below.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7

Q/C Phase 10

Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2
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All of the phases of this 10-phase project approach are described in this chapter and in
Chapter 4, which describes the Performance Test Development work stream on the
lower half of the graphic.
Project Organization
Organizing the project correctly will pay
big dividends, both during the project
and after when you are ready to
implement the system. Two parts of the
project organization, the Board of
Governors and the Performance
Competence Councils, will live on after
the project is completed and become
part of the ongoing operation of the
system.

Recommended Q/C Implementation
Project Roles









Project Leader
Project Manager
Executive Sponsor(s)
Board of Governors
Performance Competence Councils
Administrative System Design Team
Q/C Specialists
Administrative Support

The following paragraphs give a purpose and rationale and a typical set of
responsibilities for each of these roles.
The Project Leader is typically a middle manager who can provide day-to-day
leadership and access to executives without being pulled off his/her regular job. In the
refinery maintenance example given in the Scope section above, this might be the
Maintenance Manager in one of the three refineries.
The Project Manager is full time for the duration of the project and provides hands-on
direction. Sometimes this role is shared between an internal project manager and an
outside consultant, in which case the internal project manager need not be full time but
must be accessible on a daily basis.
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The Executive Sponsor should be part of the leadership team of whatever segment of
the business is implementing the system. The sponsor should have the power to make
fundamental decisions regarding the qualification system and the resources applied to it
on behalf of the business or personally take the decisions to the executive leadership
team when needed. There could be more than one sponsor. For example, it would not
be unusual to have both the VP of Refinery Operations and the VP of Human
Resources as co-sponsors for a system like this.
The Board of Governors is composed of middle management representatives of groups
that have a stake in the system. It is chaired by the Project Leader and facilitated by one
of the consultants or the Project Manager. An example of the membership for a
company with five electric generating plants, who are qualifying their control room
operators, might be the Operations Managers from the five plants, a Human Resources
representative and a Training representative. These last two are included because the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System has important interfaces with HR and Training
processes and certainly poses HR policy and legal issues. This Board of Governors sets
the policies and approves the overall design features of the system. Once the system is
operational, the Board of Governors will meet twice per year to review results, plan for
the future, and make any changes to system policy or overall design.
The Performance Competence Councils are composed of people who can best
represent the content in their functional area and who know the people and their
capabilities. This is usually the subject matter experts, the master performers, and first
line supervisors or foremen. There should be one council for each job category, e.g.,
electrician, mechanic, welder. During the start-up project they will identify the critical
tasks and oversee the development of tests. Once the system is operational the
Performance Competence Councils will meet as often as necessary, but never more than
monthly or less than quarterly, to keep the tests and the assessor cadre current with the
real world of work.
The Administrative System Design Team is a group of representatives from the work
groups that will be subjected to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. This group
should be composed of informal leaders who can help influence their peers to accept
and even embrace the system. This team will work with the consultants to design the
administrative system. There is always fear and suspicion that “those other people are
doing this to us.” If the informal leaders are involved in designing it, the odds of
acceptance go way up.
The internal or external Q/C Specialists are a group of people with skills sets in job
analysis, administrative systems design, team facilitation, and training. If these are
internal consultants, they would likely be found in training, performance consulting,
organizational development, industrial engineering, or quality improvement organization.
The Q/C Specialists will facilitate analysis and design meetings, serve as test developers,
and develop the manuals and training for all the participants.
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The Administrative Support for the project will manage the schedule, manage the
documentation system, and prepare documents.
This may seem complex, but there’s a price to pay if you shortcut the project
organization and definition of the roles to be played.
Activities, Resource Estimates and Schedule
This section of the project plan spells out in minute detail all the activities required to
complete the project, the estimated resources to complete the activities, and the schedule
for the activities. Before you read further, we recommend that you review this section in
the sample project plan found in Chapter 11 to get a feel for the level of planning depth.

Adding up all the time requirements for the project activities is usually a mild shock
because of all the hours or days required of people who are already busy.
This is the time to step back and ask if the project is really feasible from a resource point
of view. Outside specialists can take up the work assigned to Q/C specialists in the
project plan and some of the project management and administrative support load. But
the time of your master performers and subject matter experts to serve on the
Performance Competency Councils and to develop and validate tests is unavoidable.
This completes our overview of the project plan.
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Preparing the Business Case
Once you complete the Project Plan, you will be in a position to offer a more definitive
business case for going forward. You will know how much of everyone’s time will be
required, and outside consultants can give you a more accurate bid. This puts you in a
position to prepare a project budget.
The Business Case is made up of the Project Budget, the estimated annual operating
expense, and the expected benefits to be gained from the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System. If the benefits don’t overwhelm the project cost and ongoing operating
expense, you don’t have a case to go forward.
Executives get paid to make decisions like this, but they need accurate data to base them
on. The cost side is always easier to quantify than the benefit side, so we’ll start there.
The Project Budget
The following is the elements to include in the project budget:
Project Budget: Typical Elements
 Out-of-pocket costs
 Outside consultants
- Fees for time
- Travel and living expenses
 Employee participants
- Travel and living expenses (if any)
- Overtime pay (if this is the way to get the time from scarce master performers and
subject matter experts, and if they receive overtime pay in their position)
 Materials; the cost of producing manuals and training materials for all the participants
 Software for record keeping (if required; many organizations already have Learning
Management Systems that can handle the data)
 “Opportunity costs”
 The value of the time employees will put into the project; since they will not have the
opportunity to use this time for other valuable work

You will have to find a budgetary source for the out-of-pocket cost. The “opportunity
costs” won’t really show up as a line item in any budget, but they represent real
consumption of valuable resources and deserve to be accounted for.

Annual Operating Expense
The cost of operating the system once it is turned up is mostly the time of the
participants. Typical expense items are listed on the following chart.
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Annual Operating Expense: Typical Elements
 Administration time; for a system of any size a full-time or nearly full-time administrative
assistant will be needed and a part time administrator
 Candidate time for preparing qualification plans and preparing for and taking tests
 Supervisor time for working with the candidates to prepare qualification plans and
support learning and test taking
 Assessor time for administering the tests
 Performance Competency Council member time for managing changes to the task list
and tests
 Master performer time for developing new tests and making changes to existing tests

All of these annual operating expenses are arguably “opportunity costs” and will not
show up in a budget except for administration which may require additional headcount.
Another intangible, but very real cost, is the organizational attention and discipline it
takes to keep a system like this operational and the content evergreen ~ current.

Benefits
The benefit that outweighs all others is a regulatory requirement that a system like this
be put in place. Here is a qualitative list of typical benefits to choose from, or of course,
add your own.
Typical Benefits
 Satisfying a regulatory requirement
 Reduced risk of incidents caused by human error that pose a safety hazard to humans,
the environment, the production system, or the product/service
 Reduced risk of incidents caused by human error that could compromise quality,
productivity, customer satisfaction, sales, or other important outcomes
 Savings in unnecessary training; if employees can learn the work informally and then
formally qualify, formal training may be avoided (be careful with this one; informal
learning may take a long time, and the lost productivity will be more expensive than the
training cost saved)
 Various levels of qualification can serve as the basis for pay increments or grade-level
promotions
 Objectively qualifying for important work provides valuable incentives for employees to
learn and qualify and it provides a sense of satisfaction once qualification has been
attained

Quantifying the value of these benefits may be difficult or impossible. You can estimate
the cost of an error that shuts down an operation or a whole plant or restaurant. Your
company’s very “License to Operate” may be at stake. Once you have done the best you
can, it is up to the executives to make the judgment call whether moving forward is
worth the cost and discipline or not.
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Designing the High Level System Architecture
The high level system architecture is the framework that everything else hangs on. This
framework can be designed in a two day meeting with the Board of Governors or you
can take a shortcut and design straw models for a one-day review and tune-up with the
Board of Governors.
High Level System Architecture Elements
 The task framework—systems and equipment and/or processes for each of the roles
subject to the qualification system
 A high level process map including the interfaces with other systems such as hiring,
training, work assignment, performance management, and compensation
 A philosophy and a set of policies for the system
 A high level view of the roles and responsibilities in the system
 Requirements for the Administrative System
 Requirements for the tests and designing a test template
 Requirements for the IT record keeping system (to be augmented after the
administrative system design) and an assessment of the capabilities of the existing IT
infrastructure to meet the requirements

If you don’t get all these elements established up front, the work of the Performance
Competency Councils and the Administrative System Design Team will flounder
because inevitable questions will come up that can’t be answered by them. The other
important factor is that the Performance Competency Councils will not produce work
product that can be integrated into an overall system unless there is a good system
framework to start with.

Designing the Administrative System
The Administrative System requirements were developed in the High Level System
Architecture (see previous section). The Administrative System Design Team will use
these requirements to do the following design and development work.
Administrative Design Team Work
Detailed design of the processes
Detailed definition of roles and responsibilities
Setting up the IT infrastructure to handle the data
Developing manuals and training modules for
 Candidates
 Supervisors
 Assessors
 Administrator(s)
 Board of Governors and Performance Competency Councils
 Developing a plan to communicate with the target employee groups to explain and
sell the system to them
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Starting Up the System
Once you have the Administrative System designed and in place and an initial battery of
tests ready to use (see Chapter 4), you can start up and pilot test the system. Start-up is
when a lot more people become involved and must be sold on the value of the system
and the discipline it will take to operate it.
System Start-up Activities
 Develop a detailed start-up plan
 Develop and implement a communication plan to reach everyone who will become
involved
 Identify all the candidates and their supervisors
 Identify and appoint the initial group of assessors
 Conduct orientation/training sessions for
 Assessors
 Candidates
 Supervisors
 Performance Competency Councils
 Administrator(s)
 Require an individual qualification plan from each candidate and monitor the
development of these plans
 Schedule and monitor the initial round of qualification tests
 Test the information technology support with real data
 Troubleshoot and correct any problems that occur

This may sound fairly straight forward, but there can be resistance to overcome and early
operational problems with any part of the system. Adequate support during start-up is
critical.

Chapter Summary

Leadership
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System
Governance

Q/C C1

Core

We want to re-emphasize the
importance of developing a
complete project plan and project
organization before launching into
this work. As you have seen from
this chapter there are many
interrelated activities needed

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems

Support

This chapter has provided you with
an overview of what it takes to
plan, design, develop, and
implement all the parts of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C
System except for developing the
tests, which is covered in the next
chapter.
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involving many different people. Without a good plan and organization, the project is
likely to bog down and fail.
The questions we asked you to consider as you read the chapter included:
 Do we really have the internal capability to successfully complete an initiative
of this kind?
 Can we free up the necessary resources to get the job done in a reasonable
time?
 Where will the major points of resistance come from, and over what issues?
 How can we structure this project to gain maximum buy-in from all the
important stakeholder groups?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note those now.
Readers who wish to review the details of Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation might wish to go to Chapter 7 now.
Otherwise, Chapter 4 covers “Overview of Developing the Q/C Tests.”
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4

Chapter 4: Overview of Developing
the Qualification/Certification Tests
This chapter provides an overview of the Qualification/Certification (Q/C)
Performance Test Development processes for those who will be involved as customer
and stakeholders - and it provides an initial orientation for those who will be more active
in Test Development.
Details are provided later in Chapter 8 for those who will be much more actively
involved in the Test Development processes. And task lists for Performance Test
Development are provided for planning purposes in Chapter 11.
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 What types of “Tests” are we talking about here?
 What is the process for developing tests and how long does that take?
 Who is involved in test development and how much time does it take?
 What are the key risks and how to avoid them?

Leadership

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
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Performance-based Employee Q/C System Tests
Although our stated bias is to use “Performance Tests” versus “Knowledge Tests,” to
qualify/certify performance competence, the process we will describe is good for both
types of test development with a slight modification. We will only touch lightly on the
topic of Knowledge Tests in this chapter.
Knowledge Tests
Knowledge tests do not prove that the person being tested can “do” something - that
they can “perform tasks to produce outputs to the defined requirements of all of the
stakeholders.” That is our definition of performance competence - and that is what we
are intending to qualify/certify individuals or teams via the processes described in this
book.
That is why we prefer Performance Tests. All that the knowledge test can certify is that
the person does or does not have the underlying knowledge about the test topic. Passing
a knowledge test about welding certainly does not prove that one can weld, nor does
failing one prove that one cannot weld.
Knowledge testing is not our focus here. Performance Testing is.
Performance Tests
Performance Tests measure individual performers’ real capabilities and competence ― or
as near to real as it is feasible to get.
Our recommended approach is to conduct performance testing using validated testing
instruments along with evaluation and assessment processes designed and developed to
certify or qualify employees for certain types of performance.
A Performance Test is an organized checklist of assessment tasks and criteria. It is
available to the Performer prior to any test assessment. It might be available to the
Candidate during the test IF it would be practical, feasible, and/or desirable to allow or
suggest to the performer to use it if needed.
It should be an “open book test” and process IF the employee might use the book…or
any reference materials on paper or online…in the course of normal range of work
situations.
Performance Tests can include testing via
 Performance demonstrations (real work)
 Performance simulations
 Talk-through performance
Performance Tests can deal with new real work, old real work, or simulations of real
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work.
Performance Demonstrations
Performance demonstrations are tests where learners demonstrate their ability to
perform by actually doing something, usually doing real work
Performance Simulations
Real work is not always the best place to demonstrate competence ― emergency aircraft
maneuvering, for example, or landing without the wheels down. Performance
simulations allow testing of a learner’s ability to perform under less than real conditions.
Talk-through Performance
In talk-through performance tests, learners talk their way through a series of
performance and/or diagnostic-trouble shooting steps with an expert.

Performance Test Templates
There are many configurations for a Performance Test. We will provide you with two
test templates: A 2-page format and a 3-page format in Chapter 8. Here we will review
the 2-page format. Our intent is not to present “the” format but rather to provide you
with examples from which to build your own. The same is true for the phases, tasks, and
roles we present here. What you cannot or should not adopt, you should adapt.
Performance Test – 2-Page Format
The following two graphics present the blank 2-page format.
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Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 2-Page Format (Side 1)
Location
Requirements

Test Time
Limits

Trigger for Task
Performance

Test #

Test Title

Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template

Page 1 of 2

Task/Test Name:

Type of
Test

Test
Conditions

Test Type:
 Real Work Performance
 Simulation
 Talk-through Simulation
 Other ___________________

Assessor
data

Stimuli:

Job Family:
 ________________________
 ________________________
 ________________________
 ________________________

Resources Permitted During Test:

Learning Resources:

Notes

Result:

1. __________________________ 



________________________________

 Pass  Fail

2. __________________________ 



________________________________

3. __________________________ 



________________________________

4. __________________________ 



________________________________

5. __________________________ 



________________________________

6. __________________________ 



________________________________

Pass Fail

Assessor:
Name:
Comments:

If Fail:  Repeat steps:

Name:
Date:

Resources
allowed
during
Testing
Test
Results
data

 Repeat entire test
 Suggested Remedial Work:

Candidate:

Signature: __________________________

Candidate
data

Estimated Time
Required:
______ Minutes

Test Conditions:

Pass/Fail Criteria:

Test
Criteria
and
Notes

Test #:
Location:

Intended
Target
Audiences

Signature: __________________________ Date:
Comments:

Resources
for
Learning
the Tasks

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 2-Page Format (Side 2)

Steps to be
Performed During
Test

Criteria for Each
Step – as
appropriate

Test Evaluation
Notes Regarding
Pass-Fail

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Test Development Project Approach Overview
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We believe in an engineered approach to the development of the tests. Before reviewing
the step-by-step process of developing the Performance Tests, which happens in
Phase 4 or of the Test Development process, we will overview all six phases of that
process.
While the first
efforts for test
development
during system
stand up might
appear to be
structured a little
differently, all of
the steps outlined
in the six phases
of Q/C Test
Development are
appropriate.

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Process Phases
When separate from the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation efforts
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Q/C Phase 3

Analysis

Q/C Phase 4

Design

Q/C Phase 5

Development/
Acquisition

Pilot Test

Q/C Phase 6
Revision &
Release
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The next graphic portrays that larger effort.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C Phase 8
Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2
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For structuring the planning and management efforts for a stand apart effort, after initial
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and Test Development—we
use a 6 phase, 25 subphases, team approach represented by the following model.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Process
6 Phases and 26 Subphases
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 5

Q/C Phase 6

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Analysis

Design

Development/
Acquisition

Pilot Test

Revision &
Release

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Preproject Planning
Initial Project Planning
Phase 1 Gate Review
Phase 1 Completion and Transition

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Preanalysis Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Analysis Process and Documentation
Phase 2 Gate Review
Phase 2 Completion and Transition

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Predesign Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Design Process and Documentation
Phase 3 Gate Review
Phase 3 Completion and Transition

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Predevelopment Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Development and Documentation
Developmental and Alpha Testing
Phase 4 Updates

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Prepilot Planning
Pilot Deployment
Postpilot Revision Recommendations
Pilot Phase Gate Review
Post-Gate Review

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Materials Revision
Materials Release
Lessons Learned Documentation and Distribution
Project Data Compilation and Archiving
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

The following presents a quick overview of each of these six phases of either type of
project effort. We will use the number scheme of the 6-phase model to structure this
information.
More details are covered in Chapter 8, and detailed task listings for your adoption or
adaptation for each phase are presented in Chapter 11.
Q/C Test Development Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-Off
In Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-Off, the customers and other key stakeholders are
interviewed regarding some targeted request that has been sanctioned by the
Performance Competence Council and/or as directed by the Board of Governors for
the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. A Project Plan is put together and formally
reviewed.
Q/C Test Development Phase 2: Analysis
During Q/C Performance Test Development Phase 2: Analysis, target audience data is
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gathered, and preparations and the logistics for the one or more Analysis Teams
meetings needed are coordinated to generate a consensus regarding the key analysis data
outputs with Master Performers and others as needed. The Analysis Team generates
various sets of performance data for use later in specifying Performance Tests. That data
may be formally reviewed by the Project Steering Team or Performance Competency
Council before the next phase.
The analysis effort focuses on three sets of outputs that build on each other
 Areas of Performance (AoP)
 The Performance Model
 The Knowledge/Skill (K/S) matrix
Performance Modeling begins by establishing the AoPs, segments of the overall
performance scope that
together minimize or
TMC Stores
Store Manager
eliminate overlaps and gaps,
PERFORMANCE MODEL
to guide further analysis
Areas of Performance
efforts. An example is shown
A.
B.
C.
D.
on the right.
Staff
Recruiting,
Selection,
and Training

Work
Scheduling

Progressive
Discipline

Store
Operations

AoPs need to reflect the
processes within the scope of
E.
F.
G.
the performance being
Payroll,
Customer
Banking, and
Inventory
Service
targeted for Q/C treatment.
Management
Financial
Management
And eliminate gaps and
overlaps in the continued data
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
gathering in the Performance
Modeling efforts, and K/S analysis efforts, as appropriate to the scope of your efforts.
The Performance Model charts then capture the high level or very detailed level data
regarding outputs and tasks and roles/responsibilities of ideal performance… AoP by
AoP… reflecting the best practices of your current Master Performers involved in the
analysis efforts. Here is an example of a Performance Model chart from an Analysis
Meeting with call-outs.
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A typical Performance Model chart or one of many AoPs – Areas of Performance
Type of Deficiency
dE = Environment
dK = Knowledge
dI = Individual
attribute/
value

Areas of
Performance
Key Outputs and
Measures or
Metrics
Describes what is
produced from
doing the job tasks
and identifies key
performance
measures of each
output

Probably Gap
Cause(s)
Identifies most likely
causes for each
typical performance
issue/deficiency

Key Tasks
Describes the key
activities needed
to produce the
outputs
Roles/Responsibilities
Clarifies who is typically responsible
for performing the tasks

Typical Performance Gaps
Identifies potential and common ways the output or task
does not meet performance standards, potential
bottlenecks or obstacles, or other performance difficulties

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

When establishing the Measures for each output we use a model of Customers and
Stakeholders to establish the “benchmark” of Performance Competence—which is the
ability to perform tasks to produce outputs to stakeholder requirements. This insures
that more than just the downstream customer’s needs are considered.
PACT Processes – The Knowledge/Skill (K/S) Matrices
K/S Category

Difficulty
Ranks how difficult the
item is to learn/teach

K/S Item
Identifies the discrete
knowledge or skill item

Volatility
Ranks how often and
significantly the
knowledge or skill will
change

Link to AoP
Identifies the segment
of the job/function
where knowledge or
skill enables
performance
Select or Train
Denotes whether the
item is a selection
criteria/ condition or
needs to be covered
in training and
development

Depth
The level to which any
training and development needs to go
(Awareness,
Knowledge, Skill)

Criticality
Rank high, medium, low (H, M, L) the relationship between
having the knowledge or skill and performance mastery
Ray Svenson & Guy W Wallace

The K/S Matrices are used to capture the enabling Knowledge/Skills, if appropriate to
your Q/C efforts. Sometimes they are not needed. An example K/S Matrices chart with
call-outs from a different Analysis Team effort appears to the left.
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The Performance Model and K/S Matrix assist in keeping the knowledge test developers
focused on performance first and content second. In turn, this helps ensure that the test
is focused squarely on performance.
The enabling K/Ss are systematically derived when needed, using the Performance
Model as the reality anchor.
Q/C Test Development Phase 3: Design
During the third
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
phase of a complex
Planning for Q/C Testing can be a component of developing an
Q/C Performance
IDP – Individual Development Plan
Test Development
Q/C Performance Test Path
project, Design, the
Is a planning tool to help define
specific performance competence
design of the Tests
for which an employee would be
New to the Job
assessed and in what sequence.
Q/C Candidate
takes place at a
mid-level. That
involves specifying
which “Tasks and
Outputs” from the
Qualification Path
analysis data are to
Supporting LMS-LCMS Tools can be
used to track qualification records
be tested, defining
and provide access to current
ERP/HRIS
Q/C
Q/C Test Library
qualification Performance Tests
Records
Records
and Processes
upfront how
and related development
Internet Access
materials and records.
performance
Ray Svenson & Guy W Wallace
competence is to be
tested, and perhaps suggesting a sequence for testing or a menu of tests to help with
planning purposes in complex situations.
A Test Spec is used to capture those decisions and hand them over to the Development
Teams.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Side 1 of 2)

Test Title

Test Spec #
Test Type
Target
Audiences
Test Method
Q/C Path
Test Location
Path Phase
Master
Performers/
SMEs to use in
Development

Preliminary
Description
of the Test

Related T&D
Documents
and People to
be used in
Development

Pass-Fail
Criteria

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Side 2 of 2)

Outputs and
Tasks of focus
from the
Performance
Model

Key
Knowledge/Skill
Items from the
Analysis data
(if available)
to include and
focus on in the
test

Notes to
Developers
Test Title
Test Spec #

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Note: This phase may at times be combined with the prior Analysis Phase. And at other times, the
Pilot-Test Phase and Revision & Release phases may be modified or skipped.
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Q/C Test Development Phase 4: Development
In Q/C Performance Test Development Phase 4: Development/Acquisition,
Performance Tests are developed and developmentally-tested (bench-tested) with the
Candidate representatives and the Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts who
helped develop the tests acting as Assessors, along with others as needed.
The Performance-based Employee Q/C System Performance Test Development process
uses the Performance Model (and perhaps the K/S Matrices) data from the Phase 2
Analysis efforts, as well as Phase 3 Design “Test Specifications.” The steps in the
process include:
1. The Q/C Specialists meet with designated Master Performers/SMEs, and review the
assignment, the Test Specification from the Phase 3 Design effort, and the
Performance Model data (and K/S data as appropriate) from the Phase 2 Analysis
efforts.
2. They complete the Performance Test Template online or via handwriting.
3. They develop the Test draft (v1) and store online and document the Development
process particulars.
4. Other Subject Matter Experts and/or Master performers review the v1 Test draft
and conduct developmental testing, and the test instrument is updated with repeated
the developmental testing as needed.
Q/C Test Development Phase 5: Pilot-Test
In Phase 5 of Q/C Performance Test Development, the formal pilot test is prepared for
and conducted. Assessors, facilitators, and administrators prepare for their roles, as
appropriate for the type of Pilot-Testing being conducted and the locations of the pilottesting. Note: This phase may be skipped entirely or used for some of the Performance Tests and not for
all.
Q/C Test Development Phase 6: Revision & Release
The sixth phase of a Q/C Performance Test Development project is Revision &
Release. Here is where any Pilot-Test issues identified are resolved.

Test Development Roles
There are six key roles involved in Q/C Performance Test development.
The following table summarizes their key responsibilities per the six phases of the
development model.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Roles by Phase
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 5

Q/C Phase 6

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Analysis

Design

Development/
Acquisition

Pilot Test

Revision &
Release

Q/C Develop Plan
Conduct
Project
Gate Review
Conduct
Manager Gate Review

Conduct
Oversee Test Oversee Pilot
Gate Review Development
Conduct
Efforts
Gate Review

Oversee
Updates and
Project
Completion

Q/C
Specialists

Conduct the
Analysis
efforts

Conduct the Develop Tests Participate in
Design efforts
with
the Pilot Test
MPs/SMEs

Update
Tests with
MPs/SMEs

Master
Performers/
SMEs

Participate in
the Analysis
efforts

Participate in
the Design
efforts

Update
Tests with
Developer

Develop
Tests with
Developers

Other
Master
Performers

Conduct
Conduct Pilot
Developmental Tests of the
Tests of the
Q/C Tests
Q/C Tests

Target
Audience
Candidates

Conduct
Conduct Pilot
Developmental Tests of the
Tests of the
Q/C Tests
Q/C Tests

Project
Steering
Team &
Legal/HR/
Etc.

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Q/C Project Manager
The Q/C Test Development Project Manager is responsible for planning and managing
the overall Test Development efforts. This role could be played by the Q/C
Administrator.
Q/C Specialist
The Q/C Test Developers collaborate with Master Performers and Subject Matter
Experts for analysis, design, and development efforts.
Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts
There are a group of Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts that are very
involved in the Test Development efforts, providing inputs and review feedback.
Target Audience Candidates
The Target Audience Candidates are involved in formal test pilot-testing efforts.
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Project Steering Team
The Project Steering Team is involved as the formal client group of stakeholders who
“owns” the effort on behalf of the Performance Competence Council or Councils
(PCC). The PCCs may themselves play this role as appropriate to the situation. The
graphic below identifies where the Project Steering Team and PCCs tie in to the larger
governance system.
The Governance
& Advisory
System needs to be
Q/C System
geared to where
Senior Executives
Board of Governors
you are doing this
in your Enterprise.
ABC
DEF
QRS
XYZ
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
The graphic
Q/C
Competency
Competency
Competency
Competency
Administrative
Council
Council
Council
Council
Systems
portrays a larger
Council(s)
Project
system involving
Steering Team
Q/C Systems
Representatives
senior executives
Project
Steering Team
on the Board of
Analysis Team
Governors, where
Design Team
that role could be
Etc.
fulfilled by others
not so high up in
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
the management hierarchy – for example: Engineer Managers from all of your facilities
could fill all of the Board of Governors positions in a narrower application of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System for engineering personnel only. Then the
“Council level” might address electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil, and chemical
engineering as separate PCCs. Chapter 5 provides a more complete treatment of the
Governance system.
Level 1

Enterprise

Level 2

Functional

Level 3

Process Performance

TEMPORARY SUPPORT
(AS REQUIRED)

PERMANENT
GOVERNANCE AND
ADVISORY

One View of a
Qualification/Certification Governance & Advisory System

The following table summarizes the typical overall cycle time and the time burden on
project participants per phase:
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Typical Cycle Times by Phase
Q/C System
Admin. or
Q/C
Specialists
Project
Manager

Other
Master
Target
Master
Performers/
Audience
Performers/
SMEs
Candidates
SMEs

Project
Steering
Team

Phase 1

1-2 Weeks

4-6

–

–

–

–

.5

Phase 2

1-4 Weeks

4-6

5

5

–

–

1

Phase 3

1-4 Weeks

4-6

5

5

–

–

1

Phase 4

1-8 Weeks

5-10

5-40

5-40

2-5

2-5

–

Phase 5

1-8 Weeks

4-6

M

V

–

V

.5

Phase 6

1-2 Weeks

1-2

1-5

1-5

M

M

–

22-36

16-55

16-55

2-5

2-5

3

Estimated Days Required

Estimated number of days involvement per Phase: M = minimal V = varies
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

When Test Development Occurs During
Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation
As stated earlier in the chapter, these six phases are combined with the Implementation
tasks during initial ramp up/stand up of the overall Performance-based Employee Q/C
System — that initial effort is portrayed by the following model.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

For details on the tasks within each one of these ten phases, see Chapter 11.
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Key Risks and Avoidance
There are risks to be managed in this Test Development effort. They are mainly:
 Test Completeness, Accuracy and Appropriateness
 Test Overlaps and Gaps
 Test Validity
Completeness, Accuracy and Appropriateness Risk Avoidance
Avoiding this risk is built into the approach we are espousing in this book. It is through
the use of the following mechanisms.
Completeness “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S
Matrices as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent
reviews with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams.
Accuracy “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S Matrices
as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent reviews
with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams.
Appropriateness “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S
Matrices as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent
reviews with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams.
Overlaps and Gaps Risk Avoidance
Overlaps and Gaps are avoided in our structured approach via the use of a top-down,
systematic design effort using all of the Analysis data.
If Test Development was approached incrementally, with batches of tests being created
here and there by various groups, gaps and overlaps would almost certainly result.
Test Validity and Reliability
For our purposes, validity means the power of a test result to predict the candidate’s
performance of important tasks. Reliability means the ability of the testing process to
come up with the same pass or fail result regardless of the assessor administering the test.
In the United States and many other countries there are employment laws established to
protect employees from practices that unfairly and unnecessarily discriminate against
employees who are members of protected classes of people such as minorities and
women. These laws generally cover employee selection, pay, promotions, and other
decisions that may affect the employee’s success in a job or over a career.
The qualification testing we are advocating will usually affect decisions that affect
employee selection, pay, and job/career success. Therefore, it is important to pay
attention to the relevant employment law. In the United States, the relevant regulations
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are spelled out in the “Equal Employment Opportunity Uniform Guidelines for
Employee Selection Procedures.” These guidelines do not come into play unless there is
evidence of “adverse impact” of employment decisions on protected groups. Let’s say
that the Performance-based Employee Q/C System is failing a disproportionate share of
women as compared to men. If this is the case, the burden of proof shifts to the
employer to demonstrate that the tests that were used are valid and reliable.
The technical standards for validity and reliability in the US are spelled out in the
“Uniform Guidelines” and are derived from test standards developed by the American
Psychological Association.
There are three different ways an employer can demonstrate validity. Of these three, the
one that applies to the types of performance tests we are describing is called “Content
Validity.” Content related validation requires that the content of the test represent
important job-related behaviors. In other words, test items should be relevant to and
measure directly the requirements and qualifications for the job.
The content validity of a test for a task or a supporting knowledge or skill can be
demonstrated based upon a job analysis and the credentials of the subject matter experts
and master performers who participated in the job analysis and the test development.
We are advocating the job analysis and use of SMEs and Master Performers, first
because we believe this is the best way to truly identify the qualification requirements,
and second because it will provide you with the evidence you need to defend against an
unfair employment practices claim.
The reliability of a test can be enhanced by minimizing the judgment required of the
assessor as to whether the pass fail criteria were met or not met. The closer the test is to
objective observations of task performance or work output, the less variability there will
be based on who is doing the assessment or on what day they do it. A negative example
of this would be a criterion that required a level of creativity in the work product the
candidate was expected to produce. The assessors’ judgments of creativity are likely to
be highly subjective and thus vary widely from assessor to assessor. In other words the
reliability of this test would be open to serious challenge. Training the assessors on test
administration is also an important reliability enhancer. The option the candidate has to
appeal the result of a failed test and be retested by another assessor is further protection
against a reliability issue.
In summary, validity and reliability are technical terms related to the power of a test to
predict work performance. Employment law and regulatory practice depend on these
technical terms. Someone on your team, probably from HR or Legal, should be
responsible for interpreting the local laws and regulations and helping you make sure
that you have taken the steps necessary to comply. Building this protection into the
design of the system is the only way to go. If you have a challenge after the system is
already in place and you lose in court, you will have a very expensive problem to fix.
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Structured Approach Summary
The six phases of our Test Development process are simply a framework for conducting
the tasks of the teams and individuals in producing the outputs for review/approval
before use downstream in the next phase/phases.
A Project Steering Team that would “own” the overall effort is put into place to ensure a
business focus on critical performance competence. This role could be played by the
Performance Competence
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Council, or their delegates.
Performance Test Development Process Phases

The Project Steering Team
would handpick the Master
Performers and other
Subject Matter Experts for
the Analysis Team, Design
Team, Development Teams
and the Pilot-Test Teams,
balancing the need for
political/geographical and
expertise representation.

When separate from the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation efforts
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Q/C Phase 3

Analysis

Q/C Phase 4
Development/
Acquisition

Design

Q/C Phase 5
Pilot Test

Q/C Phase 6
Revision &
Release

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

And, these six phases would be reconfigured differently with other efforts if the tests are
being developed during the first effort to implement the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System.
There are times when phases may be modified, combined, or skipped.

Chapter Summary
This chapter was intended to provide an overview of what is involved in Test
Development.
The approach follows a 6-phase model that can be modified, as appropriate, to the
situation. During initial system stand up and test development, the six phases are
incorporated into a 10-phase model.
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Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2
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The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 What types of “Tests” are we talking about here?
 What is the process for developing tests and how long does that take?
 Who is involved and how much time of theirs does it take?
 What are the key risks and how to avoid them?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note that now before proceeding.
Readers who wish to review the details of Test Development might wish to go to
Chapter 8 now.
Otherwise, Chapter 5 covers “What is involved in operating the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System” once the tests, system infrastructure and people are in place
and are readied.
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5

Chapter 5: Overview of Operating the
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System
This chapter contains an overview of what is involved in operating the Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System. Chapter 9 contains detailed
instructions. Operating the Performance-based Employee Q/C System involves
 Managing each of the nine subsystems
 Managing the Governance system
Questions to ask yourself as you read this chapter are:
 What will it take for management to stay on top of what is happening within the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System?
 What is the value and importance of the Administrator role?
 What is the value and importance of the Board of Governors and the Performance
Competency Councils (PCCs); what we have called the Governance system?
 What information and recognition do the various stakeholder groups need to keep
the momentum going?

Leadership

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
Q/C L1

Q/C L2

System
Governance

Support

Core

Q/C C1

System
Change
Control
Q/C C2

Individual
Test Planning

Testing

Q/C S2

Q/C S1
Test
Development

Assessor
Selection &
Training

Q/C L3
Communications

Q/C C3
Test
Results Appeal

Q/C S3
Data
Management
& Reporting

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Managing the Core Processes
Q/C C1

Core

There are three Core Processes
 Individual Test Planning
 Testing or assessment
 Test Results Appeal

Q/C C2

Individual
Test Planning

Testing

Q/C C3
Test
Results Appeal

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

The sections that follow give an overview of what it takes to manage each of these
processes.
Individual Test Planning
Individual Test Planning results in a Q/C plan for an individual qualification candidate.
In this process the candidate and his/her manager sit down together, review the work
the candidate will be expected to do over the next year (or more), and develop a plan
and schedule for the candidate to learn the work and then pass the qualification tests for
each task as they are mastered. Individual qualification plans are stored in the system,
and progress is recorded against the plans.
It is the administrator’s responsibility to make sure that all the candidates have been
identified and that each candidate has a complete and up-to-date qualification plan.
A candidate is anyone who must qualify on one or more job tasks. This obviously
includes all new employees. It also includes existing employees who must qualify on new
tasks because the tasks have changed in some way, there are new tasks to be performed,
or the employee has been moved to a location where some of the tasks are different.
And it includes employees who must periodically re-qualify on specific tasks. The safest
way to make sure that all the candidates have been identified is to say that all members
of the job populations are considered candidates and must complete a qualification plan
at least once a year.
In summary, qualification planning is the joint responsibility of the candidate and the
candidate’s manager or supervisor. A new or updated qualification plan must be
prepared anytime there is a new employee, the employee has been reassigned to a new
location, or where there are new or changed tasks. In addition, the qualification plans
should be updated annually even though there is no triggering event. Some of them will
complete their qualification plans with very little prompting and many will not.
Reminders to the candidates and their supervisors should be enough to get these plans
completed and updated. The holdouts can usually be coerced by circulating a nonconformance report to the management team.
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Testing or Assessment
Testing results in a candidate being qualified/certified for a specific task or failing to be
qualified. When a candidate is ready to qualify for a task or group of tasks, they apply to
the administrator to take the test, the administrator schedules an assessor to administer
the test, the assessor administers the test to the candidate and makes a decision to qualify
or not qualify the candidate on each task, and the record of the test is forwarded to the
administrator who places it in the record system. As a practical matter, it often makes
sense to schedule tests for an individual on a related group of tasks at the same time,
using the same assessor to save everyone’s time.
The way the system is designed to work, the candidates will let the administrator know
when they are ready to be tested on specific tasks, and the administrator will schedule
the assessors to work with the candidates to complete the tests. Since many of these
performance tests may be very short demonstrations of task performance, it makes sense
to encourage the candidates to bundle these tasks so that one assessor can test them on a
number of tasks in the same day. This saves everyone’s time with little inconvenience to
the candidates.
When the tests have been completed, the administrator reviews them to make sure that
the test is complete and enters the results in the candidate’s qualification record and files
or electronically stores the qualification test documents with the candidate’s and
assessor’s signatures.
The administrator periodically scans the qualification plans and compares them to
completed tests. When specific employees fall behind, which they will, the administrator
will take action with the employee and supervisor to get the employee back on plan.
On both the qualification planning and qualification testing processes, the administrator
is the eyes and ears of management to let them know how well the system is performing
and to bring pressure to bear on candidates and supervisors to make it work. The
integrity of the system depends on complete and up-to-date records of qualification
plans and assessments, the burden of which also falls on the administrator.
Test Results Appeal
Test Results Appeal results in a candidate retaking a test with a different assessor or, if
this has already been done, denying the appeal, or passing the appeal up through an
appeals hierarchy. Candidates may feel that the assessor was unfair or didn’t like them; or
they may believe the procedure or criteria prescribed in the test are wrong. If it’s a
fairness or personality issue, the simple solution is to allow automatic retesting with a
different assessor. If the issue is a claim that there is something wrong with the test, the
administrator forwards the claim to the appropriate Performance Competency Council
for a ruling.
If a candidate fails a qualification test, they must notify the administrator if they intend
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to appeal. If they are appealing based on perceived unfairness on the assessor’s part, we
recommend a policy of automatic retesting with another assessor (this should be
established as a standard policy and not applied on a case-by-case basis).
If the appeal is based on the candidate’s perception that the test itself is flawed, the
administrator must steer the appeal through additional steps in the appeals process. The
basis for the appeal should be carefully documented. The administrator will have one or
more subject matter experts review the claim and discuss it with the appealing candidate.
If the candidate is persuaded by the SME that the test is accurate after all, this ends the
appeal. If not, the appeal must be considered by the appropriate Performance
Competency Council.
If the SME agrees with the candidate that the test is flawed, he/she will make suggested
changes which will go to the Performance Competency Council for approval. If the test
is changed, the candidate may be rescheduled for testing. If the test is changed, the
Performance Competency Council must determine whether the change is serious
enough to warrant retesting of others who have already passed.
The administrator will keep track of and report to the Performance Competency
Councils on the number of appeals that are taking place and the disposition of these
appeals. It is also worthwhile to track appeals against the decisions of specific assessors
and the disposition of these appeals. If an assessor is generating a large number of
appeals and these appeals are reversed on retesting by other assessors, then the assessor’s
performance of the tests is called into question, and you must investigate or have the
Performance Competency Council investigate. Assessors who cannot or will not
objectively administer the tests should be disqualified as assessors.
Note that the administrator has the central responsibility for steering appeals through
the process and keeping the Performance Competency Councils and management
updated on all appeals issues.

There are three support processes
 Test Development and
Maintenance
 Assessor Selection and
Training
 Data Management and
Reporting

Support

Managing the Support Processes
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Test Development and Maintenance (see also the System Change
Control Subprocess)
Test Development and Maintenance results in a performance test ready to be used for
qualification. A test developer works with a master performer to develop or change a
test that is needed for a specific task. Other master performers and subject matter
experts review the test for accuracy. The test is tried out on a master performer as a
validity check. The administrator keeps records of all who participated in the test
development and their credentials in case of a future validity challenge.
Test development was covered in Chapter 4 which focused on the job analysis and test
development for whole job categories. Test development and maintenance on a smaller
scale is an ongoing process. Every time a new task is identified for qualification, a new
test must be developed. Every time a change is suggested to an existing test, the change
suggestion must be processed, and if appropriate, the test revised.
The administrator is responsible for tracking all the requests for new tests or changes to
existing tests, having them reviewed by Master Performers and/or SMEs, and bringing
their recommendations to the Performance Competency Councils for decisions.
If the Performance Competency Council decides that a new test is needed or an existing
test must be changed, the administrator manages the development of the test by a test
developer and SMEs or Master Performers and then notifies all the stakeholders that the
new test is available. Keeping records of the process and participants in new test
development and changes to existing tests is essential to defending against any future
validity challenges (see the section on validity in Chapter 4).
The management of this process is essential. Otherwise, the battery of tests will become
out of date and the validity and value of the entire qualification system will be lost. An
agenda item at every Performance Competency Council meeting should be to review
what has changed in the work environment and to identify new or changed tasks that
must be reflected in new or changed tests.
Assessor Selection and Training
Assessor Selection and Training results in assessors ready to conduct qualification tests
with candidates. The Performance Competency Councils nominate master performers
and/or subject matter experts to become assessors. The administrator conducts assessor
training for those who are willing to become assessors.
Assessor selection and training is another ongoing process. An initial group is selected and
trained during the start-up of the system, but additional job categories will be added over
time, assessors will move on, and additional assessors may be needed to carry the load.
Based on the Performance-based Employee Q/C System Planning process and the
individual qualification plans, the administrator and the Performance Competency
Councils should be able to predict the volume of assessments to be conducted by month
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in any given year and plan to have enough qualified and trained assessors in place to
carry this load.
The Performance Competency Councils nominate assessors, and the administrator
secures appointment by negotiating with them and their managers. The criteria for
assessors (who are assessors for specified tasks) are that they must be master performers
or subject matter experts at the task, they must be willing to perform in the role, and
they should carry the respect of the candidates and management.
Assessor training must include an understanding of how the entire system works and
skill practice in administering the specific types of tests they will be responsible for—not
each specific test but each type of test, e.g., real work performance, simulation, talkthrough simulation. In this skills practice they need to practice the typical dialog they will
have during test administration and what they can and cannot say during the test. For
example, performance hints are not permitted. Assessors need to know that their name
goes on the test, and the organization holds them accountable for the qualification of the
candidate to do the task. “Pencil whipping” a test by an assessor is always a risk and
should be forbidden.
Data Management and Results Reporting
Data Management and Reporting results in complete information in the records for each
candidate in the system, each assessor, and the history of each test. It also results in
status reports available to candidates, their managers, the Performance Competency
Councils, and the Board of Governors. The Performance Competency Councils, the
managers, and the Board of Governors have a need to know not only how individuals
are progressing but also the state of qualification for groups of people such as all
electricians in South Plant.
The Performance-based Employee Q/C System generates large amounts of data to be
stored and managed, without which the system is useless.
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Data to be Stored and Managed
 Job analysis data and records of the analysis process and participants and their
qualifications to participate
 Lists of all the tasks requiring qualification tests and the locations where those tasks apply
 Updated Blank test forms for all the tasks
 Development and validation information for each test including the names and
qualifications of the participants in developing or changing the tests
 System change control information for each test
 Change requests
 Disposition of the change requests
 Reasons for the disposition
 Participants and their qualifications
 A roster of all the candidates
 Individual qualification plans for all candidates
 Records for each assessor
 Qualifications
 Assessor training
 Tests administered
 Appeals and disposition of the appeals
 Completed test forms
 Completion records for all the candidates
 Records of all appeals and the disposition of the appeals
 Meeting agendas and minutes from all Performance Competency Council and Board of
Governors meetings
 Updated list of policies
 Updated user manuals for all the roles

The Performance-based Employee Q/C System runs on this data. It is impossible to
overemphasize the importance of the integrity and availability of all this data. The
administrator manages all this including access to specific data by people who need the
information and by people who are authorized to input new information. For example,
candidates need access to their own qualification plans and records, to the candidate user
manual, and to all the blank test forms that apply to their job, and supervisors need
access to the qualification records of their employees to make sure they don’t assign
tasks to someone who is not qualified.
The administrator works with the Performance Competency Councils and Board of
Governors to determine what results reports are important to them, what reports need
to go to a wider audience, and what the expected frequency of these reports will be.
Here is a list of typical results reports.
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Typical Results Reports
 The candidate roster, or numbers of candidates by job category and location
 The number and per cent of candidates with up-to-date qualification plans by job
category, location, and supervisor
 The number and names of candidates qualified for each task by job category and
location
 The progress of candidate qualification compared to their qualification plans by
individual, job category, location, and supervisor
 The progress of candidate qualification compared to the needs of the business
 The number and disposition percentages of appeals by job category and assessor
 The number and names of trained assessors by job category, task, and location
 The number of change requests processed and in progress by job category and the
timeliness of disposition of these change requests

Many of these reports can be kept on-line in a data management system available for
those who need to know. Some few key reports should be proactively circulated to keep
management apprised of the progress and health of the entire system.

There are three leadership
processes
 System Governance
 System Change Control
 Communications

Leadership

Managing the Leadership Processes
Q/C L1

Q/C L2

System
Governance

System
Change
Control

Q/C L3
Communications
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System Governance
System Governance results in having enough qualified workers to meet the needs of the
business. The Board of Governors and the Performance Competency Councils review
the numbers of qualified workers needed in all parts of the organization to carry on the
work of the business. They compare the needs to the number of workers actually
qualified and in progression and recommend whatever corrective actions are needed to
balance the supply with the need.
System Governance decisions are the responsibility of the Board of Governors. It is the
administrator’s responsibility to collect the necessary information, facilitate the Board of
Governors through the decision making process, and follow up to make sure the actions
are taken to execute the Board of Governors’ decisions.
One example of a Governance & Advisory System is presented in the graphic below.
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There are three different types of outcomes from the governance processes
1. Changing the scope of the qualification system, e.g., adding job categories or
locations
2. Plans to qualify enough workers to meet the needs of the business
3. Changing the qualification system policies, processes or other design features
In the initial design and implementation project, the Board of Governors may have
limited the scope to a few critical job categories and/or work locations in order to get
the system off the ground quickly and to test its viability and usefulness. Once the
system is up and running they may decide to increase the scope of the system to include
more job categories or locations. If there is a real potential for this, the Board of
Governors should be reviewing the opportunities at least once a year.
In order to plan for enough qualified workers to meet the needs of the business, the
administrator will need to poll the supervisors of the affected work groups to get their
input on the numbers of qualified people needed for each task and compare that to the
number already qualified to get a first approximation of the qualification load.
In addition, hiring people to support growth and replace turnover and moving people to
new locations adds load to the system. If there is a scope change involving more job
categories or locations, this will also add to the load on the system. The main resources
that limit capacity are the assessors and the administrator time. It will be necessary to
estimate the number of assessors needed per job category and the administrator time
needed to operate the system and then develop a plan to provide the resources.
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Proposed changes to the system policies, processes, or design features can come from
any participant in the system or from the management of the business. The
administrator will be collecting formal change requests, evaluating them and proposing
important changes to the Board of Governors for approval.
System Change Control
System Change Control results in having both the system itself current and a battery of
qualification tests that is current with the tasks actually required in the workplace and
workers qualified for new tasks and re-qualified for changed tasks. The Performance
Competency Councils review change requests coming from anywhere in the system, rule
on the need to make changes, and plan for new or updated tests to be developed. The
Performance Competency Councils also determine if there is a requirement for people
to retest when a test has been changed. Records of the changes and the reasons for
change are kept in the system.

The goal of the System Change Control processes is to have a complete and up-to-date
battery of tests that accurately reflect the procedures and performance criteria for critical
tasks. The responsibilities for the System Change Control processes are shared between
the facilitator/administrator and the Performance Competence Councils. A requirement
of the System Change Control processes is that the change history of each test be
documented to maintain its validity and if necessary withstand an internal or external
audit, e.g., by regulatory groups.
You should have a procedure in place for change requests/suggestions to be made by
anyone who is participating in the testing process; assessors, candidates, supervisors,
subject matter experts, etc. The change request forms can be online or paper and they
should contain specific change suggestions and the reason for the suggested changes.
You may also wish to periodically poll supervisors and others to identify changes to
procedures, performance criteria, equipment, product, work processes, etc., that may
require new or changed tests.
The administrator will bring the proposed changes to the appropriate Performance
Competence Council whose responsibility it is to rule on the changes and take action to
make any changes that have been approved. The Performance Competence Council, in
its meeting, may also identify additional changes that were not identified in advance.
For changes approved by the Performance Competence Council, they must identify
subject matter experts or master performers who will work with the test developers to
make and validate the changes. The Performance Competence Council must also
determine whether the change is substantive enough to require re-qualification by people
who have already qualified on the task. As an example, if new instrumentation is
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installed in a Control Room, the operators will need to re-qualify before operating in the
new environment, and this should be planned and scheduled along with the
instrumentation change.
Communications
Communications result in all participants and management being kept aware of the
status and results of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. The Administrator is
responsible for posting information on a website bulletin board and for sending out
specific communications to individuals and groups who must be made aware of changes,
new policies, or specific results.
Except for possibly the facilitator/administrator role, all the participants in the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System have other responsibilities that they will
probably think of as their “real job.” The Performance-based Employee Q/C System is an
enabler to get the “real work” done with reduced risk of error. It is important that the
facilitator/administrator keep enough communication flowing to keep everyone’s
attention sufficiently focused on their responsibilities in the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System processes.
Communications Content Checklist
Progress toward reaching qualification goals for each job category
Other results reports
Recognition of milestone achievement by candidates
Recognition for assessors and other system participants
Any changes to the system policies, features, or processes
Changed tests and the implications for re-qualifying
Calendars of Board of Governors and Performance Competence Council meetings
and their agendas
 Decisions made at Board of Governors and Performance Competence Council
meetings
 Results of system audits
 Success stories and testimonials








You will need to select the best combination of communication vehicles for the purpose.
Typical Communications Vehicles







Websites
Email
Newsletters
Workplace meetings
Bulletin boards
Presentations at leadership meetings

In today’s world of information overload, the administrator should sample periodically
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to see what information is getting through and continually adjust tactics to make the
Communications process work.

Managing the Governance Structure
The governance structure for the Performance-based Employee Q/C System includes the
Performance Competence Councils, the Board of Governors, and Executive Leadership.
The effective functioning of the governance structure is critical for the success of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System. The administrator is responsible for working
with the leaders and members of the governance groups to make them successful.
Governance Management Topics







Governance membership
Governance calendar
Advanced preparation of agendas and meeting materials
Facilitating meetings
Documenting the meetings
Vertical and horizontal communication

One example of a Governance & Advisory System is presented in the graphic below.
There are many alternatives to this structure.
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Membership
The Performance Competency Councils are responsible for all the tests and assessors in
their assigned area of responsibility, e.g., mechanics, electricians, control room operators.
The Performance Competency Councils are composed of managers, master performers,
and subject matter experts. They are responsible for making sure that all the required
tasks and related tests are current with the real work to be performed. They nominate
the master performers and subject matter experts to develop tests and serve as assessors.
They maintain system change control over the tests. They rule on appeals when
necessary. The chair of each Performance Competency Council should usually be a
manager or subject matter expert who carries the respect of the organization and can
help manage the meetings and the decision making process. The remaining members
should all be subject matter experts or master performers.
The chair and the membership can be rotational positions. One good method of keeping
up the expertise of the group and also fresh is to rotate one third of the group each year.
The Performance Competency Council can nominate replacement members who are
approved by the Board of Governors. When new Performance Competency Council
members are appointed, the administrator should spend time with each of them giving
them an orientation to their responsibilities and bringing them up to date on
Performance Competency Council business. In very lean organizations, membership
rotation may not be possible. In this case, try keeping members fresh by having them
spend time with candidates, assessors, and supervisors and/or administering tests.
The Board of Governors is composed of managers of the affected work groups. The
Board of Governors is responsible for overall planning to make sure the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System meets the needs of the business. It is responsible for the overall
design and policies of the system. The administrator is accountable to the board for the
operation of the system. If possible, the chair of the Board of Governors should be a
manager or executive who owns responsibility for all the affected work groups;
otherwise a rotational chair can serve the purpose. The remaining members, who may
hold rotational seats, should broadly represent the management of all the affected job
categories and locations.
The chair and members should be appointed by Executive Leadership. As with the
Performance Competency Councils, you should personally orient new members to their
responsibilities and the ongoing business of the Board of Governors.
Governance Calendar
It’s a good idea to publish a Governance Calendar for each year identifying the meeting
dates for Board of Governors and Performance Competency Councils for the entire
year. While the system is being designed and implemented, the meetings will be more
frequent, and the timing will be driven by the milestones in the project plan. After
implementation, when things have settled down, one or two meetings per year should be
sufficient for the Board of Governors. The Performance Competency Councils should
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meet often enough to manage the changes in a timely manner. A default position would
be quarterly meetings, but in no case should they meet less than twice per year, and if
there is a great deal of change going on monthly meetings may be necessary.
Meetings
The administrator should take the responsibility for meeting preparation, facilitation, and
documentation.
Here are typical agendas for meetings of the Performance Competency Councils and the
Board of Governors.
Performance Competency Council Meeting Agenda Checklist
 Qualification progress within their scope of responsibility
 Assessors
 Review of who is on the list, their training status, and how many tests they have
administered
 Nomination or appointment of new assessors to fill needs
 Complaints or out-of-line appeals results
 Tests
 Changes to the work environment, or processes that may require new or changed
tests
 New tasks to be tested
 Recommended changes to tests
 Change decisions
 Selection of master performers and/or SMEs to work with test developers on new tests
or changes
 Review and disposition of appeals
 Communication issues
 Recommendations to change policies, processes, or other system features
 Recommendations to replace rotating members

Board of Governors agendas may include any or all of the following items.
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Board of Governors Meeting Agenda Checklist
 Review of progress toward qualification goals
 Individual qualification plan status
 Qualification results compared to plan
 Qualification results compared to business needs

 Qualification system performance problems or issues
 Planning to change the scope of the system to include additional job categories or
locations
 Planning to assure the system capacity to meet the needs of the business
 Recommended changes to policies, processes or system features
 Appointment of Performance Competency Council members
 Communication issues
 Recommended replacements for rotating members
 Decisions to be referred to the Executive Leadership

Executive Leadership meetings are usually regularly scheduled and have a complete
agenda of items to address. The Q/C issues will usually be only a small part of their
agenda.
Agenda items for Executive Leadership meetings







Review of Performance-based Employee Q/C System results
Appointment of Board of Governors members
Approval of policy changes or major changes to system features
Approval to change the system scope by adding job categories or locations
Communication issues and plans
Requests for executive support

Vertical and Horizontal Communications
It is very useful for all of the governance bodies to know what each other is doing. A
very simple and easy way to do this is to share the meeting minutes of all the groups by
posting them on the website or a blog and notifying everyone that they are there. This
can be augmented with a very short summary of key decisions and outcomes that are
sent around by email. The facilitator/administrator is also a communications vehicle by
virtue of being involved with all the groups and can share their proceedings with the
other groups as needed.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of what it takes to operate the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System. We focused on each of the nine core, support,
and leadership processes and concluded with managing the governance system.
The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 What will it take for management to stay on top of what is happening within
the Performance-based Employee Q/C System?
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 What is the value and importance of the Administrator role?
 What is the value and importance of Board of Governors and Performance
Competence Councils; what we have called the Governance system?
 What information and recognition do the various stakeholder groups need to
keep the momentum going?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note that now before proceeding.
Readers who wish to review the details of “Operating the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System” might wish to go to Chapter 9 now.
Otherwise, Chapter 6 covers “Overview of Keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests Evergreen.”
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Chapter 6: Overview of Keeping the
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System and
Tests Evergreen
This chapter presents an overview of what is involved in keeping both the
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System and the Tests
evergreen, or current. This is about system change control of the Performance-based Employee
Q/C Systems itself and all of the Q/C Tests.
This topic will be addressed in more depth in Chapter 10.
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 What are the roles of the nine Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems in keeping
both the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems and the Performance Tests
“evergreen” or current?
 How can we best organize key people to process the work required to both identify
and address change needs?
 What are the cost categories of this for the ongoing operations of this aspect of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems?
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Criticality of Change Management for the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System and Tests
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
Leadership
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management processes is critical.
Without it, it is likely that the
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“out of control” and may become
out-of-date and therefore invalid.
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Training
intent of Q/C Subsystem L2,
System Change Control, is to keep
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the entire system and tests current.
All of the subsystems play some role in keeping the system evergreen, which we will
discuss later.

Sources of Change Requirements for the Q/C
Performance Tests
The need for changes to the Performance Tests will come from several sources
 Changes in laws, regulations, codes, and contracts dealing with process tasks
 Changes in formal policies, procedures/tasks, and formal/informal best practices
 Changes in tools and equipment, and/or materials and supplies
 Results from the tests and/or feedback from the testing process participants
including the Candidates and the Assessors
The Master Performers on the Performance Competence Councils (PCCs), and others
from the target audiences they represent in their professional networks within the
Enterprise, are typically the best sources for identifying the need for changes to the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System and to individual Performance Tests.
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Sources of Change Requirements for the Q/C
Administrative System
The need for changes to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System itself will also come
from several sources
 Any and all system participants’ feedback and suggestions related to the Tests, the
Assessors, and any issues that have arisen, e.g., appeals
 Changes in laws, regulations, codes, and contracts regarding human relations, data
security, and privacy laws from Human Resources and the “customer” organizations
 Changes in formal policies, procedures/tasks, and formal/informal best human
practices related to human relations, training data security, and privacy laws from
various internal stakeholder groups within the Enterprise
 Changes in Enterprise HRIS/ERP systems and other tools and systems used by the
Candidates
Any and all of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System participants, including the
Master Performers on the PCCs, and the Candidates and Assessors from the target
audiences within the Enterprise, are typically the best sources for the need for changes
to the System itself. They should be polled routinely for their suggestions and feedback
and provided with easy-to-use “change request” forms or IT systems.
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Overview of the Q/C Structure and the System
Change Control Subsystem and Processes
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The key role of each of the nine
Performance-based Employee Q/C System subsystems, in keeping everything evergreen, is
described next.
Core Subsystem and Processes
Individual Test Planning – These processes can generate and capture feedback from
participants in this sub-system as to “missing tests” necessary to cover critical
performance competence. This may be a sub-routine to any current Individual
Development Planning (IDP) processes in place.
Testing – This process can uncover inaccuracies or other problems with any test during
the conduct of the test.
Test Results Appeal – This process can uncover weaknesses or issues with any Test or
Assessor involved in an appeal.
Leadership Subsystem and Processes
System Planning – These processes can identify stakeholder requirements for new
tests, or updates to existing tests, or updates to Administrative Systems based on
changes happening or coming to those areas of the Enterprise that the Governance &
Advisory System representatives represent.
System Change Control – These processes are the proactive and reactive mechanisms
to gather change requirements and oversee the change being addressed.
Communications – These communications processes can be designed to both
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proactively and reactively provide two-way communications necessary for all stakeholder
groups and can receive feedback regarding change requirements.
Support Subsystem and Processes
Q/C Test Development – These processes may uncover change issues for existing
tests when assessing those tests for reuse purposes.
Q/C Assessor Selection & Training – These processes may uncover change
requirements during the training of Q/C System Assessors who will provide a fresh set
of eyes on the entire systems and all of the tests that they are involved with during their
initial training or later in their deployment/assessment duties.
Data Management and Reporting – These processes will gather and report out data
regarding the system and can be a formal source for change issue identification. They
also provide the orientation and training materials necessary for all roles.

Key Performance-based Employee Q/C System Roles
and Responsibilities
Again, all system participants and sponsors should be actively encouraged to voice any
and all problem or opportunity-based suggestions for improvements. And all changes to
tests should be channeled to the designated PCC.
Change suggestions for the Performance-based Employee Q/C System’s procedures and
test instrumentation should be directed to the Q/C Administrator.
The following spells out in detail the responsibilities for the following six roles:
 Executives
 Q/C Board of Governors (BoG)
 Q/C Administrator
 PCCs
 Q/C Specialist
 Q/C Assessor
When you read these descriptions, it may sound as though there is an overwhelming
amount of work here. This is usually not the case. If the work is kept organized by the
Q/C Administrator, the work of the other roles is relatively easy and not terribly time
consuming. It takes space to describe this work which contributes to the overwhelming
sense of it. None of the roles described here is anything but a small part time role except
for the Q/C Administrator. The Administrator role can be full time in a large system or
part time in a smaller system, depending on workload.
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The Executives’ Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen include
 Chartering the Performance-based Employee Q/C System effort and establishing/
approving all philosophies and policies
 Oversight of the quality and appropriateness of the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System administrative system, tests, and of participants satisfaction
 Providing resources for continuous improvement and for extending the effort to
additional target audiences
 Approving all philosophy and policy changes

The Board of Governors’ Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen
include
 Set Performance-based Employee Q/C System philosophies and policies; approve
changes to any stated philosophy or policy
 Oversight of the quality and appropriateness of the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System administrative system, tests, and of participants satisfaction
 Identify and resource the Test development efforts for new/additional target
audiences
 Resource the priorities for new Test development and existing Test maintenance for
target audiences already addressed for continuous improvement and system change
control
 Reporting “up” to the Enterprise Executives regarding system successes and issues
needing attention, decisions, and/or resources

The Q/C System Administrator Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen
include
 Review the Update Status for all Tests previously identified for updating and
troubleshoot issues as needed
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions
 Update the Performance Models per input by the PCC
 Update the Knowledge/Skill Matrices per input by the PCC
 Review and respond in writing to all Revision Recommendations to the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System and Tests as appropriate
 Keep all formal records of communications, issues, directives received or sent, and all
analysis and design data, and all changes and past versions of the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System and of the Tests
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The Performance Competence Council
Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen
include
 Review Update Status for all Tests previously identified for updating and
troubleshoot as needed
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions and as appropriate,
forward to the Q/C Administrator with recommendations and/or comments
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions
 Systematically review the Performance model for changes and make updates
 Systematically review the Knowledge/Skill Matrices for changes and make updates
 Make Revision Recommendations for test updates for Tests outside the control of
the PCC
 Make Revision Recommendations for test updates for Tests within the control of the
PCC
 Make specific assignments for Updating Tests within the control of the PCC
 Identify new Tests required and inform the Q/C Administrator
 Identify existing Tests to be removed from the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and inform the Q/C Administrator

The Q/C Specialist Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen
include
 Plan, conduct, and document analysis, design, and pilot-testing efforts as needed
 Work with designated Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts to both
develop the Performance Tests and then test the validity and reliability of the
Performance Tests before releasing them to the Q/C Administrator to include in the
system
 Updating Tests with designated Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts and
then overseeing their validation and reliability assurance

The Q/C Assessor Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the systems and tests evergreen
include
 Provide feedback regarding the currency of any test or need for changes for any
Administrative System or process, or the need for additional tests

Routine Meetings and Agendas
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Routine, typical agendas for the
first and all meetings thereafter
should provide for the routine
assessment of current and future
“change requirements” for the
Q/C Tests from both the PCC
and BoG.

Leadership

Performance-based Employee
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Agenda’s provided in Chapter 9
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Eventually “Evergreening” Will Be Part of the Routine
At some point, if you set up all of the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems correctly,
keeping both your System and Tests “evergreen ~ current” will become a business
routine of continuous operations and improvement activities… which requires both
gathering data and routine reviews of it… and responding when and where appropriate.
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Once you’ve set up the Governance & Advisory processes and people as the customer
and stakeholder organizing mechanism, and use it in conjunction with all of the other
roles and the administrative systems and processes of the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System, you will be on auto-pilot.

Chapter Summary
This chapter was intended to provide an overview of what is involved in keeping both
the Performance-based Employee Q/C System and the Tests evergreen, or current.
The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 What are the issues or challenges in keeping both the Performance-based
Employee Q/C Systems and the Performance Tests “evergreen” or current?
 How can we best organize ourselves to process the work required to both
identify and address change needs?
 What are the cost categories of this for the ongoing operations of this aspect of
the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note that now before proceeding.
Readers who wish to review the details of keeping both the Performance-based Employee
Q/C Systems and the Performance Tests evergreen, might wish to go directly to
Chapter 10 now.
Otherwise Chapter 7 covers “Details Regarding How to Design and Implement the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System.”
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Section C: Details for Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification
System Implementation and
Operations
Details for Designing and Implementing the Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System................................................................. Chapter 7
Details for Developing the Qualification/Certification Tests .............................. Chapter 8
Details for Operating the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification System ........................................................................................ Chapter 9
Details for Keeping the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification System and Tests Evergreen ................................................... Chapter 10

This section provides the reader with the greatest level of detail of the system’s
subsystems and processes, test development, operating the system and maintaining it to
keep it all evergreen or current.
It is intended for those who will be very involved in a Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System implementation and operations effort and
wishes to gain insights into the system before becoming involved in those efforts.
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Chapter 7: Details for Designing and
Implementing the Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification
System
This chapter contains a complete set of instructions for starting from scratch and
designing and implementing the Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification
(Q/C) System. When you have finished you will have everything you need except for the
work analysis, to identify the critical tasks, and the tests. Chapter 8 contains the
instructions for developing the tests including the work analysis.
Some questions to ask yourself as you read this chapter:
 Do we really have the internal capability to successfully complete an initiative of this
kind?
 Can we free up the necessary resources to get the job done in a reasonable time?
 Where will the major points of resistance come from, and over what issues?
 How can we structure this project to gain maximum buy-in from all the important
stakeholder groups?
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Project Planning and Organization
If you still need to build a business case for moving forward, the information you
develop in the project plan will help estimate the cost of design and start-up as well as
the cost of ongoing operations.
Developing a project plan with all the ingredients we suggest is probably the
most important part of the whole project. The project plan sets the stage for
everything that comes after. It identifies everything that must be created, how it will be
created, who will do what, how many resources it will take, and the schedule for all the
work. With a good project plan you will be able to establish realistic expectations on the
part of everyone involved and be able to resist demands that the system be up and
running before it’s humanly possible to get there. The project organization will be part
of the project plan.
Before you go much further, you might
wish to scan Chapter 11 which includes a
sample project plan.
The typical project plan has five sections
as shown in the next table. We will walk
you through the development of each of
these sections.

Project Plan Contents






Purpose, Background, and Rationale
Scope
Project Approach
Project Organization
Activities, Resource Estimates, and
Schedule

Purpose, Background and Rationale
The first section of the Project Plan spells out the purpose of the project, a little
background, and the business rationale for going ahead with it. Here’s where you make
the logical case for the project right up front. See Chapter 11 for an example purpose,
background, and rationale statement.
Scope
The Scope section of the Project Plan
spells out, among other things, the
specific job categories and work groups or
territories to be included in the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System.

Example Job Categories and Territory
The scope of the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System will include all maintenance
technicians in the company’s three North
American refineries in the following categories
 Electricians
 Mechanics
 Welders
 Instrumentation and controls
 Computer systems
 Pipe fitters
 Telecommunications and security systems

You may choose to differentiate the
scope of the eventual qualification system
from the scope of the initial stand-up
project. If there are a great many job
categories in the eventual scope, and if
some of them are less
critical from a qualification viewpoint than others, the initial stand-up project can be
completed for a subset of the job categories. This means that the job analysis and test
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development for the remaining job categories will be out of scope for the stand-up
project and will be done later as one or more separate projects.
Chapter 8, which includes information for job analysis and test development, provides
for including some of the job categories in later projects.
Another very important set of scope issues involves the relationship of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System to Training, Selection, Career Management,
Performance Management and other people systems. Generally speaking, the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System must integrate with all of these. One specific
example is that the Individual Qualification Plan may not be a stand-alone plan but part
of an Individual Development Plan. The Scope section of the Project Plan must spell
out all the important other systems that the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
must integrate with.
It is very possible and even desirable to combine the project to design a Performance-based
Employee Q/C System with a project to design, say, a Curriculum Architecture for the
same job populations. Much of the analysis data required for the two of these systems is
the same.
For the purposes of this book, we will presume that the scope of the project is a
Performance-based Employee Q/C System for some set of job populations, and that no
other system is to be developed as part of the same project. We will however, refer to
some of the critical interfaces with these other systems.
Project Approach
The Project Approach section of the Project Plan lays out the basic flow of work and
describes what happens in each major activity. This will be spelled out in more detail in
the section on tasks, resources, and schedule. The Approach section gives an overview
of how the project will proceed.
The centerpiece for this section is a project flowchart like the one shown below.
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After we complete the description of the Project Plan, we will guide you through each of
the parts of a typical project as represented in the flowchart. All of the phases of this
10-phase project approach are described in this chapter and Chapter 8. Chapter 8
describes the Test Development work stream, which is represented by the lower portion
of the graphic (Phases 5, 6, 7 and 10).
Project Organization
Organizing the project correctly will pay big
dividends. Two teams that are parts of the
project organization, the Board of
Governors and the Performance
Competence Councils, will live on after the
project is completed and become part of
the ongoing operation of the system.

Recommended Project Roles









Project Leader
Project Manager
Executive Sponsor(s)
Board of Governors
Performance Competence Councils
Administrative System Design Team
Internal or external Q/C Specialists
Administrative Management

The following paragraphs give a purpose and rationale and a typical set of
responsibilities for each of the recommended project roles.
Project Leader: Typical Responsibilities
 Chair the Board of Governors
 Support the Project Manager in getting
things done and getting decisions made
and resources applied during the project
 Work with the Project Manager and
consultants to draft the project plan
 Engage the Executive Sponsor when
appropriate, and keep the Executive
Sponsor apprised of progress

The Project Leader is typically a
middle manager who can provide dayto-day leadership and access to
executives without being pulled off
his/her regular job. In the refinery,
maintenance example given in the
Scope section above, this might be the
Maintenance Manager in one of the
three refineries.

The Project Manager is full time for the duration of the project and provides hands-on
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direction of the project. Sometimes this role is shared between an internal project
manager and an outside consultant, in which case the internal project manager need not
be full time but must be accessible on a daily basis.
Project Manager: Typical Responsibilities










Work with the Project Leader and consultants to draft the project plan
Schedule all the project activities and resources assigned to these activities
Track completion of project activities and report progress
Keep the Project Leader informed of progress, and engage the Project Leader for
support when needed
Manage project communications to all affected people
Manage the documentation of the work
Supervise the Administrative Support
Act as principal liaison with the internal or external consultants assigned to the project
Perform other tasks assigned to the Project Manager in the project plan

The Executive Sponsor should be part of the leadership team of whatever segment of
the business is implementing the system. The sponsor should have the power to make
fundamental decisions regarding the qualification system and the resources applied to it
on behalf of the business or personally take the decisions to the executive leadership
team when needed. There could be more than one sponsor. For example, it would not
be unusual to have both the VP of Refinery Operations and the VP of Human
Resources as co-sponsors for a system like this.
Executive Sponsor: Typical Responsibilities
 Approve the project plan and resourcing level including the project budget
 Appoint the members of the Board of Governors
 Hold the Board of Governors and Project Leader accountable for the success of the
project
 Approve the Q/C policies established during the project
 Approve the high level system architecture
 Approve the implementation plan, schedule and ongoing operational resources and
budget
 Advocate for the system and hold line management accountable for their part in
designing and implementing the system

The Board of Governors is composed of middle management or executive
representatives of groups that have a stake in the system. It is chaired by the Project
Leader and facilitated by one of the consultants or the Project Manager. An example of
the membership based on the refinery maintenance example might be the Maintenance
Managers from the three refineries, a Human Resources representative and a Training
representative. These last two are included because the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System has important interfaces with HR and Training processes and certainly poses HR
policy and legal issues.
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Board of Governors: Typical Responsibilities
 Review the project plan and recommend it to the Executive Sponsor for approval
 Nominate representatives to the Performance Competence Councils
 Review the high level architecture including the policies and recommend approval to
the Executive Sponsor





Approve the design of the administrative system
Review the implementation plan and recommend approval to the Executive Sponsor
Advocate for the system within their own individual constituencies
Assist with the procurement of people to help with various tasks during the project, e.g.,
master performers and subject matter experts to work on test development

Once the system is operational the Board of Governors will meet twice per year to
oversee operation of the system. See Chapter 9 for details on their ongoing responsibility
The Performance Competence Councils are composed of people who can best
represent the content in their functional and/or process area and who know the people
and their capabilities. This is usually the Subject Matter Experts, the Master Performers,
and first line supervisors or foremen. There should be one Performance Competency
Council for each job category, e.g., electrician, mechanic, welder.
Performance Competence Council: Typical Responsibilities
 In a facilitated meeting, analyze the work and identify the tasks that will require
qualification
 Identify a subset of tasks, if any, that will require periodic re-qualification
 Identify master performers and subject matter experts per task to be involved in test
development
 Review and approve the tests
 Review the test development documentation
 Nominate people who will qualify and train to become assessors

Once the system is operational the Performance Competency Councils will meet as
often as necessary, but never more than monthly or less than quarterly, to help operate
the system. See Chapter 9 for their operational responsibilities.
The Administrative System Design Team is a group of representatives from the work
groups that will be subjected to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. This group
should be composed of informal leaders who can help influence their peers to accept
and even embrace the system. This team will work with the Q/C Specialists to design
the administrative system. There is always fear and suspicion that “those other people
are doing this to us.” If the informal leaders are involved in designing it, the odds of
acceptance go way up.
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Administrative Design Team: Typical Responsibilities
In a design meeting facilitated by the Q/C Specialists:
 Review a set of requirements for the administrative system
 Review straw-model designs created by the consultants
 Develop detailed designs of the administrative processes
 Review content specs for manuals (the manuals represent the embodiment of the
administrative system)
 In a second meeting review drafts of the manuals prepared by the consultants for
candidates, supervisors, assessors, and administrator

The internal or external Q/C Specialists are a group of people with skill sets in job
analysis, administrative systems design, team facilitation, and training. If these are
internal consultants, they would likely be found in training, performance consulting,
organizational development, industrial engineering, or quality improvement
organizations.
Q/C Specialists: Typical Responsibilities














Help develop the project plan
Share the project manager role, if desired
Set up the project documentation system
Conduct the performance analysis meetings with the Performance Competency
Councils
Serve as test developers working with master performers and subject matter experts
Lead the Administrative System Design Team
Develop the manuals for all roles in the system
Develop the training for all roles in the system
Lead the development of the communication plan
Lead the development of the implementation plan
Conduct the initial training for all roles
Facilitate Performance Competency Council meetings
Document all aspects of the project

Administrative Support for the project will help make everything go smoothly and
keep a large volume of materials organized.
Administrative Management: Typical Responsibilities
 Schedule all meetings and meeting facilities
 Manage the documentation system (files of all the project draft and final documents
including project plan, job analyses, tests, administrative system design, manuals,
training materials, communication and implementation plans, meeting notes, etc.)
 Prepare documents from hand written drafts and wall charts (especially the
performance analysis and test documents)

All this may seem complex, but there’s a price to pay if you shortcut the project
organization and definition of the roles to be played. When we get to laying out the
activity list in the project plan, these roles will come into play again. We will identify
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which roles play in each activity and how much time is estimated for each role for each
activity.
Activities, Resource Estimates and Schedule
This section of the project plan spells out in minute detail all the activities required to
complete the project, the estimated resources to complete the activities, and the schedule
for the activities. Before you read further, we recommend that you review this section in
the sample project plan found in Chapter 11.

We recommend the type of matrix shown in the above example and in Chapter 11 using
a simple spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel to develop the plan and easily add up
the numbers. You can get the same result using project management software, but in our
experience, the simple matrix is easier to use and easier for all to understand.
Our strong advice is to break the work down into very small tasks for this matrix. This
will dramatically improve your estimating for the amount of time required for each role.
Showing the roles horizontally in the matrix allows easy comparison of the amount of
time each role will spend on each activity, and the schedule for the activity is right there
on the same line.
You can use our estimates in the sample project plan as a starting point for your own
estimates. The most difficult piece to estimate is the time required to develop and
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validate all the tests. This is difficult because, at the project planning stage, you don’t
know how many tasks will be tested. It is also complicated by the fact that all tasks to be
tested aren’t equal. Some tasks will require as little as 10 minutes to develop the first
draft of the test, and some may take an hour or more.
For those of you who have been involved in developing written tests, these estimates
may seem very low. What you must remember here is that test development involves
observing a task performance and filling in a pre-designed test form with key procedural
steps, performance criteria, reference resources, and so on. It isn’t that hard.
Adding up all the time requirements for the project activities is usually a mild shock
because of all the hours or days required of people who are already busy.
This is the time to step back and ask if the project is really feasible from a resource point
of view. Outside consultants can take up the work assigned to Q/C Specialists in the
project plan and some of the project management and administrative support load. But
the time of your master performers and subject matter experts to serve on the
Performance Competence Councils and to develop and validate tests is unavoidable.
This completes our detailed look at the Project Plan for designing and implementing a
Performance-based Employee Q/C System. Refer to Chapter 11 for a sample project plan
and additional project planning considerations.

Preparing the Project Budget and Business Case
Having completed the Project Plan, you are now in a position to offer a more definitive
business case for going forward. You know how much of everyone’s time will be
required. Outside consultants can give you a more accurate bid. So you can now prepare
a project budget.
The Business Case is made up of the Project Budget, the estimated annual operating
expense, and the expected benefits to be gained from the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System. If the benefits don’t overwhelm the project cost and ongoing operating
expense, you don’t have a case to go forward.
Executives get paid to make decisions like this, but they need accurate data on which to
base. The cost side is always easier to quantify than the benefit side, so we’ll start there.
The Project Budget
The project budget identifies all the resources that will be consumed during the project
to design and implement the system.
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Project Budget: Typical Elements
 Out-of-pocket costs
 Outside consultants
- Fees for time
- Travel and living expenses

 Employee participants
Travel and living expenses (if any)
Overtime pay (if this is the way to get the time from scarce master performers and
subject matter experts, and if they receive overtime pay in their position)
 Materials; the cost of producing manuals and training materials for all the participants
 Software for record keeping (if required; many organizations already have Learning
Management Systems that can handle the data)
 “Opportunity costs”
 The value of the time employees will put into the project; since they will not have the
opportunity to use this time for other valuable work

-

You will have to find a budgetary source for the out-of-pocket cost. The “opportunity
costs” won’t really show up as a line item in any budget, but they represent real
consumption of valuable resources and deserve to be accounted for.
Annual Operating Expense
There is an ongoing cost of operating the system once it is implemented. This is mostly
the cost of the time of the candidates and assessors.
Annual Operating Expense: Typical Elements
 Administration time; for a system of moderate to large size a full-time or nearly full-time
administrative assistant and a part time administrator will be needed
 Candidate time for preparing qualification plans and preparing for and taking tests
 Supervisor time for working with the candidates to prepare qualification plans and
support learning and test taking
 Assessor time for administering the tests
 Performance Competence Council time for managing changes to the task list and tests

All of these costs are arguably “opportunity costs” and will not show up in a budget
except for administration which may require additional headcount.
Another intangible, but very real cost, is the organizational attention and discipline it
takes to keep a system like this operational and the content evergreen.
Benefits
The benefit that exceeds all others is a regulatory requirement that a system like this be
put in place. Here is a qualitative list of typical benefits to choose from, or of course, add
your own.
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Typical Benefits
 Satisfying a regulatory requirement
 Reduced risk of incidents caused by human error that pose a safety hazard to humans,
the environment, the production system, or the product
 Reduced risk of incidents caused by human error that could compromise quality,
productivity, customer satisfaction, sales, or other important outcomes
 Savings in unnecessary training; if employees can learn the work informally and then
formally qualify, formal training may be avoided (be careful with this one; informal
learning may take a long time, and the lost productivity will be more expensive than the
training cost saved)
 Various levels of qualification can serve as the basis for pay increments or grade-level
promotions
 Objectively qualifying for important work provides valuable incentives for employees to
learn and qualify and it provides a sense of satisfaction once qualification has been
attained.

Quantifying the value of these benefits may be difficult or impossible. Once you have
done the best you can, it’s up to the executives who get the big bucks to make the
judgment call whether moving forward is worth the cost and discipline or not.

Designing the High Level System Architecture
The high level system architecture is the framework on which everything else hangs.
This framework can be designed in a two day meeting with the Board of Governors or
you can take a shortcut and design straw models for a one day review and tune-up with
the Board of Governors.
High Level System Architecture Elements
 The performance framework—an organizing scheme using an equipment and/or
processes framework for each of the roles subject to the qualification system
 A high level process map including the interfaces with other systems such as hiring,
training, work assignment, performance management, and compensation






A philosophy and a set of policies for the system
A high level view of the roles and responsibilities in the system
Requirements for the Administrative System
Requirements for the tests and designing a test template
Requirements for the IT record keeping system (to be augmented after the
administrative system design) and an assessment of the capabilities of the existing IT
infrastructure to meet the requirements

If you don’t get all these elements established up front, the work of the Performance
Competency Councils and the Administrative System Design Team will flounder
because inevitable questions will come up that can’t be answered by them. The other
important factor is that the Performance Competency Councils will not produce work
product that can be integrated into an overall system unless there is a good system
framework to start with.
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Now we will take you through each of the elements of the High Level System
Architecture.
Determining the Organizing Framework
The framework for organizing is generally a systems and equipment hierarchy or a set of
work processes or a combination of both.
In the case of maintenance technicians for example most of their work is done on
systems and equipment, and the tasks can be attached to a systems and equipment
hierarchy. The framework for systems and equipment for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline is
 Pump stations (twelve; each with somewhat different equipment)
 Pipeline
 Valdez Marine Terminal
 Tank farms
 Control center
 Personnel living quarters (associated with some of the pump stations)
It may or may not be useful at this point to go one or two levels deeper. Each functional
group, e.g., electricians, mechanics, will have different subsystems and components that
they work on. Leave it to the Performance Competency Councils to uncover these
deeper layers in the hierarchy.
In the case of crew members for a fast-food restaurant chain, most of the work will be
process oriented. The process framework in this case might look like
 Opening the restaurant
 Taking orders and making sales
 Preparing food (separate procedures for each menu item)
 Cleaning the restaurant and restrooms (including waste disposal)
 Maintaining the parking lot
 Maintaining the restaurant equipment (separate procedures for each equipment item)
 Closing the restaurant
Getting this high level framework established will save floundering by the Performance
Competency Councils and will facilitate integration across the Performance Competency
Councils.
Designing the High Level Performance-based Employee Q/C System Map
and Interface Requirements with Other Processes
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The high level Performance-based Employee Q/C System map of nine subsystems and
processes that we recommend is
Performance-based Employee
displayed on the right.
Q/C L1

Q/C L2

System
Governance

Core

System
Change
Control
Q/C C2

Q/C C1

Support

This system map organizes all the
sub-systems, processes, and tasks
you will need to successfully
operate your Performance-based
Employee Q/C System. You
should go back to Chapter 2 and
review the descriptions of these
subsystems before proceeding.
Use these descriptions as a
starting point for developing your
own process list and descriptions.

Leadership

Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
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What this diagram does not show
are the other processes with whic these Q/C processes must interface. Here is a starter
list with typical interface issues to consider.
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Requirements for Interfacing Processes
Workforce Planning should influence Qualification System Planning so that the qualification
system has the capacity to handle the anticipated load from year to year. You need to
specify how this interface must work.
Work scheduling should be influenced by individual qualification records. For example, an
employee should not be scheduled to perform a task for which he/she has not qualified.
The Hiring Process should introduce new employees to the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System.
The Job assignment process should trigger new tasks to be put on an individual’s
qualification plan. For example, if an electrician is moved to a different plant or work
center, the tasks may be different and require qualification testing on the new tasks.
Training should be geared to getting people ready to qualify, and some of the
qualification testing can take place in training as long as a hands-on testing environment is
available such as a control room simulator in a nuclear power plant. An individual’s training
plan and qualification plan should go together.
The Performance management process should integrate the planning and accountability
for qualification.
The Career management process may involve planning for an individual to advance
through various pay grades or to move from one specialty to another. qualification/
certification may be involved in achieving the criteria for advancement or movement to
another specialty
The Compensation process may involve achieving specified levels of qualification as one
criterion for achieving a higher pay grade.

You will need to work through these process interfaces, and any others that are
necessary, and spell out interface requirements for the Administrative System Design
Team.

Establishing a Philosophy and Policies
A philosophy is a set of principles that govern the design and operation of the system.
Policies are rules that must be followed. The philosophy and policy statements should be
shared with all participants in the system to help everyone understand what it’s all about
and the rules they have to follow.
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Example Philosophy/Principles Statements
 The reasons for the Performance-based Employee Q/C System are to
 Comply with regulations
 Provide a way for employees to demonstrate their capability to qualify for a higher
pay grade

 The best way to qualify for a specific task is to demonstrate performance of the task in
a real or simulated work environment and demonstrate that the correct procedure is
followed and that standard performance criteria are met
 Reduce the risk of human-error on critical tasks that may have adverse
consequences to people, the production system, the environment, the product, or
other important outcomes such as sales.
 The Performance-based Employee Q/C System should be geared to meet the production
requirements of the organization by providing a sufficient pool of qualified employees
to meet foreseeable needs.
 The only people who should serve as assessors for a specific task are people who are
masters at the task and have been trained as assessor.

Example Policies
 No employees may be assigned to independently perform a critical task unless they
have been qualified for that task.
 When the new qualification system is implemented, all existing employees must
become qualified for their range of assigned tasks within 24 months; during that interval
they will be considered “grandfathered” and permitted to perform the tasks they have
normally been performing. Assignment to a new work area with new or different tasks
will require qualification at the different tasks before performing them.
 Critical tasks which are seldom or never performed require periodic re-qualification. The
Performance Competence Council will determine which tasks are involved and what
the re-qualification interval will be.
 When an employee is assigned to a new work area, they must qualify for tasks that are
new or different from tasks in their current assignment. If the employee was qualified in
the past for these tasks, the re-qualification requirement is waived unless they have
been away from these tasks for two years or more.
 An employee who fails a qualification test has the right to appeal and be retested by
another assessor or to appeal to the Performance Competence Council if he/she feels
the test is in error as to procedure or performance criteria.
 Supervisors are required to work with their employees to develop individual qualification
plans geared to their work assignments and to plan the work, training, and on the job
coaching in such a way as to support fulfillment of the plans.
 It is the employee’s responsibility to learn and qualify for the tasks in their personal
qualification plan.
 All completed tests are to be saved in a physical or facsimile file to be available for
internal and external audits.
 All records of the people and their qualifications who participated in developing,
validating, and updating the tests must be kept along with a complete change history
for each test for internal and external audits.
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Determining Roles and Responsibilities in the System
At this point you are developing a high level set of roles and responsibilities. More detail
will be added when the Administrative System Design Team does its work and details
each of the processes.
As a starting point we suggest you refer to the roles and responsibilities described in
Chapter 2 and edit them to suit your organization’s needs.
Setting Preliminary Requirements for the IT Infrastructure
The preliminary requirements for the IT Infrastructure will be passed along to the
Administrative System Design Team who will add detail and also investigate the existing
available IT systems, such as a Learning Management System. The preliminary
requirements at the high level architecture point include the abilities listed below.
Example Preliminary IT Infrastructure Requirements
 Store, access, and update employee qualification plans for qualifying on specific tasks
and the records of completion of the tests for these tasks for all employees affected by
the system with permissions for who can make changes
 Store facsimile copies of all completed tests (whether passed or failed), with ability to
sort by work location, task, employee, assessor, and date of testing
 List employees qualified to perform specific tasks by work location (and shift)
 List assessors qualified to administer tests on specific tasks
 Store the test documents with access by all participants (participants will need access
to the latest version of a test before proceeding to take the test for qualification)
 Keep records of test development, validation, and maintenance and the names and
qualifications of employees who participated at each step
 Generate standard and custom reports on system results for the overall system and
down to the supervisor level

Setting Requirements for the Administrative System
The requirements for the Administrative System will be passed along to the
Administrative System Design Team.
Administrative System Requirements
The list of processes to be included and a description of each process
Interface requirements with processes outside the system
The list of roles to be included and a description of each role
The philosophy and policy statements
The expected numbers of candidates and the volume of testing required during the
grandfathering period and then on-going
 Preliminary IT infrastructure requirements






This completes the High Level System Architecture design phase of the project.
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Executive Review
Before proceeding to the next phases of work we recommend an executive review with
the system Sponsor(s) and any other executives who will have an important stake. If you
don’t get complete executive support at this point, you must work with the Sponsor to
develop a go-forward strategy. This could simply be making some needed changes in the
High Level System Architecture or doing some other things to persuade everyone to
come on board, or in the extreme, aborting the project before the majority of the
resources are committed.

Designing the Administrative System
The Administrative System requirements were developed in the High Level System
Architecture (see previous section). The Administrative System Design Team will use
these requirements to do the following design and development work.
Administrative Design Team Work





Detailed design of the processes
Detailed definition of roles and responsibilities
Setting up the IT infrastructure to handle the data
Developing manuals and training materials for
 Candidates
 Supervisors
 Assessors
 Administrator(s)
 Board of Governors
 Performance Competence Councils

We will describe each of these pieces of work after discussing the selection and
orientation of the Administrative System Design Team

Selecting and Orienting the Administrative System
Design Team
Selecting the right membership for the Administrative System Design Team is
important. This is an important opportunity to get buy-in from the informal leadership
of the affected work groups and the people who will have to administer the system.
Many of the fears and resistance factors around Performance-based Employee Q/C System
revolve around how the system will be administered.
Administrative System Design Team Composition
 Informal leaders from the groups who will be subject to the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System
 Someone from Training
 Someone who will likely become involved in system administration
 A Q/C Specialist/consultant who will facilitate the work
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It’s a good idea to meet with each of the people who have been selected to brief them
on the purpose of the project, the business reasons for doing the project, the reasons
they were selected, and what they will be expected to do. Give them the Project Plan and
the High Level System Architecture to read.
In the first meeting of this group, review all this again and deal with their questions and
objections. You may want one or more representatives of the Board of Governors in the
room to help with this. This person could be asked to review the Administrative System
Requirements and answer questions about how and why the Board of Governors came
up with them. This may take a couple of hours. Do not shortcut this step. If these
people don’t have a chance to work through their issues, the rest of the design process
will be rocky because they aren’t all on board. It’s extremely important that the informal
leaders fully understand the system and the rationale for it.
The ideal outcome of this step is that all the team members understand and support the
effort. This may be asking a lot. At the least, you need to get them to the point where
they are willing to fully engage in the design tasks they are about to undertake, with the
understanding that they are encouraged to take into account the interests of the affected
work groups at every step. In our experience, the work of designing the system will
actually convert some or all of the skeptics and turn them into supporters.

Detailed Design of Processes and Roles/
Responsibilities
In this step, the team will take each of the processes and roles identified in the High
Level System Architecture and develop details. We like using the Process
Role/Responsibility Map, which some people refer to as a “swim lane chart,” for doing
this. The following table is an example of this.

Document
career goals

Prepare Individual Test Plan
Identify job
objectives

Plan Q/C
goals

Plan K/S
gaps

Prepare
training and
coaching
plan and
schedule

Supply
personal Q/C
and training
record

Provides task
Q/C
requirements

Provide list of
learning
resources

Available T&D
Event
schedule
provided

Plan mix of
skills needed
for work teams

Training
Completed

Task Q/C
testing
completed

Administrator

Assessor

Supervisor

Candidate

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Process Role/Responsibility Map (Swim Lane Chart)

Update
training and
Q/C records
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This chart identifies all the inputs and outputs for each process, the steps for performing
the process, and which roles perform each step. The detailed responsibilities for each
role can be assembled by simply following the horizontal track for the role across all of
the process charts.
Steps to Design Q/C Subsystems’ Processes and Roles/Responsibilities
For each Subsystem (there are 9 of them in our examples)
 Review the process description from the High Level System Architecture
 Identify outputs
 Develop a spec or design for each output (e.g., one output is an Individual
Qualification Plan; determine what needs to be in this plan)
 Identify inputs and sources
 Build the swim lane chart with inputs, outputs, and activities assigned to specific roles
 Identify IT requirements for the inputs and outputs
 For each role, build a list of responsibilities by taking the tasks from the horizontal rows on
each of the swim lane charts. (see example below)
 Assemble the complete set of IT infrastructure requirements to support the processes;
part of these requirements should include who has access to what data and who can
input what new data

The following sample role description for the candidate role is taken from the “swim
lane” for candidate on all the relevant process role/responsibility maps.
Example Candidate Role Description
Individual Qualification Planning Process
 With supervisor, develop a 12 month plan for qualification tests to be completed based
on the expected work to be performed
 With supervisor, develop a learning plan to prepare for the testing
Qualification Testing Process
 Apply to take a qualification test when ready
 Take the test, administered by an assessor
Appeals Process
 Appeal the results of a failed test if the candidate believes the assessor was unfair or the
test content is in error
System Change Control Process
 Submit recommendations for changes to test documents, user manual, or system
features

Setting up the IT Infrastructure
Setting up the IT infrastructure can be relatively easy if there are already systems in place
that can handle the requirements. In this case, you will simply meet with HR, Training,
and/or IT, review your requirements, and follow their lead in setting the system up to
handle the qualification system data.
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If there is a system in place that almost, but not quite, meets your requirements, you may
have a compromise to make. You need to determine the importance of each
requirement that can’t be met and whether you can live without it or find a suitable work
around approach.
If there isn’t a suitable system in place, you need to work with IT and HR to plan how
you are going to meet the data storage and retrieval requirements before the system can
be implemented. For a relatively small number of people in the groups to be qualified, a
paper file system with simple spreadsheet tracking and reporting can do the trick.
To keep the system from getting out of control, the completed qualification plans and
completed tests should all be kept in one central location under the administrator’s
control, not scattered out in the file drawers of supervisors.

Developing Manuals
Each role in the system needs a manual. A minimum set includes manuals for
Candidates, Supervisors, Assessors, and Administrator(s).
We would advise that you also provide manuals for the Board of Governors and the
Performance Competence Councils.
Sample Contents for Administrative Manuals













Introduction to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
What the system is intended to accomplish
The business rationale
Philosophy and policies
How the system works (High level process and role/responsibility descriptions)
Frequently asked questions
Instructions specific to the role
Detailed responsibilities for each process in which the role is involved
Forms that must be used
Instructions for doing the steps involved (e.g., preparing an individual qualification plan)
Resources to call on for answers to questions
Copies of the tests (specific to candidates, supervisors, assessors, and Performance
Competence Councils)

These manuals can be on-line or on paper or both. The advantage of on-line manuals is
that they are instantly updated for everyone every time a change is made, and they save
paper and shelf space. The disadvantage is that the on-line solution may not be
accessible to the workers who need them in their work environment or at home where
they are planning or preparing for testing.
The manuals should include everything the users need to know about the system and
their roles in the system. These manuals will be used in training and for everyday
reference. A sample list of contents appears above.
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Some people may question making copies of the tests available to the candidates. The
answer to this issue lies in the fact that these are performance tests where the candidate
must demonstrate proper performance to a set of criteria. The test forms are the perfect
study guide. You want them to be visible and used for preparation. Each test form will
specify whether the candidate may perform the test with the test form in hand or must
do it without looking at the test. In fact each test will specify exactly what the candidate
may use, e.g., maintenance manuals, while performing the test. The rule here should be
that they can use anything they would normally be allowed to use while performing the
task in a real work situation.

Developing the Orientation and Training Materials
The initial orientation and training is for everybody in the system. Separate training
modules are needed for each role, but much of the content is the same.
There are two purposes for this initial training. The first purpose is to give everyone a
systematic exposure to the what, why, who, how, and when of the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System and to take the time to answer their questions and deal with
objections. It’s a major communication opportunity.
The second purpose of the initial training is to develop specific skills. The Candidate and
supervisor learn to develop the individual qualification plan. The Candidate learns to
take a performance test. The Assessor learns to administer a performance test. And the
Administrator/Administrative Assistant learns the administrative tasks
Don’t replicate the user manuals in the training. Use the manuals in the training and
teach the users how to use them. A classroom approach is usually best for training
candidates, assessors, and supervisors. The administrator/admin assistant, if they weren’t
involved in developing the processes and manuals, can be tutored one-on-one. The
Board of Governors and Performance Competency Councils can have informational
training at the beginning of their next meetings.

Developing a Communication and Sales Plan
You should expect resistance from the workforce and the management. Resistance will
be greater if people don’t understand exactly how the new system will work and how it
will affect them. Success of the system will be highly dependent on how well the people
directly affected by it both understand and accept it. Here are some proven techniques
for communicating and selling the new Q/C plan.
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Communication and Sales Tactics
 Make information available to everyone via a web site, email, or other means so that
they can read about the system individually
 Use the informal leaders who were part of the Administrative System Design Team to
conduct informal workplace get-togethers with their peers to explain the system
 Use Management meetings to explain the system, roll it down through the chain of
command, and establish an unbroken chain of sponsorship with implementation
accountability established at every level
 Make sure there will be consequences at every level of management if there are failures
to implement; the system will be worth little if it isn’t implemented uniformly
 Use the initial training of all the participants to systematically take them through all the
features of the system and the reasons for everything, giving plenty of time to handle
questions and objections
 Establish a network to sense and report problems so that corrective action can be taken
 Establish a hotline for people to get questions answered and issues resolved

Starting Up the System
If everything we’ve described (including developing the tests, see Chapter 8) has been
completed, you are ready to start up the system and engage all the components. A
pre-startup checklist and a sample startup sequence are presented below.
Successful startup requires intensive surveillance by the Administrator and Administrative
Assistant and lots of troubleshooting and corrective action to keep the implementation on
track. Remember that all of this will be new to most of the people involved and they will
need clear expectations, some handholding, and some recognition for doing it well or
consequences for not performing. Use the Executive Sponsor(s), the Board of Governors,
and the Performance Competence Councils to help make it go well.
Pre-Startup Checklist





Validated test forms
Manuals for all roles
Training modules for all roles
IT and filing system up and running

 Communication and Sales Plan
 Administrator/admin assistant assigned
 Assessors appointed by the Performance
Competency Councils and agreed to
by their management

Sample Startup Sequence
 Announce the start-up and start-up schedule
 Launch the communication and sales effort and track the activities to make sure they
are all happening
 Conduct the training for all roles
 Expect the supervisors to work with their qualification candidates to complete all the
individual qualification plans by a set date; track this to make sure it happens, and bring
management pressure on problem areas
 Track qualification testing activity against the individual qualification plans, and take
action where the schedules aren’t being met
 Keep the Board of Governors, the Performance Competency Councils, and the
management structure advised of progress and trouble spots
 Provide recognition for successful implementation and consequences for not performing
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Chapter Summary
This chapter has provided you with instructions for planning, designing, developing, and
implementing all the parts of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System except for
developing the tests, which is covered in the next chapter.
We want to re-emphasize the importance of developing a complete project plan and
project organization before launching into this work. As you have seen from this chapter
there are many interrelated activities needed involving many different people.
Without a good plan and organization, the project is likely to bog down and fail.
The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 Do we really have the internal capability to successfully complete an initiative
of this kind?
 Can we free up the necessary resources to get the job done in a reasonable
time?
 Where will the major points of resistance come from, and over what issues?
 How can we structure this project to gain maximum buy-in from all the
important stakeholder groups?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note those now before proceeding.
Readers who wish to review the details of Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation might wish to go to Chapter 11 now to review the Project Plan
example.
Otherwise, Chapter 8 covers “Details for Developing the Q/C Tests.”
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Chapter 8: Details for Developing the
Qualification/Certification Tests
This chapter provides details of the Performance-based Employee Qualification/
Certification (Q/C) System Performance Test Development processes for those who
will be involved as customer and stakeholders — and it provides an advanced organizer
for those who will be more active in Test Development.
Task lists for Performance Test development efforts are provided for planning purposes
in Chapter 11 within the context of the Implementation effort.
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include
 What types of “Tests” are we talking about here?
 What is the process for developing tests and how long does that take?
 Who is involved in test development and how much time of theirs does it take?
 What are the key risks and how to avoid them?

Leadership
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Performance-based Employee Q/C System Tests
Although our stated bias is to use “Performance Tests” over “Knowledge Tests,” to
Qualify/Certify performance competence, the process we will describe is good for both
types of test development.
Knowledge Tests
Knowledge tests do not prove that the person being tested can “do” something — that
they can “perform tasks to produce outputs to stakeholder requirements.” That is our
definition of performance competence — and that is what we are intending to
qualify/certify individuals or teams via the processes described in this book.
That is why we prefer Performance Tests.
All that the knowledge test can certify is that the person does or does not have the
underlying knowledge about the test topic. Passing a knowledge test about welding
certainly does not prove that one can weld, nor does flunking one prove that one cannot
weld.
However, there are times when testing on knowledge might be the most appropriate
thing to do, prior to and in addition to performance testing.
Knowledge tests vary in form, and include the following familiar types of tests:
 True/false
 Multiple choice
 Fill-in-the-blank
 Essay
Examples would include knowledge testing on product knowledge in addition to testing
sales call capability. Or, knowledge testing on safety procedures for various pieces of
equipment or types of materials prior to testing on other task performance.
But in the end, it is the ability to actually perform that is important. That’s why we would
focus there first.
Knowledge testing is not our focus here. Performance Testing is.
Performance Tests
Performance Tests measure individual performers’ real capabilities and competency ― or
as near to real as it is feasible to get.
Our recommended approach is to conduct performance testing using validated testing
instruments along with evaluation and assessment processes designed and developed to
certify or qualify employees for certain types of performance.
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A Performance Test is an organized checklist of assessment tasks and criteria. It is
available to the Performer prior to any test assessment. It might be available to the
Candidate during the test IF it would be practical, feasible, and/or desirable to allow or
suggest to the performer to use it if needed.
It is an open book test process IF one might use the book…any reference materials on
paper or online…in the course of normal range of work situations.
Performance Tests can include testing via
 Performance demonstrations (real work)
 Performance simulations
 Talk-through performance
Performance Tests can deal with new real work, old real work, or simulations of real
work.
Performance Demonstrations
Performance demonstrations are tests where learners demonstrate their ability to
perform by actually doing something, usually with real work. This is the best test, of
course, but it is not always feasible. Real work might be dangerous, or in response to
emergency conditions problematic to recreate for fidelity purposes.
Real work can also include old work. Past work reworked for testing purposes.
Performance Simulations
Real work is not always the best place to demonstrate competencies ― emergency
aircraft maneuvering, for example, or landing without the wheels down. Performance
simulations allow testing of a learner’s ability to perform under less than real conditions.
An example — a simulation in a classroom roll-play exercise involving a buyer
negotiating with a supplier. Or a pilot in a pitching aircraft simulator. Or a sailor in boot
camp removing the gas mask in a closed room to better feel the affects of tear gas on the
senses.
Structured simulation exercises can provide even more complexity (by design) than a
typical performance simulation. To test more than one narrow sets of conditions and
variables per test.
Talk-through Performance
In talk-through performance tests, learners talk their way through a series of
performance and/or diagnostic-trouble shooting steps with an expert. This expert has a
predetermined terminal condition in mind and answers the learner/Performer’s
procedural and troubleshooting questions accordingly. For example, in response to an
answer from a learner being tested on machinery operation, the expert may supply
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information such as: the valve gauge reads 10 and is slowly rising. The learner describes
the next action to take and the expert provides feedback until the terminal condition is
reached.
Like performance simulations, this type of test is useful when performing real work is
not feasible. Talk-through Performance Tests are developed more cheaply and quickly
through this approach than complex computer simulations. But this approach has its
limitations versus some of the benefits of more costly complex computer simulations.
Methods for Performance Testing
In addition to those methods mentioned above, Performance-based Employee Q/C System
professionals may use additional methods for assessing performance capability beyond
simply observing a candidates performance when necessary.
Among these are reviews of post-performance outputs, and debriefings of those
involved in the performer’s process regarding their personal observations of the
performer’s work processes ― for example, debriefing the performer’s customer about
the experience, or team members regarding safety issues.

Performance Test Templates
There are many configurations for a Performance Test. We will provide you with two
test templates: A 2-page format and a 3-page format.
The 2-page format is used when completely focused on terminal performance; and the
3-page format is used when focused on both terminal performance and one or more
enabling Knowledge/Skills. We have used additional configurations in prior project
efforts. Our intent is not to present “the” format but rather to provide you with
examples from which to build your own.
Performance Test – 2-Page Format
The following two graphics present first the blank 2-page format.
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Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 2-Page Format (Side 1)
Location
Requirements

Test Time
Limits

Trigger for Task
Performance

Test #

Test Title

Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template

Page 1 of 2

Task/Test Name:

Type of
Test

Test
Conditions

Test Type:
 Real Work Performance
 Simulation
 Talk-through Simulation
 Other ___________________

Assessor
data

Stimuli:

Job Family:
 ________________________
 ________________________
 ________________________
 ________________________

Resources Permitted During Test:

Learning Resources:

Notes

Result:

1. __________________________ 



________________________________

 Pass  Fail

2. __________________________ 



________________________________

3. __________________________ 



________________________________

4. __________________________ 



________________________________

5. __________________________ 



________________________________

6. __________________________ 



________________________________

Pass Fail

Assessor:
Name:
Comments:

If Fail:  Repeat steps:

Name:
Date:

Signature: __________________________ Date:
Comments:

Resources
allowed
during
Testing
Test
Results
data

 Repeat entire test
 Suggested Remedial Work:

Candidate:

Signature: __________________________

Candidate
data

Estimated Time
Required:
______ Minutes

Test Conditions:

Pass/Fail Criteria:

Test
Criteria
and
Notes

Test #:
Location:

Intended
Target
Audiences

Resources
for
Learning
the Tasks

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 2-Page Format (Side 2)

Steps to be
Performed During
Test

Criteria for Each
Step – as
appropriate

Test Evaluation
Notes Regarding
Pass-Fail

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Performance Test – 3-Page Format
The Performance Test instrument in a 3-page format shown in the following three
graphics. The first graphic presents the Q/C Performance Test – side 1.
Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 3-Page Format (Side 1)
Test Path
Target
Audience

Test Path
Phase

Test Task Title
Test #

Test
Type

Test
Criteria
and
Assessed
Results

Resources
allowed
during
Testing

Test Time
Constraints

Test Date
and
Results
data

Assessor
data

Candidate
data

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

The next graphic identifies the content of the Q/C Performance Test – side 2.
Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 3-Page Format (Side 2)

Key Enabling K/S
Requirements for
Testing
Task Performance
Stimuli, Test
Conditions and
Resources Allowed
During Testing

Sources for Test
Development

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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The next graphic identifies the content of the Q/C Performance Test – side 3.
Qualification/Certification Performance Test Template – 3-Page Format (Side 3)

Steps to be
Performed
During Test

Criteria for Each
Step (as
appropriate)

Test Evaluation
Notes
Regarding
Pass-Fail

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Test Development Project Approach Overview
We believe in an
engineered
approach to the
development of
the tests. Before
reviewing the stepby-step process of
developing the
Performance Tests,
which happens in
Phase 4 or of the
Test Development
process, we will
overview all six
phases of that
process.

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Process Phases
When separate from the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation efforts
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Q/C Phase 3

Analysis

Q/C Phase 4
Development/
Acquisition

Design

Q/C Phase 5
Pilot Test

Q/C Phase 6
Revision &
Release

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

While the first efforts for test development during system implementation might appear
to be structured a little differently, all of the steps outlined in the six phases of Q/C test
development are appropriate.
We will cover how the “approach model” differs when tests are initially developed
within “Implementing the System” near the end of this chapter. The next graphic
portrays that larger effort.
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Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

Development/
Acquisition

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

For structuring the planning and management efforts for a stand apart effort, after initial
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and Test Development, we use
a 6 phase, 25 subphases, team approach represented by the following model.
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Process
6 Phases and 26 Subphases
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 5

Q/C Phase 6

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Analysis

Design

Development/
Acquisition

Pilot Test

Revision &
Release

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Preproject Planning
Initial Project Planning
Phase 1 Gate Review
Phase 1 Completion and Transition

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Preanalysis Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Analysis Process and Documentation
Phase 2 Gate Review
Phase 2 Completion and Transition

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Predesign Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Design Process and Documentation
Phase 3 Gate Review
Phase 3 Completion and Transition

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Predevelopment Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation
Development and Documentation
Developmental and Alpha Testing
Phase 4 Updates

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Prepilot Planning
Pilot Deployment
Postpilot Revision Recommendations
Pilot Phase Gate Review
Post-Gate Review

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Materials Revision
Materials Release
Lessons Learned Documentation and Distribution
Project Data Compilation and Archiving
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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The following presents a quick overview of each of these six phases of either type of
project effort. We will use the number scheme of the 6-phase model to structure this
information.
Again, more details and task listings for each phase are presented in Chapter 11.
Q/C Test Development Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-Off
In Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-Off, the customers and other key stakeholders are
interviewed regarding some targeted request that has been sanctioned by the
Performance Competence Council and/or as directed by the Board of Governors for
the Performance-based Employee Q/C System.
A draft Project Plan is developed for review with a Project Steering Team in a Gate
Review Meeting.
That Project Steering Team of customers and key stakeholders is assembled to
 Review and sanction the project plan.
 Modify or cancel the project if business needs dictate.
 Handpick the Analysis Team.
Discuss the selection criteria for members of the Design Team if needed/different from
the Analysis Team.
The PST is assembled to own the project and resource it. And to make sure that it is
appropriately targeted on critical performance competence.
The PST also decides whether the Q/C Performance Test Development project is done
completely independently from or in conjunction with a training development project. If
the project is a combined Q/C and Training project, there will be a definite need to
identify required knowledge and skills. The analysis may be concluded quicker if
Knowledge/Skill analysis is not required.
This phase can take from a couple of days to a couple of weeks, depending on the
number of and ability to schedule the interviews, and the PST Gate Review Meeting.
The smaller the organization, the quicker this typically will be.
Q/C Test Development Phase 2: Analysis
During Q/C Performance Test Development Phase 2: Analysis, target audience data is
gathered, and preparations and the logistics for the Analysis Team meeting are
coordinated to generate a consensus regarding the key analysis data outputs with Master
Performers and others as needed.
The Analysis Team meeting is conducted to generate the Performance Model charts and
sometimes the Knowledge/Skill Matrix. Afterwards, existing Q/C Tests may be assessed
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to see if they fit the needs of the project “as is” or “after modification” to avoid rework
or reduce the likelihood of development of redundant tests.
All data is documented in an Analysis Report. The data is presented to the Project
Steering Team in a quick gate review meeting. Based on the Project Steering Team’s
approval, the next phase begins.
This phase will typically take from a week or two to a month, depending on the ability to
schedule the Analysis Team Meeting, and the PST Gate Review Meeting. The smaller
the organization, the more difficult this might be due to a lack of availability of the right
Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts.
It’s often difficult to get a sufficiently sized team in place in smaller organizations. It
might be necessary to conduct the Analysis via individual or small group interviews. That
approach takes longer and costs more because the timeframe is typically expanded due
to the iterations necessary to achieve consensus of the Master Performers and others
involved. To better ensure the credibility and sell-ability of the results later to others it is
necessary for there to be a strong consensus that what was captured in the analysis
efforts is of high quality and importance.
Q/C Test Development Phase 3: Design
During the third phase of a complex Q/C Performance Test Development project,
Design, the design of the Tests takes place at a mid-level. That involves specifying which
“Tasks and Outputs” from the analysis data are to be tested and to define upfront how
performance competence is to be tested.
In some cases, the design effort spells out “when” testing should take place, often
constructing a Q/C Path for each target audience – which can be represented in a visual
communications device. The following graphic shows the Q/C Tests as incorporated in
the Training & Development Path.
If existing Tests were assessed in the prior phase as being reusable “as is” or “after
modification” they are further assessed as to their appropriateness for reuse in this
phase.
In a complex undertaking this design phase will help to avoid inadvertent redundancy in
tests to be developed for multiple target audiences. In a simpler effort the design might
not require a separate phase and may be combined with the Analysis phase.
If the Q/C Performance Test Development effort is to be independent of a training
effort, then a visual device such as the Path would simply be labeled a Q/C Path.
The next graphic shows the Path with only Q/C Tests in a suggested sequence for input
to planning efforts.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System

Planning for Q/C Testing can be a component of developing an
IDP – Individual Development Plan

Planning for Q/C Testing can be a component of developing an
IDP – Individual Development Plan

Q/C Performance Test Path
Is a planning tool to help define
specific performance competence
for which an employee would be
assessed and in what sequence.

New to the Job
Q/C Candidate

Qualification Path
ERP/HRIS
Records

Q/C
Records

Q/C Test Library
and Processes
Internet Access

Q/C Performance Tests
Define specific performances for which an employee
would be assessed. They are either a separate Event
or within an Event on the Path.

Planning for Q/C Testing can be a
component of developing an IDP –
Individual Development Plan that includes
T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management

T&D Events planned/assigned may vary depending
on incoming experience and skills. Typically, they
would consist of S-OJT coaching or other formal
training prior to Q/C testing. They may be used
to Test Out as well

New to the Job
Q/C Candidate

Development & Qualification Path
Supporting LMS-LCMS Tools can be
used to track qualification records
and provide access to current
qualification Performance Tests and
related development materials and
records.

ERP/HRIS
Records

Ray Svenson & Guy W Wallace

Q/C
Records

Q/C Test Library
and Processes
Internet Access

Supporting LMS-LCMS Tools can be
used to track qualification records
and provide access to current
qualification Performance Tests and
related development materials and
records.

Ray Svenson & Guy W Wallace

But the most important outputs of this phase are the “Test Specifications.” See examples
of the 2-sided format next. These simply document the Design Phase decisions
regarding test type (real performance, simulated performance, or talk-through) and any
other directives to the test development teams.
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Slide 1 of 2)

Test Title

Test Spec #
Test Type
Target
Audiences
Test Method
Q/C Path
Test Location

Path Phase

Master
Performers/
SMEs to use in
Development

Preliminary
Description
of the Test
Related T&D

Documents
and People to
be used in
Development

Pass-Fail
Criteria

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Slide 2 of 2)

Outputs and
Tasks of focus
from the
Performance
Model

Key
Knowledge/Skill
Items from the
Analysis data
(if available)
to include and
focus on in the
test

Notes to
Developers
Test Title
Test Spec #

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

This phase will typically take from a week or two to a month, depending on the ability to
schedule the Design Team Meeting, and the PST Gate Review Meeting. The same issues
about participant availability exist for this phase as well.
Note: This phase may at times be combined with the Analysis Phase.

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development with Combined Phases
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2/3

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Q/C Phase 4

Analysis/
Design

Q/C Phase 5

Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 6

Pilot Test

Revision &
Release

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Q/C Test Development Phase 4: Development
In Q/C Performance Test Development Phase 4: Development/Acquisition,
Performance Tests are developed and developmentally-tested (bench-tested) with the
Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts who help develop them and with others
as needed.
This phase will typically take from a week or two to a month or two, depending on the
number of Q/C Tests to be developed, and ability to schedule the Test development
efforts with the Master Performers, and the PST Gate Review Meeting.
Q/C Test Development Phase 5: Pilot-Test
In Phase 5 of Q/C Performance Test Development, the formal pilot test is prepared for
and conducted. Assessors, facilitators, and administrators prepare for their roles, as
appropriate for the type of Pilot-Testing being conducted and the locations of the pilottesting. Again, this phase may be skipped in your situation.
During any formal Pilot Test sessions, written and verbal evaluations and debriefings
may be conducted. After the sessions, the evaluation data is assessed and revision
recommendations are generated for consideration by the Project Steering Team.
The Project Steering Team may accept, modify, or reject the revision recommendations.
The final results constitute the revision specifications used in the final phase of the
project, Revision & Release.
This phase will typically take from a week or two to a month or two, depending on the
number of Tests to be Pilot-Tested, the locations and the ability to schedule the Test
validation efforts with the Master Performers as Assessors and candidates from the
target audiences for the Tests.
There are times when formal pilot-testing is deemed unnecessary. The Performance
Competency Council may believe, and be backed by the Board of Governors, that tests
can be developed and developmentally tested via a review or two with other Master
Performers and SMEs as appropriate, and then immediately put into inventory to use.
Any issues that might arise later can be handled via the System Change Control
processes. In highly regulated areas or areas where heath and safety of the workforce or
others is at stake, this may not be the best course of action. Every case is different and
your situational requirements should be factored into your project plan.
Q/C Test Development Phase 6: Revision & Release
The sixth phase of a Q/C Performance Test Development project is Revision &
Release.
The Pilot-Test revision specifications approved by the Project Steering Team in the prior
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phase determine the final updates required of all Performance Tests - and all
administrative materials and procedures during the initial Performance-based Employee
Q/C System roll-out. After that initial roll-out, projects for additional Performance Test
development efforts won’t necessarily address the administration systems, unless issues
come up during the Pilot-Testing of the new tests.
After test revision, which could include a second round of Pilot-Testing, the test
materials are released into the Performance-based Employee Q/C System for deployment
and for maintenance under the System Change Control process.
How Performance Tests are pilot tested, revised, and
released depends to a great extent on the type of test, the
intended deployment approach, and the use of existing
reference materials, tools, and systems. For example,
equipment, tools, and reference materials available in only
certain locations may dictate the test location and the
timing so as to not interfere with ongoing daily work.
This phase will typically take from a week or two,
depending on the number of Tests to be updated and the
extent of revisions.
The chart on the right summarizes the typical cycle times
for a Performance-based Employee Q/C System Test
Development project.

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification
System Performance Test
Development
Typical Cycle Time Ratings

Phase 1

1-2 Weeks

Phase 2

1-4 Weeks

Phase 3

1-4 Weeks

Phase 4

1-8 Weeks

Phase 5

1-8 Weeks

Phase 6

1-2 Weeks

Time Range

6-28 Weeks

Ray Svenson and
Guy W. Wallace

Test Development Roles
There are six key roles involved in Q/C Performance Test development.
The following table summarizes their key responsibilities per the six phases of the
development model.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Roles by Phase
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 5

Q/C Phase 6

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Analysis

Design

Development/
Acquisition

Pilot Test

Revision &
Release

Q/C Develop Plan
Conduct
Project
Gate Review
Conduct
Manager Gate Review

Conduct
Oversee Test Oversee Pilot
Gate Review Development
Conduct
Efforts
Gate Review

Oversee
Updates and
Project
Completion

Q/C
Specialists

Conduct the
Analysis
efforts

Conduct the Develop Tests Participate in
Design efforts
with
the Pilot Test
MPs/SMEs

Update
Tests with
MPs/SMEs

Master
Performers/
SMEs

Participate in
the Analysis
efforts

Participate in
the Design
efforts

Update
Tests with
Developer

Develop
Tests with
Developers

Other
Master
Performers

Conduct
Conduct Pilot
Developmental Tests of the
Tests of the
Q/C Tests
Q/C Tests

Target
Audience
Candidates

Conduct
Conduct Pilot
Developmental Tests of the
Tests of the
Q/C Tests
Q/C Tests

Project
Steering
Team &
Legal/HR/
Etc.

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Manage the
Project via
the Gate
Review
Meetings

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Q/C Project Manager
The Q/C Test Development Project Manager is responsible for planning and managing
the overall Test Development efforts. This role could be played by the Q/C
Administrator. This role is involved in:
 Planning the overall Test Development project
 Conducting all Project Steering Team Gate Review Meetings
 Overseeing the analysis efforts
 Overseeing the design efforts
 Overseeing the Q/C Performance Test development efforts
 Overseeing the Pilot-Test efforts
 Overseeing all post-Pilot-Test updating efforts
Q/C Specialist
The Q/C Test Developers collaborate with Master Performers and Subject Matter
Experts for:
 Planning for, conducting and documenting the analysis efforts, design efforts and
development efforts
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 Developing the Q/C Performance Test for Pilot-Testing purposes
 Observing pilot-testing efforts
 Updating the Q/C Performance Test post-Pilot-Test or if needed as directed by the
System Change Control subsystem
Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts
There are a group of Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts that are very
involved in the Test Development efforts. They:
 Participate as experts and sources of content in the analysis efforts, design efforts and
development efforts
 Develop the tests for Pilot-Testing purposes
 Observe pilot-testing efforts
 Participate as Assessors in the pilot-testing efforts
 Update the Q/C Performance Test post-Pilot-Test
Additional/other Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts
There are other Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts less involved overall.
They participate in
 Developmental testing of the tests pre Pilot-Testing
 Conducting the testing during formal Pilot-Test efforts
Target Audience Candidates
The Target Audience Candidates are involved in
 Developmental testing of the tests pre Pilot-Testing
 Conducting the tests during formal Pilot-Test efforts
Project Steering Team
The Project Steering Team is involved in
 Reviewing the Project Plan and phase-by-phase outputs as a team of key stakeholders
in overseeing the Test Development project
 Handpicking the Analysis Team, Design Team and Development Team members
based on the recommendations/directions of the Performance Competency Councils
involved, or delegating that task to them
 Resolving project issues as they arise
The following table summarizes the typical overall cycle time and the time burden on
project participants per phase.
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Typical Cycle Times by Phase
Q/C
System
Admin. or
Project
Manager

Q/C
Specialists

Other
Master
Target
Master
Performers/
Audience
Performers/
SMEs
Candidates
SMEs

Project
Steering
Team

Phase 1

1-2 Weeks

4-6

–

–

–

–

.5

Phase 2

1-4 Weeks

4-6

5

5

–

–

1

Phase 3

1-4 Weeks

4-6

5

5

–

–

1

Phase 4

1-8 Weeks

5-10

5-40

5-40

2-5

2-5

–

Phase 5

1-8 Weeks

4-6

M

V

–

V

.5

Phase 6

1-2 Weeks

1-2

1-5

1-5

M

M

–

22-36

16-55

16-55

2-5

2-5

3

Estimated Days Required

Estimated number of days involvement per Phase: M = minimal V = varies
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Test Development Steps Overview
The Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems Performance Test development process
steps in Phase 4 Development/Acquisition of the 6-phase model, uses the Performance
Model (and perhaps the Knowledge/Skill Matrices) data from the Phase 2 Analysis
efforts, as well as Phase 3 Design “Test Specifications.” Those Phase 4 steps include:
1. Meet with the designated Master Performers/SMEs, and review the assignment, the
Test Specification from the Phase 3 Design effort, and the Performance Model data
(and K/S data as appropriate) from the Phase 2 Analysis efforts
2. Complete the Performance Test Template online or via handwriting
3. Develop the Test draft (v1) and store online and document the Development
process particulars
4. Review the v1 Test draft and conduct developmental testing prior to any formal
Pilot-Test efforts. Update the test instrument and repeat the developmental testing as
needed
5. Update the Test to Pilot-Test draft version (v2) or place into inventory, per the plan
specifics for this effort
Test Development Inputs and Guides
The Performance Model and the Knowledge/Skill Matrices are the key data gathering
devices used in the Analysis phase efforts, which after approval for their completeness,
accuracy and appropriateness, are the key sources for formulating the test specifics. The
Design phase outputs will dictate which tasks (and possibly skills or knowledge) will be
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tested and may dictate which type of test is to be produced.
Performance Models and Performance Modeling
Performance Modeling begins by establishing the Areas of Performance — AoPs,
segments of the overall performance scope that together minimize or eliminate overlaps
and gaps, to guide further analysis efforts.
An example is shown on the
right.

TMC Stores
Store Manager

Areas of Performance need to
reflect the processes within the
scope of the performance being
targeted for Q/C treatment.

PERFORMANCE MODEL
Areas of Performance

A.

Staff
Recruiting,
Selection,
and Training

B.
Work
Scheduling

C.

D.

Progressive
Discipline

Store
Operations

The Performance Model charts
E.
F.
G.
Payroll,
Customer
then capture the high level or
Banking, and
Inventory
Service
Management
Financial
very detailed level data regarding
Management
outputs and tasks and
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
roles/responsibilities of ideal
performance…AoP by AoP…reflecting the best practices of your current Master
Performers involved in the analysis efforts.
A sample Performance Model chart from an Analysis Meeting with call-outs follows.
A typical Performance Model chart or one of many AoPs – Areas of Performance
Type of Deficiency
dE = Environment
dK = Knowledge
dI = Individual
attribute/
value

Areas of
Performance
Key Outputs and
Measures or
Metrics
Describes what is
produced from
doing the job tasks
and identifies key
performance
measures of each
output

Probably Gap
Cause(s)
Identifies most likely
causes for each
typical performance
issue/deficiency

Key Tasks
Describes the key
activities needed
to produce the
outputs
Roles/Responsibilities
Clarifies who is typically responsible
for performing the tasks

Typical Performance Gaps
Identifies potential and common ways the output or task
does not meet performance standards, potential
bottlenecks or obstacles, or other performance difficulties

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

Tasks are linked to Outputs. Later, tests may focus on distinct tasks or in sets of tasks
related to one outputs determined later in the Design Phase for some projects, or as a
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step in a combined Analysis/Design phase.
Regarding “key measures” for key outputs, we use
something along the lines of the “Stakeholder
Hierarchy” presented in the graphic to the right to
help stimulate the Analysis Team’s thinking about
measures that reflect all of the stakeholders’
requirements, and not just the next customer in the
value chain. Definitions of each are provided for in
the Glossary under “Stakeholders.”

Stakeholder Hierarchy
Government
Shareholders/Owners
Board of Directors
Executives
Management

Deriving the Enabling Knowledge/Skills on
Matrices
The K/S Matrices are used to capture the enabling
Knowledge/Skills, if appropriate to your Q/C efforts.
Sometimes they are not needed.
When we use this approach, we use a list of 17
distinct K/S Categories (see the Appendix) to
systematically derive the enablers based on a
systematic review of the Performance Model.

Customers
Employees
Suppliers
Community
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

An example K/S Matrices chart with call-outs from a different Analysis Team effort
follows next.
PACT Processes – The Knowledge/Skill (K/S) Matrices
K/S Category

Difficulty
Ranks how difficult the
item is to learn/teach

K/S Item
Identifies the discrete
knowledge or skill item

Volatility
Ranks how often and
significantly the
knowledge or skill will
change

Link to AoP
Identifies the segment
of the job/function
where knowledge or
skill enables
performance
Select or Train
Denotes whether the
item is a selection
criteria/ condition or
needs to be covered
in training and
development

Depth
The level to which any
training and development needs to go
(Awareness,
Knowledge, Skill)

Criticality
Rank high, medium, low (H, M, L) the relationship between
having the knowledge or skill and performance mastery
Ray Svenson & Guy W Wallace

The Performance Model and K/S Matrix assist in keeping both the Knowledge and/or
Performance Test developers focused on performance first and enabling knowledge
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second… if at all. In turn, this helps ensure that the test is focused squarely on
performance.
The methodology for developing Performance Models and K/S matrices is described
more fully in Guy Wallace’s book, Lean-ISD. It is available as a free 404-page PDF at
www.eppic.biz. Please refer to that book for more details on how to conduct the analysis
efforts. That book also contains more examples of the analysis outputs.
Design Phase Outputs
The design effort is one of systematically reviewing all of the analysis data, organizing it
into groups for individual tests, and developing a Performance Test Specification (Spec)
for each test to be developed. A Q/C Path may also be constructed and linked to any
existing IDP – Individual Development Planning systems and tools.
Two examples follow of the 2-sided Performance Test Spec format with callouts.
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Side 1 of 2)
Test Title
Test Spec #
Test Type
Target
Audiences
Test Method
Q/C Path
Test Location
Path Phase
Master
Performers/
SMEs to use in
Development

Preliminary
Description
of the Test

Related T&D
Documents and
People to be
used in
Development

Pass-Fail
Criteria

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Spec (Side 2 of 2)

Outputs and Tasks
of focus from the
Performance
Model

Key
Knowledge/Skill
Items from the
Analysis data
(if available)
to include and
focus on in the
test

Notes to
Developers
Test Title
Test Spec #

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

When Test Development Occurs During
Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation
As stated earlier in the chapter, these six phases are combined with the Implementation
tasks during initial design and implementation of the overall Performance-based Employee
Q/C System. That initial effort is portrayed by the following model:
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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For information details on the tasks within each one of these ten phases, and an example
Project Plan, see Chapter 11.

Key Risks and Avoidance Strategies/Tactics
There are risks to be managed in this Test Development effort. They are mainly:
 Test Completeness, Accuracy and Appropriateness
 Test Overlaps and Gaps
 Test Validity and Reliability
Completeness, Accuracy and Appropriateness Risk Avoidance
Avoiding this risk is built into the approach we are espousing in this book. It is
accomplished through the use of the following mechanisms.
Completeness “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S
Matrices as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent
reviews with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams. These
teams look for “missing” task-sets/outputs in the data.
Accuracy “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S Matrices
as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent reviews
with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams. These teams
look for “inaccurate” task/output data.
Appropriateness “assurance” is a function of the use of Performance Model (and K/S
Matrices as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and subsequent
reviews with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis Review Teams. These
teams look for and flag “inappropriate” tasks/outputs in the data in terms of their value
as a Performance Test. The Project Steering Team should have the final say to assure
that business ROI is the consideration for which tests “should be” developed. Once you
build it you must store and disseminate and maintain it. Not every “performance
competence” is worthy of such use of shareholder equity. Just because you could
develop Performance Tests on the use of the telephone system and handsets, does not
mean that you should.
Overlaps and Gaps Risk Avoidance
Overlaps and Gaps are avoided in our structured approach via the use of a top-down,
systematic design effort using all of the Analysis data.
If Test Development was approached incrementally, with batches of tests being created
here and there by various groups, gaps and overlaps would almost certainly result.
Minimized overlap/gap “assurance” is again a function of the use of Performance Model
(and K/S Matrices as appropriate) data generated via a team of Master Performers and
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the subsequent use of that data in a systematic design process, along with the subsequent
reviews with the Project Steering Team, and additional Analysis/Design Review Teams.
These teams look for and flag “redundant” tasks/outputs in the analysis or design data
before tests are developed.
Test Validity and Reliability Risk Avoidance
For our purposes, validity means the power of a test result to predict the candidate’s
performance of important tasks. Reliability means the ability of the testing process to
come up with the same pass or fail result regardless of the assessor administering the test
or the day or circumstances under which it is administered.
The approach to validity we propose is called “Content Validity.” Content related
validation requires that the content of the test represents important job-related
behaviors. In other words, the test items and their pass-fail criteria should be extremely
relevant to and directly measure the requirements and qualifications for the job tasks.
The content validity of a test for a task or a supporting knowledge or skill can be
demonstrated, as needed, using the job analysis data of the Performance Model and the
Knowledge/Skills data as appropriate, and the documented credentials for all of the
Subject Matter Experts and Master Performers who participated in the job analysis, test
development and pilot-testing efforts. We are strongly advocating the use of detailed job
task analysis and use of SMEs and Master Performers, first because we believe this is the
best way to truly identify the qualification requirements, and second because it will
provide you with the documented evidence you need to defend yourself against any
unfair employment practices claims made related to the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System.
The reliability of a test can be enhanced by minimizing the undocumented or subjective
judgments required of the assessors as to whether the pass-fail criteria were met or not
met. The closer the test is to objective observations of task performance or work output,
the less variability there will be based on who is doing the assessment or on what day
they do it. A negative example of this would be a criterion that required a level of
creativity in the work product the candidate was expected to produce. The assessors’
judgments of creativity are likely to be highly subjective and thus vary widely from
assessor to assessor. In other words, the reliability of this test would be open to serious
challenge. Training the assessors on test administration is also an important reliability
enhancer. The option the candidate has to appeal the result of a failed test and be
retested by another assessor is further protection against a reliability issue.
Test validity and reliability are technical terms related to the power of a test to predict
work performance capability. Employment law and regulatory practice rest on these
technical terms. Someone on your team, probably from HR or Legal, should be
responsible for interpreting the local laws and regulations and helping you make sure
that you have taken the steps necessary to comply. Building this protection into the
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design of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System is the only way to go. If you have a
challenge after the system is already in place and you lose in court, you will have a very
expensive problem to fix.

Structured Approach Summary
The six phases of our Test Development process (see the graphic below) are simply a
framework for planning, communicating, and conducting the various tasks of the teams
and individuals in producing the outputs for review/approval before use downstream in
the next phase/phases.
The six phases and their 25 subphases produce Q/C Tests that are then ready to deploy,
given an existing Performance-based Employee Q/C System, with a functioning Board of
Governors and the processes articulated and the infrastructure in place.
A Project Steering
Team that would
“own” the overall
effort is put into
place to ensure a
business focus on
critical
performance
competence.

Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification System
Performance Test Development Process Phases
When separate from the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Implementation efforts
Q/C Phase 1

Q/C Phase 2

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 3

Analysis

Q/C Phase 5

Design

Q/C Phase 6

The Project
Development/
Revision &
Pilot Test
Steering Team
Acquisition
Release
would handpick
the Master
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
Performers and
other Subject Matter Experts for the Analysis Team, Design Team, Development Teams
and the Pilot-Test Teams, balancing the need for political/geographical and expertise
representation.
And these six phases would be re-configured differently with other efforts if the tests are
being developed during the first effort to design and implement the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System.
It should also be noted that after you have been building tests for a while and have some
level of “maturity” about Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems and Test
Development, and you are assured that you have a good system in place, you may not
always need this detailed, structured approach.
Building additional tests, say for a new piece of equipment brought into the workplace
that may need tests developed for both calibration and use in three types of operations
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might have all four tests developed without formal project planning and management
efforts, and then put into use for gathering feedback for changes with or without a prior
Pilot-Testing effort.

Chapter Summary
This chapter was intended to provide details regarding what is involved in Test
Development.
The approach follows a 6-phase model that can be modified as appropriate to the
situation. During initial system stand up and test development the six phases are
incorporated into a 10-phase model.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 What types of “Tests” are we talking about here?
 What is the process for developing tests and how long does that take?
 Who is involved and how much time of theirs does it take?
 What are the key risks and how to avoid them?
Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note that now before proceeding.
Readers who wish to review the details of Test Development phases within the context
of the 10-phase model might wish to go to Chapter 11 now.
Otherwise, Chapter 9 covers “Details for Operating the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System” once the Tests and Performance-based Employee Q/C System infrastructure and
people are in place and are readied.
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9

Chapter 9: Details for Operating the
Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System
This chapter contains a complete set of instructions for operating the Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System once it has been designed and
implemented. The chapter is written mainly for the System Facilitator and administrator.
We start with what must be done to manage each of the nine processes and then finish
with overall governance of the system. The nine processes are shown in the diagram
below.
Questions to ask yourself as you read this chapter:
 How will you stay on top of what is happening throughout the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System?
 How can you best use the Board of Governors and Performance Competence
Councils (PCCs)?
 What information and recognition do the various stakeholder groups need to keep
the momentum going?
 What will you do about violations of policy?

Leadership

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System – 9 Subsystems
Q/C L1
System
Governance

Support

Core

Q/C C1
Individual
Test Planning

Q/C S1
Test
Development

Q/C L2
System
Change
Control
Q/C C2
Testing

Q/C S2
Assessor
Selection &
Training

Q/C L3
Communications

Q/C C3
Test
Results Appeal

Q/C S3
Data
Management
& Reporting

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
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Managing the Core Processes
Q/C C1

Core

There are three Core Processes
 Individual Test Planning
 Testing or assessment
 Test Results Appeal

Individual
Test Planning

Q/C C2
Testing

Q/C C3
Test
Results Appeal

Individual Test Planning
Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace
results in a Q/C plan for an
individual qualification candidate. In this process the candidate and his/her manager sit
down together, review the work the candidate will be expected to do over the next year
(or more), and develop a plan and schedule for the candidate to learn the work and then
pass the qualification tests for each task as they are mastered. Individual qualification
plans are stored in the system, and progress is recorded against the plans.
Testing results in a candidate being qualified/certified for a specific task or failing to be
qualified. When a candidate is ready to qualify for a task or group of tasks, they apply to
the administrator to take the test, the administrator schedules an assessor to administer
the test, the assessor administers the test to the candidate and makes a decision to qualify
or not qualify the candidate on each task, and the record of the test is forwarded to the
administrator who places it in the record system. As a practical matter, it often makes
sense to schedule tests for an individual on a related group of tasks at the same time,
using the same assessor to save everyone’s time.
Test Results Appeal results in a candidate retaking a test with a different assessor or, if
this has already been done, denying the appeal, or passing the appeal up through an
appeals hierarchy. Candidates may feel that the assessor was unfair or didn’t like them; or
they may believe the procedure or criteria prescribed in the test are wrong. If it’s a
fairness or personality issue, the simple solution is to allow automatic retesting with a
different assessor. If the issue is a claim that there is something wrong with the test, the
administrator forwards the claim to the appropriate Performance Competency Council
for a ruling.
The sections that follow give an overview of what it takes to manage each of these
processes.
Individual Test Planning
It is the administrator’s responsibility to make sure that all the candidates have been
identified and that each candidate has a complete and up-to-date qualification plan.
A candidate is anyone who must qualify on one or more job tasks. This obviously
includes all new employees. It also includes existing employees who must qualify on new
tasks because the tasks have changed in some way, there are new tasks to be performed,
or the employee has been moved to a location where some of the tasks are different.
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And it includes employees who must periodically re-qualify on specific tasks. The safest
way to make sure that all the candidates have been identified is to say that all members
of the job populations are considered candidates and must complete a qualification plan
at least once a year.
You should keep or have access to a complete roster of all the employees in the job
categories covered by your qualification system, and you should run a periodic check to
make sure they all have up-to-date qualification plans filed in the system.
In summary, qualification planning is the joint responsibility of the candidate and the
candidate’s manager or supervisor. A new or updated qualification plan must be
prepared anytime there is a new employee, the employee has been reassigned to a new
location, or where there are new or changed tasks. In addition, the qualification plans
should be updated annually even though there is no triggering event. Some of them will
complete their qualification plans with very little prompting and many will not.
Administrator’s Checklist
 Make sure that all candidates and their supervisors have been identified
 Make sure every candidate has a qualification plan that is less than 12 months old
 Make sure that all new employees have a qualification plan within a week or two of
assignment
 Make sure that all reassigned employees have an updated plan within a week or two of
reassignment
 Make sure that any major changes in the task structure due to new technology,
equipment, procedure, etc., are followed by updating of the qualification plans

Reminders to the candidates and their supervisors should be enough to get these plans
completed and updated. The holdouts can usually be coerced by circulating a nonconformance report to the management team.
Testing or Assessment
The way the system is designed to work, the candidates will let the administrator know
when they are ready to be tested on specific tasks, and the administrator will schedule
the assessors to work with the candidates to complete the tests. Since many of these
performance tests may be very short demonstrations of task performance, it makes sense
to encourage the candidates to bundle these tasks so that one assessor can test them on a
number of tasks in the same day. This saves everyone’s time with little inconvenience to
the candidates.
When the tests have been completed, the administrator reviews them to make sure that
the test is complete and enters the results in the candidate’s qualification record and files
or electronically stores the qualification test documents with the candidate’s and
assessor’s signatures.
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The administrator periodically scans the qualification plans and compares them to
completed tests. When specific employees fall behind, which they will, the administrator
will take action with the employee and supervisor to get the employee back on plan.
On both the qualification planning and qualification testing processes, the administrator
is the eyes and ears of management to let them know how well the system is performing
and to bring pressure to bear on candidates and supervisors to make it work. The
integrity of the system depends on complete and up-to-date records of qualification
plans and assessments, the burden of which also falls on the administrator.
Administrator’s Checklist
 At a candidate’s request, assign an assessor and schedule one or more tests
 Review the completed test document to make sure it is complete and signed by both
the assessor and the candidate
 File the completed, and signed, test document, and enter the results in the employee’s
qualification record
 Periodically scan the qualification plans and records to see who is falling behind plan,
and take appropriate action

Test Results Appeal
If a candidate fails a qualification test, they must notify the administrator if they intend
to appeal. If they are appealing based on perceived unfairness on the assessor’s part, we
recommend a policy of automatic retesting with another assessor (this should be
established as a standard policy and not applied on a case-by-case basis).
If the appeal is based on the candidate’s perception that the test itself is flawed, the
administrator must steer the appeal through additional steps in the appeals process. The
basis for the appeal should be carefully documented. The administrator will have one or
more subject matter experts review the claim and discuss it with the appealing candidate.
If the candidate is persuaded by the SME that the test is accurate after all, this ends the
appeal. If not, the appeal must be considered by the appropriate Performance
Competency Council.
If the SME agrees with the candidate that the test is flawed, he/she will make suggested
changes which will go to the Performance Competency Council for approval. If the test
is changed, the candidate may be rescheduled for testing. If the test is changed, the
Performance Competency Council must determine whether the change is serious
enough to warrant retesting of others who have already passed.
The administrator will keep track of and report to the Performance Competency
Councils on the number of appeals that are taking place and the disposition of these
appeals. It is also worthwhile to track appeals against the decisions of specific assessors
and the disposition of these appeals. If an assessor is generating a large number of
appeals and these appeals are reversed on retesting by other assessors, then the assessor’s
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performance of the tests is called into question, and you must investigate or have the
Performance Competency Council investigate. Assessors who cannot or will not
objectively administer the tests should be disqualified as assessors.
Note that the administrator has the central responsibility for steering appeals through
the process and keeping the Performance Competency Councils and management
updated on all appeals issues.
Administrator’s Checklist





Document all appeals and the claimed basis for the appeal
Schedule retesting with a different assessor for appeals based on a fairness claim
Track unfairness appeals lodged against each assessor to evaluate assessor objectivity
Refer appeals based on test content to a Subject Matter Expert for evaluation and
changes to the test if appropriate

 Bring recommended test content changes to the appropriate Performance
Competency Council for approval
 If the Performance Competency Council approves changes, have them decide
whether the changes are sufficiently weighty to require retesting of people who have
already passed
 If the test content is changed, schedule a retest for the candidate who appealed

There are three support processes
 Test Development and
Maintenance
 Assessor Selection and
Training
 Data Management and
Reporting

Support

Managing the Support Processes
Q/C S1

Q/C S2

Test
Development

Q/C S3

Assessor
Selection &
Training

Data
Management
& Reporting
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Test Development and Maintenance results in a performance test ready to be used
for qualification. A test developer works with a master performer to develop or change a
test that is needed for a specific task. Other master performers and subject matter
experts review the test for accuracy. The test is tried out on a master performer as a
validity check. The administrator keeps records of all who participated in the test
development and their credentials in case of a future validity challenge.
Assessor Selection and Training results in assessors ready to conduct qualification
tests with candidates. The Performance Competency Councils nominate master
performers and/or subject matter experts to become assessors. The administrator
conducts assessor training for those who are willing to become assessors.
Data Management and Reporting results in complete information in the records for
each candidate in the system, each assessor, and the history of each test. It also results in
status reports available to candidates, their managers, the Performance Competency
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Councils, and the Board of Governors. The Performance Competency Councils, the
managers, and the Board of Governors have a need to know not only how individuals
are progressing but also the state of qualification for groups of people such as all
electricians in South Plant.
Test Development and Maintenance (see also the System Change
Control Subprocess)
Test development was covered in great detail in Chapter 8 which focused on the job
analysis and test development for whole jobs. Test development and maintenance on a
smaller scale is an ongoing process. Every time a new task is identified for qualification,
a new test must be developed. Every time a change is suggested to an existing test, the
change suggestion must be processed, and if appropriate, the test revised.
The administrator is responsible for tracking all the requests for new tests or changes to
existing tests, having them reviewed by Master Performers and/or SMEs, and bringing
their recommendations to the Performance Competency Councils for decisions.
If the Performance Competency Council decides that a new test is needed or an existing
test must be changed, the administrator manages the development of the test by a test
developer and SMEs or Master Performers and then notifies all the stakeholders that the
new test is available. Keeping records of the process and participants in new test
development and changes to existing tests is essential to defending against any future
validity challenges (see the section on validity in Chapter 4).
The management of this process is essential. Otherwise, the battery of tests will become
out of date and the validity and value of the entire qualification system will be lost. An
agenda item at every Performance Competency Council meeting should be to review
what has changed in the work environment and to identify new or changed tasks that
must be reflected in new or changed tests.
Administrator’s Checklist
 Record requests for new tests and changes to existing tests
 Have change requests reviewed by Subject Matter Experts and make
recommendations to the Performance Competence Council
 Have the Performance Competence Council rule on the recommendations
 Have the Performance Competence Councils identify changes in the work environment
that require new or changed tests
 Schedule the development of any new tests and changes to existing tests
 Enter new and changed tests into the system
 Document the test development process and participants in the test history
 Notify all participants of the changes and the effect of the changes on their
qualification status
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Assessor Selection and Training
Assessor selection and training is another ongoing process. An initial group is selected and
trained during the stand-up of the system, but additional job categories will be added over
time, assessors will move on, and additional assessors may be needed to carry the load.
Based on the Performance-based Employee Q/C System Planning process and the
individual qualification plans, the administrator and the Performance Competency
Councils should be able to predict the volume of assessments to be conducted by month
in any given year and plan to have enough qualified and trained assessors in place to
carry this load.
The Performance Competency Councils nominate assessors, and the administrator
secures appointment by negotiating with them and their managers. The criteria for
assessors (who are assessors for specified tasks) are that they must be master performers
or subject matter experts at the task, they must be willing to perform in the role, and
they should carry the respect of the candidates and management.
Assessor training must include an understanding of how the entire system works and
skill practice in administering the specific types of tests for which they will be
responsibler—not each specific test but each type of test, e.g., real work performance,
simulation, talk-through simulation. In this skills practice they need to practice the
typical dialog they will have during test administration and what they can and cannot say
during the test. For example, performance hints are not permitted. Assessors need to
know that their name goes on the test, and the organization holds them accountable for
the qualification of the candidate to do the task. “Pencil whipping” a test by an assessor
is always a risk and should be forbidden.
Administrator’s Checklist
 Determine how many new assessors are needed to carry the load and make up for
losses
 Have the Performance Competence Councils nominate assessors
 Negotiate appointment of assessors with the new assessors and their managers
 Train the new assessors

Data Management and Results Reporting
The Performance-based Employee Q/C System generates large amounts of data to be
stored and managed, without which the system is useless. The Administrator has the
responsibility for managing all the data in the system and for results reporting.
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Data to be Stored and Managed
 Job analysis data, e.g., performance models and knowledge/skills matrices, and
records of the analysis process and participants and their qualifications to participate
 Lists of all the tasks requiring qualification tests and the locations where those tasks
apply
 Test specifications
 Updated blank test forms for all the tasks
 Development and validation information for each test including the names and
qualifications of the participants in developing or changing the tests
 Change control information for each test (test history)
 Change requests
 Disposition of the change requests
 Reasons for the disposition
 Participants and their qualifications
 A roster of all the candidates
 Individual qualification plans for all candidates
 Records for each assessor
 Qualifications
 Assessor training
 Tests administered
 Appeals and disposition of the appeals
 Completed test forms
 Completion records for all the candidates
 Records of all appeals and the disposition of the appeals
 Meeting agendas and minutes from all Performance Competence Council and Board
of Governors Meetings
 Updated list of policies
 Updated user manuals for all the roles

The Performance-based Employee Q/C System runs on this data. It is impossible to
overemphasize the importance of the integrity and availability of all this data. The
administrator manages all this including access to specific data by people who need the
information and by people who are authorized to input new information. For example,
candidates need access to their own qualification plans and records, to the candidate user
manual, and to all the blank test forms that apply to their job, and supervisors need
access to the qualification records of their employees to make sure they don’t assign
tasks to someone who is not qualified.
The administrator works with the Performance Competency Councils and Board of
Governors to determine what results reports are important to them, what reports need
to go to a wider audience, and what the expected frequency of these reports will be.
Here is a list of typical results reports.
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Typical Results Reports
 The candidate roster, or numbers of candidates by job category and location
 The number and per cent of candidates with up-to-date qualification plans by job
category, location, and supervisor
 The number and names of candidates qualified for each task by job category and
location
 The progress of candidate qualification compared to their qualification plans by
individual, job category, location, and supervisor
 The progress of candidate qualification compared to the needs of the business
 The number and disposition percentages of appeals by job category and assessor
 The number and names of trained assessors by job category, task, and location
 The number of change requests processed and in progress by job category and the
timeliness of disposition of these change requests

Many of these reports can be kept on-line in a data management system available for
those who need to know. The key reports should be proactively circulated to keep
management apprised of the progress and health of the entire system.

There are three leadership
processes
 System Governance
 System Change Control
 Communications

Leadership

Managing the Leadership Processes
Q/C L1

Q/C L2

System
Governance

System
Change
Control

Q/C L3
Communications

Ray Svenson and Guy W. Wallace

System Governance results in
having enough qualified workers to meet the needs of the business. The Board of
Governors and the Performance Competency Councils review the numbers of qualified
workers needed in all parts of the organization to carry on the work of the business.
They compare the needs to the number of workers actually qualified and in progression
and recommend whatever corrective actions are needed to balance the supply with the
need.
System Change Control results in having both the system itself current and a battery of
qualification tests that is current with the tasks actually required in the workplace and
workers qualified for new tasks and re-qualified for changed tasks. The Performance
Competency Councils review change requests coming from anywhere in the system, rule
on the need to make changes, and plan for new or updated tests to be developed. The
Performance Competency Councils also determine if there is a requirement for people
to retest when a test has been changed. Records of the changes and the reasons for
change are kept in the system.
Communications results in all participants and management being kept aware of the
status and results of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. The Administrator is
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responsible for posting information on a website bulletin board and for sending out
specific communications to individuals and groups who must be made aware of changes,
new policies, or specific results.
System Governance
System Governance decisions are the responsibility of the Board of Governors. It is the
administrator’s responsibility to collect the necessary information, facilitate the Board of
Governors through the decision making process, and follow up to make sure the actions
are taken to execute the Board of Governors’ decisions.
One example of a Governance & Advisory System is presented in the graphic below.
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There are three different types of outcomes from the governance processes
1. Changing the scope of the qualification system, e.g., adding job categories or
locations
2. Plans to qualify enough workers to meet the needs of the business
3. Changing the qualification system policies, processes or other design features
In the initial design and implementation project, the Board of Governors may have
limited the scope to a few critical job categories and/or work locations in order to get
the system off the ground quickly and to test its viability and usefulness. Once the
system is up and running they may decide to increase the scope of the system to include
more job categories or locations. If there is a real potential for this, the Board of
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Governors should be reviewing the opportunities at least once a year. Polling the Board
of Governors and the management of potential additional target groups will tell whether
there is an interest in increasing the scope of the system. If there is, the administrator
should collect enough information to rough out a project plan (see Chapter 8 and
Chapter 11) and prepare a business case to present to the Board of Governors. The
administrator will present the business case to the Board of Governors. If they accept
the scope change, the administrator will move into project management mode to execute
the scope change.
In order to plan for enough qualified workers to meet the needs of the business, the
administrator will need to poll the supervisors of the affected work groups to get their
input on the numbers of qualified people needed for each task and compare that to the
number already qualified to get a first approximation of the qualification load.
In addition, hiring people to support growth and replace turnover and moving people to
new locations adds load to the system. If there is a scope change involving more job
categories or locations, this will also add to the load on the system. The main resources
that limit capacity are the assessors and the administrator time. It will be necessary to
estimate the number of assessors needed per job category and the administrator time
needed to operate the system and then develop a plan to provide the resources. The
administrator will bring the findings and plan to the Board of Governors for approval.
Proposed changes to the system policies, processes, or design features can come from
any participant in the system or from the management of the business. The
administrator will be collecting formal change requests and evaluating them. Just as
importantly, the administrator will be in the middle of all aspects of system operation
and be sensitive to what is working well and what is not and where the system may be
falling short of meeting the real needs of the business. Before proposing important
changes to the Board of Governors for approval, you may want to poll the Performance
Competence Councils, the supervisors, the assessors, and other key stakeholders.
Once the Board of Governors has approved changes, the administrator will execute and
communicate the changes to all who are affected.
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Administrator’s Checklist
 Adding job categories or locations
 Review potential additions with the Board of Governors once per year
 Develop a project plan and business case for Board of Governors approved additions
 Planning for Performance-based Employee Q/C System capacity

 Determine the number of qualified employees needed to carry the workload of the
business
 Estimate how many qualification tests will be required during the year to provide the
required number of qualified employees
 Estimate and plan for the number of assessors required to handle the testing load and
the number of hours of administrator time required
 Have the Board of Governors approve the capacity plan
 Changes to policies, processes, or system design features
 Review all suggested changes that have come in from stakeholders and add any you
think are needed

 Recommend changes to the Board of Governors for approval
 Update the user manuals and communicate the changes to all

System Change Control
The goal of the System Change Control processes is to have a complete and up-to-date
battery of tests that accurately reflect the procedures and performance criteria for critical
tasks. The responsibilities for the System Change Control processes are shared between
the facilitator/administrator and the Performance Competence Councils. A requirement
of the System Change Control processes is that the change history of each test be
documented to maintain its validity and if necessary withstand an internal or external
audit, e.g., by regulatory groups.
You should have a procedure in place for change requests/suggestions to be made by
anyone who is participating in the testing process; assessors, candidates, supervisors,
subject matter experts, etc. The change request forms can be online or paper and they
should contain specific change suggestions and the reason for the suggested changes.
You may also wish to periodically poll supervisors and others to identify changes to
procedures, performance criteria, equipment, product, work processes, etc., that may
require new or changed tests.
The administrator will bring the proposed changes to the appropriate Performance
Competence Council whose responsibility it is to rule on the changes and take action to
make any changes that have been approved. The Performance Competence Council, in
its meeting, may also identify additional changes that were not identified in advance.
For changes approved by the Performance Competence Council, they must identify
subject matter experts or master performers who will work with the test developers to
make and validate the changes. The Performance Competence Council must also
determine whether the change is substantive enough to require re-qualification by people
who have already qualified on the task. As an example, if new instrumentation is
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installed in a Control Room, the operators will need to re-qualify before operating in the
new environment, and this should be planned and scheduled along with the
instrumentation change.
The administrator will schedule the work, document the changes and the participants,
and enter the updated tests in the test battery. If people need to re-qualify, the
administrator will notify them and their supervisors, make sure their qualification plans
are updated, and remove or mark “provisional” to their existing qualification record until
they have re-qualified.
Communications
Except for possibly the facilitator/administrator role, all the participants in the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System have other responsibilities that they will
probably think of as their “real job.” The Performance-based Employee Q/C System is an
enabler to get the “real work” done with reduced risk of error. It is important that the
facilitator/administrator keep enough communication flowing to keep everyone’s
attention sufficiently focused on their responsibilities in the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System processes. Think about who are the various stakeholders, what information
do they need and when, and what are best vehicles to get the information to them.
Communications Content Checklist
Progress toward reaching qualification goals for each job category
Other results reports
Recognition of milestone achievement by candidates
Recognition for assessors and other system participants
Any changes to the system policies, features, or processes
Changed tests and the implications for re-qualifying
Calendars of Board of Governors and Performance Competence Council meetings
and their agendas
 Decisions made at Board of Governors and Performance Competence Council
meetings
 Results of system audits
 Success stories and testimonials








You will need to select the best combination of communication vehicles for the purpose.
Typical Communications Vehicles






Websites
Email
Newsletters
Workplace meetings
Bulletin boards

 Presentations at leadership meetings
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In today’s world of information overload, the administrator should sample periodically
to see what information is getting through and continually adjust tactics to make the
Communications process work.

Managing the Governance Structure
The governance structure for the Performance-based Employee Q/C System includes the
Performance Competence Councils, the Board of Governors, and Executive Leadership.
The effective functioning of the governance structure is critical for the success of the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System. The administrator is responsible for working
with the leaders and members of the governance groups to make them successful.
Governance Management Topics
 Governance membership






Governance calendar
Advanced preparation of agendas and meeting materials
Facilitating meetings
Documenting the meetings
Vertical and horizontal communication

One example of a Governance & Advisory System is presented in the graphic below.
There are many alternatives to this structure.
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Membership
The Performance Competency Councils are responsible for all the tests and assessors in
their assigned area of responsibility, e.g., mechanics, electricians, control room operators.
The Performance Competency Councils are composed of managers, master performers,
and subject matter experts. They are responsible for making sure that all the required
tasks and related tests are current with the real work to be performed. They nominate
the master performers and subject matter experts to develop tests and serve as assessors.
They maintain system change control over the tests. They rule on appeals when
necessary. The chair of each Performance Competency Council should usually be a
manager or subject matter expert who carries the respect of the organization and can
help manage the meetings and the decision making process. The remaining members
should all be subject matter experts or master performers.
The chair and the membership can be rotational positions. One good method of keeping
up the expertise of the group and also keeping ideas fresh is to rotate one third of the
group each year. The Performance Competency Council can nominate replacement
members who are approved by the Board of Governors. When new Performance
Competency Council members are appointed, the Administrator should spend time with
each of them giving them an orientation to their responsibilities and bringing them up to
date on Performance Competency Council business.
The Board of Governors is composed of managers of the affected work groups. The
Board of Governors is responsible for overall planning to make sure the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System meets the needs of the business. It is responsible for the overall
design and policies of the system. The administrator is accountable to the board for the
operation of the system. If possible, the chair of the Board of Governors should be a
manager or executive who owns responsibility for all the affected work groups;
otherwise a rotational chair can serve the purpose. The remaining members, who may
hold rotational seats, should broadly represent the management of all the affected job
categories and locations.
The chair and members should be appointed by Executive Leadership. As with the
Performance Competency Councils, you should personally orient new members to their
responsibilities and the ongoing business of the Board of Governors.
Governance Calendar
It’s a good idea to publish a Governance Calendar for each year identifying the meeting
dates for Board of Governors and Performance Competency Councils for the entire
year. While the system is being designed and implemented, the meetings will be more
frequent, and the timing will be driven by the milestones in the project plan. After
implementation, when things have settled down, one or two meetings per year should be
sufficient for the Board of Governors. The Performance Competency Councils should
meet often enough to manage the changes in a timely manner. A default position would
be quarterly meetings, but in no case should they meet less than twice per year, and if
there is a great deal of change going on monthly meetings may be necessary.
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Meetings
The administrator should take the responsibility for meeting preparation, facilitation, and
documentation.
Preparation for Board of Governors and Performance Competence Council meetings
involves soliciting input from stakeholders, drafting an agenda, reviewing the agenda
with the chair, preparing pre-meeting information for the members to prepare them for
decision making, and preparing presenters and presentations if needed. The
administrator should divide up the responsibility with the chair for conducting the
meeting. One typical division of responsibility would be for the administrator to manage
the discussion process and then for the chair to call for or announce decisions. You
might also take notes publicly on a flipchart. Summarize the decisions and action items
at the end of the meeting. Get a set of meeting minutes out to everyone within a few
days after the meeting to reduce their own note-taking burden.
Here are typical agendas for meetings of the Performance Competency Councils and the
Board of Governors.
Performance Competency Council Meeting Agenda Checklist
 Qualification progress within their scope of responsibility
 Assessors
 Review of who is on the list, their training status, and how many tests they have
administered
 Nomination or appointment of new assessors to fill needs
 Complaints or out-of-line appeals results
 Tests
 Changes to the work environment or processes that may require new or changed
tests
 New tasks to be tested
 Recommended changes to tests
 Change decisions
 Selection of master performers and/or SMEs to work with test developers on new tests
or changes
 Review and disposition of appeals
 Communication issues
 Recommendations to change policies, processes, or other system features
 Recommendations to replace rotating members
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Board of Governors agendas may include any or all of the following items.
Board of Governors Meeting Agenda Checklist
 Review of progress toward qualification goals
 Individual qualification plan status

 Qualification results compared to plan
 Qualification results compared to business needs
 Qualification system performance problems or issues
 Planning to change the scope of the system to include additional job categories or
locations
 Planning to assure the system capacity to meet the needs of the business
 Recommended changes to policies, processes or system features
 Appointment of Performance Competency Council members
 Communication issues
 Recommended replacements for rotating members
 Decisions to be referred to the Executive Leadership

Executive Leadership meetings are usually regularly scheduled and have a complete
agenda of items to address. The Q/C issues will usually be only a small part of their
agenda.
Agenda items for Executive Leadership meetings







Review of Performance-based Employee Q/C System results
Appointment of Board of Governors members
Approval of policy changes or major changes to system features
Approval to change the system scope by adding job categories or locations
Communication issues and plans
Requests for executive support

Vertical and Horizontal Communications
It is very useful for all of the governance bodies to know what each other is doing. A
very simple and easy way to do this is to share the meeting minutes of all the groups by
posting them on the website or a blog and notifying everyone that they are there. This
can be augmented with a very short summary of key decisions and outcomes that are
sent around by email. The facilitator/administrator is also a communications vehicle by
virtue of being involved with all the groups and can share their proceedings with the
other groups as needed.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have provided instructions to the facilitator/administrator for
operating the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. We focused on each of the nine
core, support, and leadership processes and concluded with managing the governance
system.
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The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 How will you stay on top of what is happening throughout the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System?
 How can you best use the Board of Governors and Performance Competence
Councils?
 What information and recognition do the various stakeholder groups need to
keep the momentum going?
 What will you do about violations of policy?
Readers who wish to review the details of operating the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System might wish to go to Chapter 11.
Otherwise, Chapter 10 covers “details for keeping Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen.”
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10 Chapter 10: Details for Keeping the

Performance-based Employee
Qualification/Certification System and
Tests Evergreen
This chapter presents details regarding what is involved in keeping both the
Performance-based Employee Qualification/Certification (Q/C) System and the Tests
evergreen, or current. This is about change management of the Performance-based
Employee Q/C Systems and the Q/C Tests.

Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 What are the roles of the nine Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems in keeping
both the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems and the Performance Tests
“evergreen” or current?
 How can we best organize key people to process the work required to both identify
and address change needs?
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Criticality of Change Management for the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System and Tests
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The intent of Performance-based Employee Q/C Subsystem L2, System Change Control, is
to facilitate keeping the system and tests current. The graphic portrays the nine
Subsystems of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System, each of which contains one
or more processes as described earlier in Chapters 3 and 7.

Sources of Change Requirements for the Q/C
Performance Tests
The need for changes to the Performance Tests will come from several sources:
 Changes in laws, regulations, codes, and contracts dealing with process tasks
 Changes in formal policies, procedures/
tasks, and formal/informal best practices
 Changes in tools and equipment, and/or materials and supplies
 Results from the tests and/or feedback from the testing process participants
including the Candidates and the Assessors
The Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts on the Performance Competence
Councils (PCCs), and others from the target audiences they represent in their
professional networks within the Enterprise, are typically the best sources for identifying
the need for changes to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System and to individual
Performance Tests.
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Sources of Change Requirements for the Q/C
Administrative System
The need for changes to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System itself will also come
from several sources:
 Any and all system participants’ feedback and suggestions related to the Tests, the
Assessors, and any issues that have arisen (e.g.: appeals)
 Changes in laws, regulations, codes, and contracts regarding human relations, data
security, and privacy laws from Human Resources and the “customer” organizations
 Changes in formal policies, procedures/tasks, and formal/informal best human
practices related to human relations, training data security, and privacy laws from
various internal stakeholder groups within the Enterprise
 Changes in Enterprise HRIS/ERP systems and other tools and systems used by the
Candidates
Any and all of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System participants, including the
Master Performers on the Performance Competence Councils, and the Candidates and
Assessors from the target audiences within the Enterprise, are typically the best sources
for the need for changes to the System itself.
They should be surveyed routinely immediately after they conduct Analysis, Test
Development or Test Planning activities for their suggestions and feedback.
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Additionally, new Assessors may continuously need to be trained and qualified/certified
for their roles in the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. They are a set of “fresh
eyes” and may have questions and insights regarding “how we always do this around
here.”

Overview of the Q/C Structure and the Change
Management Process
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The key role of each of the nine Performance-based Employee Q/C System subsystems, in
keeping everything evergreen, is described next.
Core Subsystems and Processes
Individual Test Planning – This subsystem and processes can generate and capture
feedback from participants in this sub-system as to additional tests that may be necessary
to cover critical performance competence.
Routine surveying of the Test Candidates and their management can uncover needed
additional tests from their perspective. That does not make the case for test
development, but does provide an input to that process. These suggestions are
forwarded by the administrator to the appropriate Performance Competence Council
and/or the Board of Governors to discuss and determine the ROI potential and as
needed, charter, assign staff, and resource the effort.
The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely gather data from
Candidates and their management involved in Test Planning efforts specifically regarding
test and administrative system change requirements.
Testing – This subsystem and processes can uncover inaccuracies or other problems
with any test during the conduct of the test.
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The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely gather data from
Candidates and Assessors involved in Test Deployment efforts specifically regarding test
and Administrative System change requirements.
Test Results Appeal – This subsystem and processes can uncover weaknesses or issues
with any Test or Assessor involved in an appeal.
The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely gather data from
Candidates and Assessors involved in Test Result Appeal efforts specifically regarding
test and administrative system change requirements.
Leadership Subsystems and Processes
System Planning -–This subsystem and processes can identify stakeholder
requirements for new tests, or updates to existing tests, or updates to Administrative
Systems based on changes happening or coming to those areas of the Enterprise that the
Governance & Advisory System representatives represent.
System Change Control – This subsystem and processes are the proactive and reactive
mechanisms to gather change requirements and oversee the change being addressed.
This is the key system with its set of processes for keeping everything evergreen.
Communications – This communications subsystem and processes can be designed to
both proactively and reactively provide 2-way communications necessary for all
stakeholder groups and can receive feedback regarding change requirements.
The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely solicit, gather,
and report out data from all Performance-based Employee Q/C System participants and
stakeholders to gather their feedback regarding current or future change requirements.
Support Subsystems and Processes
Test Development – This subsystem and processes may uncover change issues for
existing tests when assessing those tests for re-use purposes.
The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely gather data from
Test Developers leading test development efforts specifically regarding test and
administrative system change requirements.
Assessor Selection & Training – This subsystem with its set of processes may uncover
change requirements during the training of Performance-based Employee Q/C System
Assessors who will provide a fresh set of eyes on the entire systems and all of the tests
that they are involved with during their training or their deployment/assessment duties.
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The System Change Control subsystem and processes need to routinely gather data from
Assessors involved in their own training for supporting Test Deployment efforts,
specifically regarding test and administrative system change requirements.
Data Management and Reporting – This subsystem and processes will gather and
report out data regarding the system and can be a formal source for change issue
identification.
The System Change Control subsystem and processes use this system as both a data
source and to report out data routinely to all system stakeholders specifically regarding
test and administrative system change requirements. It also is where the orientation and
training materials are stored for access and maintenance purposes.

Change suggestions for the
Performance-based Employee Q/C
System’s procedures and test
instrumentation should be directed
to the Q/C Administrator.
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The following spells out in detail the responsibilities for the following six roles:
 Enterprise Executives
 Q/C Board of Governors
 Q/C Administrator
 Q/C Performance Competence Councils
 Q/C Specialist
 Q/C Assessor

The Executives’ Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include
 Chartering the Performance-based Employee Q/C System effort and establishing/
approving philosophy and policies and approving major changes to the overall system
design, philosophy and policies:
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 Oversight of the quality and appropriateness of the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System administrative system, tests, and of participants satisfaction
 Providing resources for continuous improvement and for extending the effort to
additional target audiences
The Enterprise executives most often must become fully engaged in initial start up
efforts as a sponsors or champions. Their ongoing support can be demonstrated in their
involvement in the Board of Governors over time and by financially resourcing the both
the start up and the change efforts.
One suggestion for keeping the system evergreen with changes in the executive team and
others is to include it in the regular audits performed by internal or external auditors.

The Board of Governors’ Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include:
 Set Performance-based Employee Q/C System Philosophies and Policies; approve
changes to any stated Philosophy or Policy
 Oversight of the quality and appropriateness of the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System administrative system, tests, and of participants satisfaction
 Identify and resource the Test development efforts for new/additional target
audiences
 Resource the priorities for new Test development and existing Test maintenance for
target audiences already addressed for continuous improvement and system change
control
 Report “up” to the Enterprise Executives regarding system successes and issues
needing attention, decisions, and/or resources
This group takes the inputs from the PCCs, and/or their own views, and processes
system change opportunity to assess its value in terms of its ROI potential, where the
Return in ROI can be risk and/or reward oriented.

The Q/C System Administrator Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include:
 Review the Update Status for all Tests previously identified for updating and
troubleshoot issues as needed
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions
 Update the Performance Models per input by the PCC
 Update the Knowledge/Skill Matrices per input by the PCC
 Review and respond in writing to all Revision Recommendations to the
Performance-based Employee Q/C System and Tests as appropriate
 Keep all formal records of communications, issues, directives received or sent, and all
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analysis and design data, and all changes and past versions of the System and of the
Tests
This role is the key individual role of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. As the
“manager” of the Administrative System, they oversee and/or assist in the facilitation of
all Performance-based Employee Q/C System processes collaborating with all others
involved. The Administrator is the person who can be said to be the owner/operator of
the entire System Change Control subsystem.

The Performance Competence Council (PCC)
Responsibilities
The responsibilities for the PCCs regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include:
 Review Update Status for all Tests previously identified for updating and
troubleshoot as needed
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions and as appropriate,
forward to the Q/C Administrator with recommendations and/or comments
 Systematically review participant feedback and suggestions
 Systematically review the Performance model for changes and make updates
 Systematically review the Knowledge/Skill Matrices for changes and make updates
 Make Revision Recommendations for test updates for Tests outside the control of
the PCC
 Make revision decisions for test updates for Tests within the control of the PCC
 Make specific assignments for Updating Tests within the control of the PCC
 Identify new Tests required and inform the Q/C Administrator
 Identify existing Tests to be removed from the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and inform the Q/C Administrator
The Performance Competence Councils are teams of people selected for their Mastery
of Performance in the targeted sets of Performance Competencies that was used to
initially organize these teams. Also, SMEs may be assigned as needed. For example,
engineers working in highly regulated areas may be assisted in their efforts by regulation
specialists.

The Q/C Specialist Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include
 Plan, conduct and document analysis, design and pilot-testing efforts as needed
 Work with designated Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts to both
develop the Performance Tests and then test the validity and reliability of the
Performance Tests before releasing them to the Q/C Administrator to include in the
system
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 Update Tests with designated Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts and
then overseeing their validation and reliability assurance
Test Developers are trained specifically for this role, and may come from within the
Performance Competence areas or come from areas such as HR, Procedures, Training &
Development/Learning/Knowledge Management, etc.
As they develop tests and/or interact with the Performance-based Employee Q/C System’s
administrative systems and processes, they may uncover opportunities for change for
consideration by the appropriate teams of the Q/C Governance & Advisory System.

The Q/C Assessor Responsibilities
The responsibilities for this role regarding keeping the Performance-based Employee Q/C
System and Tests evergreen include:
 Provide feedback regarding the currency of any test
 Suggest need for changes to any Administrative System or process
 Suggest the need for additional tests
As some of the individuals closest to the Tests and some Administrative Systems they
are a great source for change ideas and requirements.

Eventually “Evergreening” Is Routine
At some point, if you set up all of the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems correctly,
keeping both your System and Tests “evergreen” will become a business routine of
continuous operations and improvement activities… which requires both gathering data
and routine reviews of it… and responding when and where appropriate.
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The previous graphic represents a larger-scale Performance-based Employee Q/C System
application involving senior executives, which isn’t always the case. In a narrower
application for say, all Engineering, the Board of Governors might be comprised of
Engineering managers representing the PCCs of Electrical, Mechanical, Industrial, Civil,
and Chemical Engineering.
Once you’ve set up the Governance & Advisory processes and organized the right
people as in this organizing mechanism, and use it in conjunction with all of the other
roles and the administrative systems and processes of the Performance-based Employee
Q/C System described, you will be running on auto-pilot.

Chapter Summary
This chapter was intended to provide an overview of what is involved in keeping both
the Performance-based Employee Q/C System and the Tests evergreen, or current.
The questions we asked you to consider as you read through the chapter
included:
 What are the issues or challenges in keeping both the Performance-based
Employee Q/C Systems and the Performance Tests “evergreen” or current?
 How can we best organize ourselves to process the work required to both
identify and address change needs?
 What are the cost categories of this for the ongoing operations of this aspect of
the Performance-based Employee Q/C Systems?
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Are you comfortable now with your answers to these questions?
Does this bring anything else to mind? Note that now before proceeding.
Otherwise, Chapter 11 presents a sample Project Plan.
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11 Chapter 11: Sample Project Plan
This chapter provides a sample project plan to design and implement a Performance-based
Employee Qualification/Certification (Q/C) for a fictitious company called TMC Stores.
TMC is a national chain of convenience stores.
Some of the questions to ask yourself as you read through this chapter include:
 What requirements, issues, or concerns does my review of these planning
considerations and the example Project Plan raise for our approach?
 What modifications should we make to the example plan to meet our own
requirements?
 How can we best organize key, busy people to process the work required to carry out
our plan?
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Overview of the Sample Project Plan
The sample project plan is built around the 10-phase project intended to design and
implement a Performance-based Employee Q/C System and tests for an initial set of job
categories and work locations introduced in Chapters 3 and 7.
Later projects to add more job categories and/or locations would follow the same
project plan template but use the 6-phase process introduced in Chapters 4 and 8.
The main focus of this chapter is to give you a complete sample project plan. The
rationale and considerations associated with planning these projects are provided in
Chapters 3, 4, 7, and 8.
The sample project plan for TMC Stores contains the following sections:
 Project Purpose
 Scope
 Background and Rationale
 Deliverables
 Critical Interface Requirements
 Project Organization and Roles/Responsibilities
 Project Approach
 Task list, Resource Estimates, and Schedule
 Business Case for Going Forward
The sections that follow are the sample project plan.

Project Purpose
The purpose of this project is to design and implement a Performance-based Employee
Q/C System for TMC Stores employees in critical roles.

Scope
The eventual scope of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System is expected to include
critical roles in at least the following departments:
 Retail Operations
 Supply Chain Operations
 Merchandising
 Information Technology
 Accounting
The scope of this initial project, however, will be limited to qualification on critical tasks
for two roles in Retail Operations at the store level across all stores in the United States
 Store Manager
 Associates
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The Assistant Manager role is not included, since Assistant Managers are preparing to
become Store Managers and will train and qualify on Store Manager tasks and skills.
A project to design a Store Employees Training Curriculum is expected to be launched
next year. Another project in the same time frame will focus on revision of the hiring
practices for Store Employees. Therefore, the scope of the analysis work in this project
should be sufficient to support the Performance-based Employee Q/C System, the hiring
practices, and the Curriculum Design.

Background and Rationale
TMC Stores currently has approximately 2,500 stores in the US and is adding stores at
the rate of 250 per year. The Company’s growth plans involve not only adding stores,
but also growing top-line sales ($billions) and margin ($100s of millions) in existing
stores. We are under performing compared to our top two competitors. Employee
turnover in the stores exceeds 100%.
There are a number of performance improvement initiatives under way in all the
departments. One major thrust of the performance improvement strategy is to make
sure that all employees in critical roles have the capability to perform their work to a
high standard, which we believe is not the case today, especially in the stores and the
supply chain. This will require a combination of hiring practices, training, and
qualification testing. The decision has been made to develop the Performance-based
Employee Q/C System first. Early experience with Q/C will help establish priorities for
training and employee selection.
Retail Operations at the store level is the best place to start. Having qualified employees
in the stores is expected to give a significant boost to both top-line sales and margin
which will be worth hundreds of $millions per year to the bottom line. We also expect a
significant reduction in turnover since an important contributor to turnover is
unqualified employees either quitting in frustration or being terminated for poor
performance. A 10% reduction in store turnover would be worth an additional $75
million per year.
Once we have experience with this type of Performance-based Employee Q/C System we
will extend it to other areas. Supply Chain Operations appears to be the next most
promising opportunity target. It has the next largest number of employees after Retail
Operations with a turnover rate between 75 and 100%. The dollar value of potential
performance improvement is high, at least in the 10s of $millions.

Deliverables
The deliverables expected from this project include
1. High-level system architecture for a Performance-based Employee Q/C System that will
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

work for Retail Operations and is scalable to be able to handle the departments listed
in the Scope section of this project plan. This system architecture will include:
a. A high level process map including the interfaces with other systems such as
hiring, training, work assignment, performance management, and compensation
b. A philosophy and a set of policies for the system
c. A high level view of the roles and responsibilities in the system
d. Requirements for the Administrative System
e. Requirements for the tests and a test template
f. Requirements for the IT record keeping system (to be augmented after the
administrative system design) and an assessment of the capabilities of the
existing IT infrastructure to meet the requirements
An administrative system that will work for Retail Operations and is scalable to be
able to handle the departments listed in the Scope section of this project plan. This
administrative system will include:
a. Detailed design of the processes
b. Detailed definition of roles and responsibilities
c. The IT infrastructure to handle the data
d. Manuals and training materials for important roles in the system
Performance models and skill/knowledge requirements for the Retail Operations
roles within the scope
Test specifications that identify the tasks (and possibly skills) requiring qualification
tests and other requirements for the tests to meet
A typical qualification/learning path for each role
A battery of performance-based qualification tests for critical tasks and skills for
each role, linked to the performance models and skill knowledge requirements
A plan to measure the performance of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
An implementation plan for Retail Operations
A communication plan for Retail Operations and for the entire company

Critical Interface Requirements
The Performance-based Employee Q/C System does not stand alone. It is part of the
overall system to make sure that important work is being performed only by employees
who are capable of our expected standards of performance. The most critical interfaces
to be considered in this project are:
 Hiring
 Training
 Task assignment
 Job assignment
 Performance management
 Compensation
 Career management
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Hiring
The performance models and knowledge/skill requirements generated in this project
must provide the information necessary to develop selection requirements around
incoming skills and knowledge. The policies developed in this project must identify a
probationary period within which the new employee must qualify for the initial job
assignment in order to remain employed.
Training
The performance models and knowledge/skill requirements generated in this project
must provide the information necessary to design a performance-based curriculum
architecture. The tools that are developed for individual qualification planning and
record keeping must also be capable of planning and record keeping for training.
Task Assignment
This project must identify a policy relating assignment of a critical task to an employee
and that employee’s qualification for the task. The task assignment process should be
reviewed and modified to fit the policy if necessary.
Job Assignment
This project must identify a policy relating assignment of an employee to a new job (e.g.,
moving from one store to another) and the qualification requirements associated with
the move.
Performance Management
With the Performance-based Employee Q/C System in place, supervisors should be able to
more easily diagnose the causes of sub-standard performance since capability to perform
is eliminated as a cause once the employee has qualified for all the critical tasks in a job.
Attainment of qualifications for specific tasks is in itself a performance goal that should
be included in an employee’s performance plan and reviewed at review time. The
performance models developed in this project should provide important information to
supervisors for performance planning and performance reviews. This project should
review the performance management process and tools and make suggestions for
changes that take advantage of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System and the
newly developed performance models
Compensation
This project should work with the Compensation Department in HR to answer the
following questions.
 Should an employee receive additional compensation once they have qualified for
their entry job and completed their probationary period?
 Should an employee who qualifies for multiple jobs receive additional compensation
for each?
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 Should an employee who moves to a new job be given a one time bonus for
qualifying for that job?
The answers to these questions should be presented for executive review with the highlevel system architecture. When the Performance-based Employee Q/C System is
implemented, any compensation system changes should be implemented simultaneously.
Career Management
The set of Retail Operations performance models and knowledge/skill requirements
developed in this project will enable the development of suggested career paths based on
a logical progression of capabilities and experience linked to the requirements for future
job assignments.

Project Organization and Roles/Responsibilities
The project organization includes the following roles:
 Project Leader
 Project Manager
 Executive Sponsor(s)
 Board of Governors
 Retail Operations Council
 Analysis teams (one for each role in Retail Ops)
 Design teams (one for each role in Retail Ops)
 Administrative System Design Team
 Performance improvement specialists
 Administrative Support
Each of these roles is described in the following sections.
The Project Leader will be Suzanne Grey, the Midwest Retail Operations Manager. She will
provide day-to-day leadership and access to executives without being pulled off her
regular job.
The Project Manager will be Jim Jones, the Manager of Curriculum in the Corporate
Training Department. He will be full time for the duration of the project and will
provide hands-on direction.
The Executive Sponsors will be Clare Abernathy, the VP of Retail Operations and John
Anderson, VP of HR. They have the power to make fundamental decisions regarding
the qualification system and the resources applied to it on behalf of the business or
personally take the decisions to the Executive Leadership Team when needed. They will
appoint the members of the Board of Governors.
The Board of Governors will be composed of middle management representatives of the
departments that will participate in the fully articulated system.
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 Retail Operations
 Supply Chain Operations
 Merchandising
 Information Technology
 Accounting
 Human Resources
It is chaired by the Project Leader and facilitated by the Project Manager. This Board of
Governors sets the policies and approves the overall design features of the system. Once
the system is operational the Board of Governors will meet twice per year to review results,
plan for the future, and make any changes to system policy or overall design.
The Retail Operations Council is composed of Store Managers, appointed by the VP Retail
Operations, who can best represent the Retail Operations content and who know the
people and their capabilities. The Retail Operations Council will nominate members for
the analysis and design teams, review and approve the performance models and
skill/knowledge requirements, review the administrative system design, and review the
batteries of tests developed by the design teams. Once the system is operational the
Retail Operations Council will meet as often as necessary, but never more than monthly
or less than quarterly, to keep the tests current with the real world of work.
The Analysis Teams for each role (Store Manager and Associate) will be populated by
Retail Operations Master Performers and other Subject Matter Experts (legal, quality,
safety, etc.) handpicked by the Retail Operations Council to define the performance
competence requirements: the ability to perform tasks to produce outputs that meet
stakeholder requirements.
The Design Teams will be populated by Retail Operations Master Performers and other
Subject Matter Experts (legal, quality, safety, etc.) handpicked by the Retail Operations
Council to define what is to be tested from the analysis data, and for each test the
specific test method, any test locations requirements or restrictions, test development
resources to be used, and any pilot-testing requirements prior to general use of the test.
The Administrative System Design Team is a group of representatives from the work groups
that will be subjected to the Performance-based Employee Q/C System. This group,
appointed by the Retail Operations Council should be composed of informal leaders
who can help influence their peers to accept and even embrace the system. This team
will work with the Performance Improvement Specialists to design the administrative
system.
The Performance Improvement Specialists are a group of people from Corporate
Training with skills in job analysis, administrative systems design, team facilitation, and
training. They will facilitate analysis and design meetings, serve as test developers, and
develop the manuals and training for all the participants.
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The Administrative Support for the project will manage the schedule, manage the
documentation system, and prepare documents.

Project Approach
The approach to be followed in this project is depicted in the following chart.
Performance-based Employee Q/C System Implementation and
Initial Q/C Performance Test Development Project Phases
Q/C System
Architecture
Design

Q/C Phase 3

Q/C Phase 4

Q/C Phase 9

Q/C Admin
System Design

Q/C Admin
System
Implementation

Administrative
Systems
Improvements

Q/C Phase 8

Q/C Phase 1
Q/C
Business Case
Preparation &
Project Planning

Q/C System
Start-Up and
Pilot Test
Q/C Phase 5
Analysis

Q/C Phase 6
Design

Q/C Phase 7
Development/
Acquisition

Q/C Phase 10
Q/C Test
Revision &
Release

To ongoing operations of the Q/C System

Q/C Phase 2
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Phase 1: Q/C Business Case Preparation and Project Planning
The project plan and business case have been prepared by the Project Leader and
Project Manager at the request of the TMC Stores Executive Leadership Team as a part
of their portfolio of performance improvement initiatives. The Executive Sponsors will
approve the project plan and authorize the project to commence.
Phase 2: Q/C System Architecture Design
The Project Manager and Performance Improvement Specialists will interview members
of the Board of Governors and selected others to get their input. They will develop a
straw model System Architecture and refine it in a ½ day meeting with the Board of
Governors. The refined System Architecture will be reviewed by the Executive Sponsors
and representatives of the key stakeholder groups for comments. The comments will be
reflected in a second draft. The Board of Governors will review the second draft and
recommend it to the Executive Sponsors for approval.
Phase 3: Q/C Administrative System Design
Two of the Performance Improvement Specialists will be assigned to work with the
Administrative System Design Team to design the Administrative System. They will
facilitate a two-day meeting with the Team to develop detailed processes and
role/responsibility descriptions.
Meetings will be held with owners of the interfacing processes to iron out interface
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details, e.g., the hiring process interface.
The Specialists will examine existing HR and Training Department IT infrastructure to
determine its adaptability to the needs of the Performance-based Employee Q/C System
and make recommendations regarding use of existing systems or acquisition of new of a
new one, keeping in mind that whatever system is used must also serve other training
and HR needs.
The Specialists will develop specifications and outlines for the user manuals and training
and review them with the Administrative System Design Team.
The Specialists, with the Administration System Design Team, will develop an
implementation plan and a communication plan.
The Specialists with members of the Administrative System Design Team will present
their design, their recommendations, and their implementation and communication
plans to the Board of Governors for approval.
Phase 4: Q/C Administrative System Implementation
The Specialists will develop the user Manuals and associated training. The
Administrative System Design Team will review these materials, and the Specialists will
field test them.
The Specialists will work with the IT, Training, and HR Departments to put the IT
infrastructure in place.
The Retail Operations Department and the Training Department will appoint the
necessary administration staff, and the Specialists will train them in the operation of the
administrative system.
The Project Manager, supported by the Retail Operations Department, the Board of
Governors, and the Executive Sponsors will execute the Communications plan.
Phase 5: Analysis
The Specialists will work with each of the Analysis Teams in 1-2 day meetings to
produce Performance Models and Knowledge/Skill Matrices which will then be used to
assess the potential for any Test reuse or sharing between the departments that the
Analysis Teams represent.
Phase 6: Design
The Specialists will work with a Design Team composed of members from each of the
Analysis Teams in a 2-day meeting to review the analysis data and define which
performance competence will be tested, and will specify each test in terms of test
method (Performance Demonstration, Performance Simulation, or Talk-through
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Performance), test location requirements, resources to be used during development, and
the need for Pilot-Test or not for each test.
Phase 7: Development/Acquisition
The Specialists will work with the designated Master Performers and Subject Matter
Experts to develop the tests and conduct developmental testing of each test with other
Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts prior to formal Pilot-Testing or general
release for use.
Phase 8: Q/C System Start Up and Pilot Test
The Project Manager and Specialists will develop a master plan for start up and pilot test.
This may involve Pilot Test in a small number of stores with different characteristics to
shake the bugs out of the system, making revisions based on the Pilot Test, and then
systematically deploying the system to all the stores, region by region.
The deployment will involve training all the Store Managers and Assistant Manager how
to operate the system in their stores, and training the Assessors and Candidates how to
play their roles. The Project manager and Specialists will follow deployment progress for
12 months, stepping in to troubleshoot and solve problems as needed. If the system is
operating the way it was designed and the number of problems to be solved becomes
small, the 12 months of support may be reduced. Regular reports of progress will be
provided to the Retail Operations Council, the Board of Governors, and the Executive
Sponsors.
Phase 9: Administrative Systems Improvements
Administrative System improvements will be recommended by participants as the
company gains experience with the system. The administrative team for the system will
review recommended changes, make minor ones on their own authority, and refer major
changes to the Board of Governors for approval. If necessary they may call upon the
Performance Improvement Specialists to help evaluate and make needed changes.
Phase 10: Q/C Test Revision and Release
Test Revision specifications from Phase 8 will guide the updating and potential re-PilotTesting of all tests needing them. Once all updates to the Q/C Tests have been
completed, and the Performance-based Employee Q/C System subsystems and processes
have been updated (Phase 9) the Project Manager and Specialists will systematically
deploy the system to all the stores, region by region.

Task/Schedule Charts
The following Critical Path chart and Task/Schedule charts provide an overview and
then details for the tasks, roles/responsibilities, estimated time commitments, and
schedules for each of the ten phases of the project.
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Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

1. Review Project Plan
with Executive Sponsor

0.5

0.5

0.25

2. Revise Project Plan

0.25

0.5

3. Set up project organization responsibilities/
accountability and
recruit Retail
Operations Council,
Board of Governors,
Performance
Specialists, and
Administrative Support

1.0

2.0

4. Conduct project
orientation for
Performance
Improvement
Specialists and
Administrative Support

0.2

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

Start

End

Phase 1: Project Planning
& Kick-off

5. Setup project
administration system
(files, tracking system,
reports, etc.)

0.5
0.25

1.0

6. Plan orientation
sessions/initial meeting
for the Board of
Governors and Retail
Operations Council

0.5

2.0

7. Conduct initial Board
of Governors meeting

0.5

1.0

8. Revise project plan (if
necessary)

0.25

0.5

9. Conduct initial Retail
Operations Council
meeting

0.25

1.0

1.0

1.0

10. Recruit Analysis and
Design Teams and
Administrative System
Design Team

1.0

0.25

1.0

11. Miscellaneous project
manager/administrative tasks (including
newsletter)

1.0

PHASE 1: TOTAL
KEY:

3.45 11.5

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

0.25

1.0
0.5

1.0

0.5

0.25

1.25

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

12.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

Start

End

Phase 2: Q/C System
Architecture Design
1. Read background
resource material

0.5

1.0
2.0

2. Prepare straw model
of the architecture

0.25

2.0

3. Meet with Board of
Governors to edit
straw model

0.5

1.0

4. Document the System
Architecture

1.0

0.25

5. Get Executive Sponsor
approval

0.5

1.0

6. Revise as needed

0.2

0.5

7. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks
PHASE 2: TOTAL

0.5

2.0
0.25

6.25

2.0
0.5

0.5

1.0

1.45

2.0

1.0
2.0

0.25

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.5

7.5

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

3.0

Start

End

Phase 3: Administrative
System Design
1. Plan Administrative
System Design
meeting and develop
straw models

2.0

5.0

2. Conduct
Administrative System
Design meeting

1.0

2.0

3. Document the
preliminary design

1.0

2.0

4. Meet with owners of
the interfacing
processes to clarify
process interface
designs

0.5

3.0

5. Update the
preliminary design

KEY:

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

1.0

2.0

1.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Chapter 11: Sample Project Plan

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

Start

End

Phase 3: Administrative
System Design (cont.)
6. Meet with IT and
Corporate Training to
evaluate existing IT
capability and
develop an IT
infrastructure plan

1.0

3.0

3.0

7. Develop draft specs
and outlines for user
manuals and training
materials

0.5

3.0

3.0

8. Develop outlines for
the Implementation
Plan and
Communication Plan

0.5

2.0

2.0

9. Conduct a meeting of
the Administrative
System Design Team
to complete the IT
Plan, the Implementation Plan, and the
Communication Plan

0.5

2.0

10. Document the three
plans from nine and
prepare for reviews
with the Project
Leader, Executive
Sponsors, Retail Operations Council, and
Board of Governors

0.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

11. Conduct informal
reviews and make
necessary revisions

1.0

2.0

12. Conduct a Board of
Governors meeting to
approve the Administrative System Design,
the IT Plan, the Implementation Plan, and
the Communication
Plan

0.5

1.0

13. Update the Design
and Plans

0.25

0.5

14. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks
PHASE 3: TOTAL
KEY:

0.25

0.25

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.75 12.0

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

1.0
1.0

0.25

0.5

0.25

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

20.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

Start

End

Phase 4: Administrative
System Implementation
1. Develop and field test
the user manuals and
related training
materials

0.5

15.0

15.0

2. Work with Training and
IT to implement the IT
infrastructure

2.0

10.0

10.0

3. Select and appoint
the administrative staff

0.03

2.0

4. Train the
administrative staff

0.25

0.25

5. Execute the
communications plan

0.25

2.0

6. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks
PHASE 4: TOTAL

KEY:

1.0

0.25

0.25

0.25

2.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

1.0

0.53

7.75

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

1.0

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

32.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Chapter 11: Sample Project Plan

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

1. Prepare for Store
Manager analysis
meeting including
Kick-Off presentation,
handouts, etc.

1.5

2.0

2. Coordinate logistics
for the analysis
meeting participants
invitations, schedule
room/equipment and
refreshments/meals

0.5

0.5

3. Invitation Follow-Up
with Analysis Team
members

0.5

Start

End

Phase 5: Analysis

4. Conduct three-day
Analysis Team meeting

3.0

3.0

5. Document
Performance Models,
Knowledge/Skill
Matrices and draft
Analysis Report

1.0

3.0

6. Pre-Circulate Analysis
Report for review with
the Analysis Team and
project leadership

0.25

0.25

7. Gather all revisions/
feedback from the
Analysis Team members and leadership

1.0

8. Update the Analysis
Report as required

0.5

1.0

9. Prepare for and
coordinate the
logistics for the Retail
Operations Council
Review Meeting

1.0

1.0

10. Conduct the Retail
Operations Council
Review Meeting

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

11. Update the Analysis
Report and analysis
databases
1.0

12. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks
PHASE 5: TOTAL
KEY:

1.0

2.0

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

0.0

0.0

1.0

4.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0 12.25 10.75

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

2.0

2.0

Start

End

Phase 6: Design
1. Prepare for and
coordinate Logistics
for the Store Manager
Design Team meeting
2.0

2. Conduct a two-day
Design Team meeting
to develop
Performance Test
Specifications and a
Qualification/
Certification Path for
Associate Store
Managers

2.0

3. Document the Design
Specifications and
Q/C Path

3.0

5.0

4. Prepare for and
coordinate logistics for
a Design Review
meeting with the
Retail Operations
Council

1.5

1.5

5. Conduct one-day
Design Review
meeting with the
Retail Operations
Council

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

6. Update the Design
Specifications and
Q/C Path (as needed)
7. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks

1.0

1.0

PHASE 6: TOTAL

2.0

2.0

KEY:

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

11.5

10.5

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Chapter 11: Sample Project Plan

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

1. Contact all Store
Manager Master
Performers and other
subject matter experts
identified on each
Performance Test
Specification to
schedule Test
Development
meetings

5.0

2.0

2. Prepare for Test
Development
meetings and gather
all reference materials
per the Test
Specifications

5.0

5.0

3. Prepare for Test
Development
meetings (estimated
25 meetings for 200
Tests)

2.0

2.0

4. Conduct 25 two- to
four-hour meetings
with MPs/SMEs to
develop draft Q/C
Tests

15.0

Start

End

Phase 7: Development/
Acquisition

5. Document draft Q/C
Tests

2.0

10.0

6. Circulate draft Q/C
Tests for review per the
Test Specifications

2.0

5.0

7. Gather all Revision
Requirements

5.0

8. Update Q/C Tests as
directed

4.0

8.0

9. Prepare for any Q/C
Test Pilot-Testing per
the Test Specifications

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

43.0

35.0

10. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks

1.0

1.0

PHASE 7: TOTAL

1.0

1.0

KEY:

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

1. Develop a Master Plan
for Start Up including a
pilot plan

0.5

2. Review start up plan
with Retail Operations
Council

0.25

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

3.0

5.0

5.0

0.5

0.5

Start

End

Phase 8: System Start-up
and Pilot Test

TASKS 3-8 REPRESENT A THREE
STORE PILOT OF THE SYSTEM

3. Select and train
assessors for the pilot

0.5

2.0

4. Conduct training for
the three pilot stores

0.25

1.0

3.0

2.0

5. Start up the system for
the pilot stores and
monitor the pilot

1.0

3.0

20.0

20.0

0.5

2.0

1.0

5.0

5.0

1.0

1.0

6. Evaluate pilot results
and prepare a pilot
report
7. Make necessary
changes to the system
before system-wide
start up

0.5

1.0

8. Review pilot results
with the Retail
Operations Council
and Board of
Governors and obtain
decision to implement
system-wide start up

0.5

1.0

9. Select and recruit
assessors for the entire
system

1.0

3.0

0.25

0.25

0.25

2.0

3.0

10. Conduct assessor
training for the entire
system

5.0

20.0

20.0

11. Conduct store
manager and
associate training
across the system
(online)

5.0

20.0

20.0

12. Turn over operational
control of the system
to the new
administrative team

2.0

KEY:

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

4.0

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Chapter 11: Sample Project Plan

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

Start

End

Phase 8: System Start-up
and Pilot Test (cont.)
13. Miscellaneous project
manager/
administrative tasks
(including newsletter
development)
PHASE 8: TOTAL

5.0

4.0

30.0

5.0

0.25

0.25

2.75

0.0

0.0

0.0

78.5

86.0

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

Start

End

Phase 9: Administrative
Systems Improvements
1. Performance
Improvement Specialists stay onboard for 6
months to monitor
system performance
and make necessary
improvements
PHASE 9: TOTAL

30.00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.0

0.0

Estimated Resources (Days)

Schedule

Q/C TEAM

Tasks
PL

PM

ES

BoG ROC

AT

DT

ASD

PIS

AS

5.0

5.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

6.0

Start

End

Phase 10: Q/C Test
Revision and Release
1. Update all Q/C Tests
per the Pilot-Test
Report review meeting
feedback and
Revision Specifications
from the Retail
Operations Council
2. Conduct Post-mortem
Lessons Learned
meeting and
document results
PHASE 10: TOTAL
TOTAL FOR PHASES 1-10:
KEY:

0.5

0.0

0.5

15.18 73.00

PL = Project Leader
PM = Project Manager
ES = Executive Sponsor(s)
BoG = Board of Governors
ROC = Retail Operations Council

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.50

1.75

6.50

4.00

3.00

0.00 250.75 219.75

AT = Analysis Teams (one for each role in Retail Operations)
DT = Design Teams (one for each role in Retails Operations)
ASD = Administrative System Design Team
PIS = Performance Improvement Specialists
AS = Administrative Support
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Appendix B: Glossary

Appendix B: Glossary
The following terms are used throughout this book, with these meanings…
AoP

Area of Performance, a segment of work performance

Deliverable

Output/outcome/result

Evergreen

Current, up-to-date

Inputs

Everything necessary to the process for creation of outputs

Knowledge

Understanding

Output

A tangible result

Performance

The expected activities needed to produce specific outputs and
outcomes

Process

The conversion of inputs to outputs

Result

The tangible or intangible output of a process

ROI

Return on Investment; a “ratio” calculated by subtracting the return
from the investment and dividing that by the investment

Skill

Capability to perform
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Stakeholder

A person or group with a vested
interest in the process or result
or both (see diagram: Stakeholder
Hierarchy for an example from
which to adapt)

Stakeholder Hierarchy
Government
Shareholders/Owners
Board of Directors
Executives
Management
Customers
Employees
Suppliers
Community
Guy W. Wallace

System

A bundle of processes and all of it’s human and environmental
assets, existing within a larger system, composed of sub-systems

Task

A set of performance steps/sub-steps that in combination with
other tasks produces an output/outcome/result
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Appendix C: Knowledge/Skill Categories and Definitions

Appendix C: Knowledge/Skill
Categories and Definitions
From Guy W. Wallace’s book: lean-ISD: The Knowledge/Skill Matrices are organized
using a list of categories, which can include categories similar to those listed below.
1. Company Policies/Procedures/Practices/
Guidelines
2. Laws, Regulations, Codes, Agreements,
and Contracts
3. Industry Standards
4. Internal Organizations and Resources
5. External Organizations and Resources
6. Marketplace Knowledge
7. Product/Service Knowledge
8. Process Knowledge

9. Records, Reports, Documents, and
Forms
10. Materials and Supplies
11. Tools/Equipment/Machinery
12. Computer Systems/Software/Hardware
13. Personal/Interpersonal
14. Management/Supervisory
15. Business Knowledge and Skills
16. Professional/Technical
17. Functional Specific

Please note that this list is a starter list that is reviewed and adapted for each project. The
only exception to this approach is if the project you are working on must tie in to other
projects. Then analysts must all adhere to very strict definitions and uses of these
categories.
While many knowledge/skill items can be placed in multiple knowledge/skill categories,
it’s preferable to put an item into the best category one time and one time only; this
requires some arbitrary decision-making and consistent logic so that similar data falls
into the same category. This is important for the reviewers’ sanity and also for the ease
and integrity of the later design work.
The following figures provide a preliminary definition of the knowledge/skill categories
and some examples of typical knowledge/skill items.
Knowledge/Skill
Category
1 – Company Policies/
Procedures/
Practices/
Guidelines

Definition of the
Knowledge/Skill Category

Knowledge/Skill Item
Examples

Any rules the company expects

•
•
•
•

employees to follow when
performing their jobs. These are the
TMC Company’s documents on
what they want done or not done.
They are internally imposed.
Typically, these keep the
organization in line with government
regulations. Not following them will
lead to sanctions for the employee,
which may include loss of job.

Purchasing policies
Code of conduct
Progressive discipline
Holiday scheduling
and compensation
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2 – Laws, Regulations,
Codes,
Agreements, and
Contracts

Laws or regulations from the
government that basically govern
the way you do your job. Any
federal, state, or local laws or codes
that drive our need to be
compliant. Anything externally
imposed that has the “power of the
law” and would equate to jail time
or fines if broken.

•
•
•
•
•

EEO regulations
OSHA regulations
EPA regulations
Union agreements
Supplier/vendor
contracts

3 – Industry Standards

Industrywide agreements that allow
the TMC Company to be
competitive. These are not imposed
by regulatory agencies or policies
and do not have the power of the
law, but the power of the industry.

•
•
•
•

QS 9001
ANSI
Dairy Association
PAL Video Format

4 – Internal
Organizations and
Resources

Internal departments, support
groups, or other staff that help you
accomplish work and/or are
conduits to external entities.

•
•
•
•

Print Shop
HR
Engineering
Purchasing

5 – External
Organizations and
Resources

Outside agencies, companies, and
professional or external sources you
can use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISPI
ASTD
IEEE
J.D. Powers
AMA
Accountants
CADDI

6 – Marketplace
Knowledge

Industrywide views regarding
• Knowledge of customers: types of
customers, specific companies,
customer types, the economic
buyer or user of your product.
• Knowledge of competitors: who
are your competitors regarding a
particular platform or product
line.
• Knowledge of competitive
products: what are your
competitive products.

• Ford, GM, Chrysler,
Toyota – company
and competitive
products
• Pioneer, Sony,
Panasonic, Zenith –
company and
competitive products

Knowledge/Skill Categories, Definitions, and Examples, continued
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Appendix C: Knowledge/Skill Categories and Definitions

Knowledge/Skill
Category

Definition of the
Knowledge/Skill Category

Knowledge/Skill Item
Examples

7 – Product/Service

The products the TMC Company

• Widget X
• Consulting on Y

Knowledge

produces or the services the TMC
Company provides. The company
products or services that you need
to know about to do your job. The
depth you need will depend on the
type of job you have.

8 – Process
Knowledge

Formal or informal processes that
cut across two or more
organizations within the TMC
Company. (Note: the TMC
Company needs to define). If there
is a policy or procedure covering
this, then it need not be rewritten in
this category.

• New product
development
• Sales forecasting
• Product distribution

9 – Records, Reports,
Documents, and
Forms

Any documents that you need to
read, interpret, and/or complete.

• TMC T&D time reports
• MHDS
• Expense reports

10 – Materials and
Supplies

The materials and supplies
consumed in the performance of
work.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Color print cartridges
Fuses
Resistors
Lubricants
Flip chart
Easels and paper

11 – Tools/ Equipment/

Any tool or piece of equipment that

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forklift
Overhead crane
Company vehicle
Road grader
Floor jack
Power drill
Hand drill
Micrometer
Oscilloscope

Machinery

12 – Computer
Systems/ Software/
Hardware

you need to use. What classification
of equipment might be needed.
• Machinery: fixed and large
• Equipment: movable and
medium-sized
• Tools: flexible and small

Any type of computer, peripheral,
or particular software.

• The TMC T&D
Employee
Participation Records
database
• Spreadsheet software
• Laser printer
• Scanner

Knowledge/Skill Categories, Definitions, and Examples, continued
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Knowledge/Skill
Category

Definition of the
Knowledge/Skill Category

Knowledge/Skill Item
Examples

13 – Personal/
Interpersonal

Personal development knowledge
or skills applicable to individual
contributors.

• Interviewing skills
• Proactive facilitation
skills
• Time management
• Project management
• Creativity
• Verbal
communications
• Written
communications
• Presentations
• Negotiations

14 – Management/
Supervisory

Knowledge or skills that are truly
unique to a supervisor or manager
that usually have legal implications.

•
•
•
•

15 – Business
Knowledge and
Skills

Industry trends that equate to a
business challenge. Any business
challenges that become business
strategies or business initiatives
driven by business strategies.

• ROI
• EVA
• Current TMC business
strategies

16 – Professional/
Technical

Any knowledge particular to the
profession being analyzed.

• Adult learning theory
• Financial analysis
theories
• Electrical engineering
symbols

17 – Functional Specific

Any information that is specific to
the functional area being studied.

• The TMC Sales Division
T&D philosophies
• Materials
organization mission

Employee counseling
Progressive discipline
Termination
Hiring

Knowledge/Skill Categories, Definitions, and Examples, continued
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Appendix D: Example Set of Related Analysis, Design, and Test Development Outputs

Appendix D: Example Set of Related
Analysis, Design, and Test
Development Outputs
The following examples include
▪
▪
▪
▪

Performance Model Chart
Knowledge/Skill Matrix
Q/C Test Specification
Q/C Performance Test Format

For additional text and for free tools and templates referenced in this book – see
our wiki at:
http://qualificationcertificationsystem.wikispaces.com/
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Appendix D: Example Set of Related Analysis, Design, and Test Development Outputs
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Appendix E: About the Authors
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